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JOHN N. DUNSTER
ABSTRACT
The Ouldburra Formation (Early Cambrian) is a newly defined
sequence of carbonates, mixed carbonate/siticiclastics and evaporites in
the northeastern Officer Basin, northern South Australia. Deposition took
place during the late stages of transgression and the subsequent regression
of an epeiric sea with a flanking marine sabkha.
In the Manya area, deposition began with the precipitation of
bottom nucleated halite in small isolaied salinas on a peri-emergent
siliciclastic sand flat. The transgression of the epeiric sea had extended
throughout Èhe Marla-Manya area by the Botoman Stage of the Cambrian.
Archeaocyath/algal bioherms, stromatolitic and thrombolitic algal/mud
mounds and thin ooid shoals developed offshore. The combination of very
shallow conditions and a low degree of depositional slope pnoduced a broad
non-tidal nearshore zone in which algal mats were preserved and
sedimentation was punctuated by storm events. The epeiric sea was
flanked by a marine sabkha which contained displacive rchicken-wire'
anhydrite within the emergent sediment profile and was characterized by
near-surface dolomitization, either by seepage reflux of sabkha derived
brines or evaporative pumping of evolved marine water. Sedimentation is
cyclic throughout much of the depositional history of Èhe Formation.
Shallowing-up cycles, typically l-5 m thick, include a wide variety of
lithologies and lithof acies and of ten terminate with exposure. More-
pervasive subaerial exposure surfaces can be comelated over tens of
kilometres. Carbonate sedimentation ended as sabkha tred beds' prograded
basinward, in some areas across exposed marine carbonates.
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The Ouldburra Formation is a newly recognized unit of Early
Cambrian carbonates, mixed carbonate siliciclastics and evaporiLes which
has been intersected in a number of driltholes in the northeastern Officer
Basin of South Australia. The Formation, as defined here-in, ranges from
I43 m to over LràOO m thick and is widespread in the sub-surface
throughout the Marla-Manya area (Figure f ). This thesis presenÈs a
sedimentological history of the Ouldbuma Formation and briefly describes
the first significanb palaeontological evidence for the age of the
Formation.
1.1 Description of Location
The logistic centre is Marla, a road house and motel on the Stuart
Highway I,200 km north of Adelaide and 500 km south of Alice Springs.
Marla is two kilometres from the rail siding of the same name on the main
Tarcoola-Alice Springs line. Other access is confined to four wheel drive
tracks, seismic and other sulvey lines.
The region has a Koppen type BWh arid desert climate. Maximum
summer temperatures often exceed 45oC with high diurnal variation.
During June and July, night-time minima fall below freezing point. The
average annual rainfatl is less than l-50 mm p.a. with a mean annual
evaporation around 91500 mm.
The physiography of the region has been described by Krieg Qltl¡,
Pitt (1978) and Laut et al. (1977). The most significant contrasts are
bebween the Everard and Mt Johns Ranges to the northwest, the
'Breakaway Countryr to the east and the vegetated seif dunes of the Great
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SHOWING COMALCO SEISMIC LINES





Oulcrop of Palaeozoic sedimenbs is extremely sParse. The best
examples occur in the Mt Johns Range and in the vicinity of Observatory
Hill (Figure I). Access is restricted, as bo[h locations contain aboriginal
rsites of significance'. Silicif ied Palaeozoic carbonates also occur as
surface floal in the Giles to Dingo Claypan area. None of these exPosures
can be correlated with the Ouldburra Formation in the Marla-Manya area.
LZ Tenure
Comalco Aluminium Limited (Comalco) holds Petroleum Exploration
Licences (PEL) 2J and 30 (Figure I) which cover the known distribution of
the Ouldburra Formation in the Marla-Manya area.
I.3 Previous and Contemporaneous Work
I.).1 Exploration History
The exploration history of the eastern Officer Basin is summarized
in Kreig (L969), Pitt et al. (1980) and Robertson et al. (1980).
Interest in the Marla-Manya area began in 1980 when White and
Youngs (1980) necognized the Observatory Hill Beds in the Marla area as a
Cambrian terrestrial playa lake sequence containing pseudomorphs of
trona. As part of its exploration fon trona, Comalco Aluminium Limited
began a prognamme of drilling and seismic ¡eflection profiling. This data
enabled Brewer, Henry and Weste (pers. comm., I9B3) to differentiate
between the alkali playa lake sequence in the Marla-Manya area (the
Observatory Hill Beds, sensu Benbow, I9BZ) and an older, depositionally
unrelated, sequence of Early Cambrian marine carbonates, mixed
carbonate/siliciclastics and evaporites (the Out¿Uurra Formation ).
Comalco shifted its exploration emphasis from trona to a petroleum
search and expanded the regional seismic survey and slratigraphic drilling
programme in PEL 23 and 3O. To date, 2,100 km of seismic and 24 fully
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cored drillholes have been completed. This sedimentological study of the
Ouldburra Formation began in early 1985 in conjunction with work on
source rock potential, maturation, porosity and permeability by other
Comalco geologists.
I.3.2 Previous studies of the Ouldburra Formation
The only other sedimentological studies of the Ouldburra Formation
were by Youngs (fgAO), who worked on the carbonates intersected in the
South Australian Department of Mines and Energy (SADME) drillhole
Marla-IA and by Henry (pers. comm., f984) who related the lithologies
of Marla-lB to those intersected in two Comalco drillholes and postulated
environments of deposi[ion. Lydyard (1979) briefly described the
petrography of carbonates intersected in MarIa-IA'B, Manya-l- and five
other drillholes from the eastern Officer Basin.
1.4 Methods of Study
This study is based on cores and wireline logs from seven fully cored
and two spot cored drillholes in the Marla-Manya area and is augmented
by regional seismic coverage and numenous shallow stratigraphic drillholes
in PEL 27 and 10. In addition, outcrops at Observatory Hill and other
exposures of possible Palaeozoic carbonates in the Marla to Emu area
have been examined.
1.4.I Petrography
Over 180 thin sections, showing the widest possible diversiby of
textures and lithologies, have been described. Appendix III contains those
descriptions specifically referred to in the text.
The descriptions follow a modif icalion of Dunham's (I962) carbonate
classification by Embry and Klovan (1971) (Appendix II Rocks conlaining
more than 50 percenl terrigenous material were classified using Swansonrs
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(l9gl) compositional classification. All particle and grain sizes are based
on the scale of Wentworth (1922). The colour codes for hand specimen
description are from the Geological Society of America Rock Colour
Chart by Goddard eÈ al. (L979) and refer to wet cut faces. The
terminology for naming peloids, ooids and oncoids and aggregate grains
follows the classif ieation of Flugel (L98?). The term rdolostone' is used to
distinguish the lithotype from 'dolomiter the mineral, and the lerminology
for dolomi[e crystal forms is from Friedman (L965) and Gregg and Sibley
(re84I
Thin sections were prepared by AMDEL or Pontifex and Associates
Pty Ltd. The carbonates have been stained with Alizarin Red-S; either
directly in thin section; or the corresponding rock slice has been etched
and stained. Potassium femicyanide stain has been used to distinguish
iron-rich carbonate phases. A limited number of X-ray diffraction
analyses were undertaken to confirm the identity of various minerals. The
prefix COM for specimen numbers refers to a thin section stored in the
collection of Comalco Exploration, Glenside.
1.4.2 Insoluble residue studies
Over 50 samples of carbonates and mixed carbonate/siliciclastics
from 6 drillholes have been dissolved in l0 percent acetic acid. The
unconcentrated residues were examined initially under X40 magnification
for microfossils and insoluble authigenic and detrital minerals.
1.4.1 Isotope and trace element studies
Isotope studies of carbonabes from the northeastern Officer Basin
(Lambert et al., 1986) have been used as palaeoenvironmental indicators
to distinguish marine from non-marine and to assisL in the interpretation
of diagenetic alteration. Some of these data; including 875t¡B6Sr ratios,
6
delta lfC, and l4S analyses were utilized in this study. A bromine pnofile
was plotted for the bedded halite.
1.4.4 Detailed sedimentological logs
Cores from nine drillholes which intersected the Ouldbuma
Formation (totalling ca. t,2OO m) were logged at 1:50 scale to
differentiate the various primary and secondary lithologies and to
highlight diagnostic sedimenbary structures. Logs were computer-drafted
using modified AUSLOG software and reduced to A4 (Appendix IV). Cores
are stored in the South Australian Department of Mines and Energy
(SADME) Core Library, Glenside. The polished slabs referred to in Èhe
Catalogue of Specimens (Appendix II), are stored in the collection of
Comalco Exploration, Glenside. Duplicate samples are kept in the
SADME Core Library.
1.5 Regional Geology
The area described in this thesis is bordered by the Archaean to
Lower Proterozoic crystalline basement of the Gawler Craton to the
southeast and the Precambrian Musgrave-Mann Metamorphics to the
north, and includes the Adelaidean to Devonian sediments of the eastern
Officer Basin, the Permo-Carboniferous Arckaringa Basin and the
Mesozoic Great Artesian Basin. Figure 2 summarizes the lithostratigraphy
of the region.
1.5.I Archaean-Lower Proterozoic basement
The oldest geological formations in the region are the Archaean-
Lower Proterozoic basement in the Musgrave Block, the Gawler Craton
and the small Ammaroodinna Inlier. Parker (1979) and Parker and Lemon
(I9BZ) revised the stratigraphy of lhe meta-sediments and recognized five
major tectonic subdomains in the Gawler Craton. The Musgrave Block
consists of Precambrian igneous, metamorphic and minor
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COMPOSITE STRATIGRAPHY OF THE NORTHEASTERN OFFICER BASIN'
NoT To scALE. (olter Benbow (1982); Hibburt (1984);Krieg (1975)iond Pitt et ol'(1980) )
FIGURE 2:
I
Musgrave Block, the older basement rocks ale mostly granulite,
migmatite and granite. This nucleus is overlain by me[asediments and
metavolcanics (Jackson and van de Graaff, 19BI). Moore and Goode
(1978) describe similar middle Proterozoic metamorphics including felsict
mafic and quarlz granulites; and calc-silicate rocks form the Musgrave
Block in western South Australia. An isolated basement inlier, the
Ammaroodinna Inlier, is exposed in one known locality in the Marla-Manya
area and thus, is far removed from all other exposures of cryslalline
basement. Krieg (L972) described strongly foliated schists and gneisses of
greenschist metamorphic facies. Ages of IrO96+ 20 Ma (K/Ar) and 1,050+
20 Ma (nU/Sr) have been obtained on a pegmatite from [he inlier (Krieg,
r97t).
I.5.2 Adelaidean lithostratigraphy
The Proterozoic sediments of the region were not originally
considered to be part of the eastern Officer Basin (Krieg, )'969), however
the currently favoured definition (Jackson and van de Graaff, I9BI; Pitt
et al., 1980) includes sediments of Torrensian to Devonian age. Sporadic
outcrops of folded Adelaidean sediments and minor volcanics have been
reporfed from the northeastern Officer Basin. Krieg (L973) mapped a
sequence in the Mt Johns area which he correlated with Marinoan and
older formations in Adelaide Geosyncline. Depth to magnetic basement,
seismic data and several drillhole intersections suggest that the
Adelaidean section approaches two kilometres in lhickness and locally
includes glacials, basalt flows (Brewer, pers. comm., l9B5), turbidites and
deep marine facies.
1.5.1 Cambrian to ?Lower Carboniferous lithostratigraphy
The Cambrian lithostratigraphy of the northeastern Officer Basin
was re-defined by Benbow (1982) and more recently by Brewer et al.
9
(1986). The ?Ordovician to ?Lower Carboniferous stratigraphy is less well
understood and is known mainly from surface mapping by Krieg (1973).
Table J sumrnarizes the Cambrian to ?Lower Carboniferous
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The Permo-carboniferous rocks of the region ane assigned to Ehe
Arckaringa Basin (Moore, Ig82) and have been discussed by Hibburt 
(1984)'
Townsend (L976), Townsend and Ludbrook (1975) and wopfner et al. 
(1970)'
The stratigraphy consists of the marine glacials and fluvial-glacials of 
the
Boorthanna Formation, overlain by marine shales and mudstones of the
stuart Range Formation, and the coal-bearing fluviatile and ?Iacustrine
Mt Toondina Formation. seismic data and numerous shallow drillhole
intersections in the Marla to Emu area have shown Permo-Carboniferous
palaeo-channel sedimenls to be more widely distributed in Ehe sub-surface
than previouslY thought.
1.5.5 Mesozoic lithostratigraphy
The Mesozoic units in the region arer in ascending order, the
Jurassic Algebuckina Sandstone (Wopfner et al., L97O), the Early
Crelaceous (?Neocomian) Cadna-owie Formation (WoPfner et al" l97O)'
and the Aptian Bulldog Shale (Freytag, 1966). The Algebuckina Sandstone
and the Cadna-owie sandstones and silbstones are thought to have been
deposited in fluviatile and paralic environments respectively; the Bulldoq
Shale is dominanülY marine.
1.5.6 Cainozoic units
The Tertiary to Holocene sequence consists of thin deposits of
limestone, gravel, sand, silt, mud, shale, silcrete, calcrete and gypsum'
pitt (1976) and Krieg Qgll) mapped these units in adjacent aneas' The
exposures are often calcified, silicified or ferruginised. small deposits of
opal are assoeia[ed with the development of a late Ter[iary duricrust in
bhe vicinity of ouldburra Hill and sarda Bluff (Nichol, 1971).
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I.6 Tec[onic HistorY
The tectonic evolution of the eastern off icer Basin is poorly
understood. Doutch and Nichotas (1978), Milanovsky (I9Bl) and Veevers et
al.(1982)proposedLabeProterozoicaulacogendevelopmen|asthe
precursor to Palaeozoic infracratonic development. Austin and williams
(1981) favoured tensional tectonism resulting from differential
movements between two sub-continental blocks' Lambeck (I984)
developed a mechanical model of infracratonic basin development based
on crustal compression and isostatic adjustmenb'
Irrespective of the mechanism, subsidence in the eastern officer
Basin began in the Late Proterozoic and was accomPanied by deposition
of a thick sequence of Adelaidean sediments. This was terminated about
600 Ma by the Petermann Ranges (=?tndulkian) Orogeny which folded and
faulted the Adelaidean sediments in the northeastern margin of the basin.
The orogeny was also accompanied by Iimited basaltic volcanism'
Deformation appears to be mole inbense close to the Musgrave Block
where Krieg Q97, mapped broad anticlines with up to 600 dips' Seismic
data shows thal the Adelaidean sediments are less deformed furbher into
the basin.
A second sequence of events began in the Mid-Cambrian (Veevers et
al., LSBZ) and culminated in the ?Devonian to Early Carboniferous Alice
springs orogeny. The Musgrave Block was significantly uplifted and
thrust over b,he northern boundary of the Munyarai Trough (Milton and
parker, I973i Vozoff and cull, rg8L). This uplift was probably also
responsible for Èhe change from localized carbonate sedimentation to
widespread clastic deposition in the easlern officer Basin.
Late in lhis orogenic phase, a series of major northeast-southwest








Collectively, these faults have a horizontal displacement of at least I km.
Several of the longesl appear to have been reactivations of Precambrian
extensional faults (Diekman, pers. comm., L985).
The sbyle of deformation differs in the vicinity of drillholes Manya-
I, Manya-J and Middle Bore-l, where the influence of lateral movements
is made more obvious by the development of wide northeasi-southwest
trending fracLure zones, wrench systems and horsb structures (Diekman,
pens. comm., 1985), which collectively make up the Wintinna Fault zone
(Figure 4). Tnere is evidence of vertical offset and a marked difference in
thickness of both Adelaidean sediments and the Ouldburra Formation
across the Wintinna Fault. This is intenpreted as evidence of transcurrent
movement with a lesser vertical comPonenL rather than growth faulting.
Flat lying Permian and younger sediments indicate that only gentle
epeirogenic movements affected the'eastern Officer Basin after the Alice
Springs Orogeny.
I.7 Economic Potential
The Ouldburra Formation canbonates are po[ential hosts for
Mississippi Valley type mineralization. Ore deposits known to be
associated with intraformational pervasive subaerial exposure of
carbonates (Bechstadt and Dohler-Hirner, I9B3; Kyle, L983) are also
polential targeis.
I.7.1 Base Metal ProspectivitY
Continuous geochemical profiles of Cu, Pb and Zn have been plotted
for all the major intersections of the Ouldburra Formation (data from
Brewer, f9B5). The straligraphic location of significant concentrations are
summarized below in Table 5. These sporadic anomalous intervals are
apparently caused by sphalerite and pyrite, but are not regarded as being

































































































SUMMARY OF Cu,Pb,Zn ANOMALIES ABOVE THE 95 PERCENTILE
FOR THE OULDBURRA FORMATION (data from Brewer, 1985).
TABLE 5:
16
lithotogies ranging from sandstone to pressure solution textures, and is
locally concenLrated into millimetre scale irregular laminae and nodules.
Sphalerite is most conspicuous where it is associated with replacement'
silicification in ooid grainstones and as void filt in the limited available
secondary porosity in oÈher carbonate facies. None of the examples of
mineralization can be related to particular sedimentary facies or to
subaerial exposure.
The dr illhole Middle Bore-l was targeted on coincident gravity and
magnetic anomalies relabed to a fault which brought the Ouldburra
Formation carbonates inlo con[act with Precambrian Pyroxene granulites.
The hole intersected only minor mineralization.
I.7 .? P etroleum ProsPectivitY
The Ouldburra Formation contains source tocks, zones of porosity
and permeability, and caP rocks suitable f or the development of
stratigraphic or structural hydrocarbon traps. Comalco Aluminium
Limited is currently involved in hydrocarbon exploration in the Palaeozoic
sediments of the eastern Officer Basln. To date, no wells have been
targeted on plays in the Ouldburra Formation.
The source rock potenbial of the Ouldburna Formation can be
demonstnated by locally signif icant levels of organic material. A
collection of 170 samples from a varieby of carbonate lithofacies in 6
drillholes have an average total organic carbon conlent (TOC) of OJZ
percent. The TOC of stromatolitic algal bindstones from the Ouldburra
Formation ranges from 0.2 percenb to 1.1 percent (Weste et al., I9B4).
McKirdy et al. (f984) reported 4.56 percent TOC from a stylocumulate at
I27.I2 m in drillhole Marla-lA. The average TOC conlent for carbonate
rocks worldwide is 0.67 pencent (Tissot and Welte, I97g). Known source








































GAS CHROMATOGRAMS OF ALKANES FROM MARLA.lA
( ofter McK¡rdy lN Benbow,l9SO ).
f -h ore the ocyclic C,, C.o regulor isoprenoids, g = pl'istone ¡ h = phytone
FIGURE 6 ,
t8
Rock-Eval pyrolysis indicaÈes a maximum hydrogen index of 400 mg HC/S
TOC from the Ouldburra carbonates. The analyses.from Marla-lA, -IB
show an n-alkane profile (Figure 6) and pris[ane to phytane ratio
indicative of an algal source. Type III kerogen is dominant and is
charactenized by low atomic H/C ratios (0.67-0.69) and by a marked even
or odd carbon-number preference in the C¡Z-CZO range (Figure 7).
Overall, these data indicale cyanobacterial action on a bluegreen algal
precursor (McKirdy et al., I9B4).
The maturity of the organic matter in the Ouldburra Formation
carbonates in the Marla-Manya apea varies from gas prone to overmature
(McKirdy, pers comm, 1986).
The Ouldburra Formation contains significant potential reservoirs in
the form of leached carbonate zones associated with intraformational
subaerial exposure and as pervasive zones of secondary dolomitization
tens of metres thick. Up to 23 percent porosity and from 11400 to I,600








9 to 16 17
l9 20
FIGURE 7: PYROLYSIS - GC TRACES OF TYPE lll KEROGENS FROM MARLA-1A,l3l'50
Numbers refer to corbon number of n-olkene/n-olkone doublets (ofter McKirdy eto!.,1984).
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CHAPTER 2
STRATTGRAPHY OF THE OULDBURRA FORMATION
2.L Definition of TYPe Seetion
Brewer et al. (I986) def ined the non-marine Observatory Hill
Formation to differenEiate il from the older marine Ouldburra Formabion.
The Outdburra Formation as strictly defined herein is known only in the
Marla-Manya area, although lithostraligraphic correlates are believed to
be widespread to the east southeast and seismic stratigraphic correlates
extend to the southwest.
2.I.1 Derivation
The Ouldburra Formation takes its name from Ouldburra H1II (Lat.
27o 3L'00" 5, Long. L33o 55' 00" E approx.) on the Wintinna I:2501000
topographic map.
2,I.2 Lithostratigraphic def in it ion
The Ouldburra Formation consists of mixed carbonate/siliciclastics,
marine carbonates and evaporites. Much of the Formation is
characterized by the development of 1-5 m thick cyeles. These include a
wide variety of liÈhologies and lithofacies and occur over mosL of the
known distribution of the Ouldburra Formation in the Marla-Manya area.
The base of the Formation is defined as the bottom of the lowermost
carbonate unit, siltstone or halite bed, conformably overlying the Relief
Sandstone. The upper boundary is taken as the top of [he uppermost
carbonabe unit underlying lhe gypsiferous red beds of the Observatory Hill
Formation. Both upper and lower contacts can easily be identified on
downhole geophysical logs.
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The top and bottom of the Ouldburra Formation, as intersected in
several drillholes, correspond to time lines on seismie sections. These
may, wiÈhin the bounds of resolution, be traced Èhroughout the Marla-
Manya area. They cocrespond to important boundaries marked by changes
in velocity and density to underlying and ovenlying formations, but do not
necessarily reflect an homogenous lithological unit within this seismic
interval.
2.I.1 TYPe section
A complete and conformable section of Èhe Formation, intersected
between 57I.4 m and Lr685.6 m in the fully cored Comalco drillhole'
Manya-6 (Lat. 27o 40' 08.0" S, Long. !t3o 42' 59.7n E), is nominated as the
type section (Figure I ). The core is sLored at the South Australian
Department of Mines and Energy Core Library, Glenside. The detailed
sedimenbological log is presented in Appendix IV'
2.I.4 SYnonYmY
prior to March IgB5, the Ouldburra FormaÈion has been informally
referred to as thetWintinna Formation'by Comalco geologists.
Marine carbonates intersected in South Australian Department of
Mines and Energy (SADME) drilholes Marla-1,-A,-B (Benbow, 1980) Mt
Willou ohbv-1 (ThornÈon , IITL), and Manya-l (Thornton, L978) were
correlated with the Observatory Hill Beds (WoPfnet, 1969). These units
are now assigned to the Ouldburra Formation'
2.2 Distribution and possible correlatives
The ouldburra Formation is not known to crop out; however, it has
been intersected in numerous drillholes in the Marla-Manya area (Figure
Il), and Comalco seismic data suggests Èhat the Ouldburra Formation' as
defined in this thesis, is widespread in the sub-surface throughout the area
bordered by Lats. 27o L5' 00" 5, ZBo O7'. 00" 5 and Longs. I33o J5' 00" E,







I34o 20'00" E. This is an areal extent of 6,400 sq. km. Drillholes which






































TABLE 9: INTERSECTIONS OF THE OULDBURRA FORMATION'
MARLA-MANYA AREA.
Other possible lithostratignaphic correlates have been intersected in
a number of other drillholes as shown in Table 10. These correlations
have been suggested by Ambrose and Flint (I9Bl), Hibburt (1984)' Moore





















TABLE IO: DRILLHOLE INTERSECTIONS OF POSSIBLE CORRELATES
OF THE OULDBURRA FORMATION.
Within the conventionally accepted boundaries of the eastern
Officer Basin (Flint and Parker, 1982; Pitt et at., 1980), the maximum
possible distribution of the Ouldburna Formation is delimited by the
rNurrai Ridge' to the west; the Musgrave Block to the north northeast; the
Bitchera Ridge to the northeast, and the Gawler Craton to the southeast
(Figures 4, 1I).
The Bitchera Ridge (Flint and Parker, 1982) is a gravity and
aeromagnetic high to the northeast of Marla. The drillholes in this area
(Nicholson-2 and GettY EOB-2) intersected only Permian and ?Adelaidean
sediments. Limited very poor quatity seismic dala suggests onlap of
Cambrian sediments and so this area is interpreted as a palaeo-high during
the deposition of the Ouldburra Formation.
The 'Nurrai Ridge' is a north-south extension of the Musgrave Block
prominent on both the Bouger gravity and total magnetic intensity maps.
It is also believed to have been a palaeo-high during much of the
Cambrian, separating the east and west Officer Basin, and forming a
barrier to the western limit of Cambrian sedimentation (Anon., Phitlips
Ausfralian Oil Company, L9B4; Weste, pers. comm.' 1984). Munyarai-l
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and Officer-I are the only open-file drillholes between the 'Nurrai Ridge'
to Èhe west, the Gawler Cnaton to the north, and the known occutrences
of the Ouldburra Formation to the east. The sÈraligraphy in Munyarai-I is
interpneted as Devonian sillstones and claystones, and ?Cambrian
sandstones, overlying Adelaidean sediments (Weste, pers. comm.r L9B4).
Thus, it appears thaù the carbonates of the Ouldburra Formation are not
presenb in the vicinitY of Munyarai-1 although their deposition and
subsequenù erosion is also a possibility.
The southeastern limit of the Ouldburra carbonates in the Manya
area can be fixed between dritlholes Manya-2 and Manya-4. The former
hole terminated in the top few metres of carbonates tentatively assigned
to.the Ouldburra Formation; while in the latber hole, the ?Observatory
Hill Formation siltstones are underlain by a coarse grained sandstone
which rests unconfonmably on Proterozoic gneiss. Seismic sections from
this area show possible facies changes within the Ouldburra Formation as
it on-laps basement. Further south, a number of shallow drillholes
intersected Permo-Carboniferous and younger sediments on Archaean
gneiss of the Gawler Craton (Figure t1). Seismic data shows onlap of the
Cambrian sediments which suggests that this area was a palaeo-ridge
separating the Cambrian sedimentation as evident in drillhole Wilkinson-l
from the Ouldbuma Formation in the Manya area.
To the southwest of Èhe Manya area, carbonates assigned to the
Ouldbuma Formation were intersected in a number of shallow drillholes
(UHI07, -I11, -II2, -ILl, and -116). In this area, the Ouldburra Formation
is disconformably overlain by poorly consolidated Permo-Carboniferous
sediments. Seismic data indicates thab laberal equivalents of Èhe
Ouldburra are probably pnesent further southwest. The lithological
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Sub-Arckaringa Basin outliers intensected in Cootanoorina-1
Warriner Ck-l and weedina-l were originally thought to be of Devonian
age (Allchurch and Wopfner, I97Ð. However, Moore (1982) suggested a
lithological correlation with the 'Early cambrian marine observatory Hill
Bedsr (ie. the Ouldburra Formation). I¡ is nob possible to make detailed
Iithological correlations between the Cootanoorina and Ouldburra type
sections, and the relationship of the two units remains problematical.
2.3 Thickness
Isopachs of thickness (Figure 12) calculated from seismic dala show
that the thickest Ouldburra Formation occupies a northeast-southwest
trending trough bordered to the southeast by the Wintinna Fault. The
IrIL4.Z m type section is situaled within this trough. There is a marked
diff erence in thickness across the fault. The Formation also thins
consideraby to the north as it on-laps basement. The drillhole Marla-f
intersected a complete basin-margin section only 142.6 m thick.
To the east, Permo-Carboniferous glaciation has removed a
considerable thickness of the Formation. The Ouldburra also subcrops
beneath Mesozoic sediments to the east of drillhole Marla-l.
?.4 LithostratigraPhic Relations
The Ouldburna Formation is underlain by the Relief Sandstone and
overlain, sometimes disconformably, by the Observatory Hill Formation
'red beds'. The dritlholes Manya-6 (type section) and Marla-l penetrated
all three forma[ions in the Marla-Manya area.
2.4.1 Relief Sandstone
The Relief Sandstone in the Marla-Manya area consists of hard, pale
red, silica cemenbed, feldspathic to quartzose sandsbone. Grainsize ranges
from fine to very coarse, and sorting is moderate to Poor. The unit is
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chanacterized by stacked plane laminae, commonly defined by grainsize
variation. Smatl to medium scale planar cross-stratificalion is moderalely
common. An ephemenal fluvial sand plain, possibly incorporating some
aeolian sand, has been suggested as an overall environment of deposition
(Henry, pers. comm., 1984). Kendatl (pers. comm., 1985) suggested that
the upper part of the Formation intersected in lv!g!ya.(i. consists of
marginal coastal sands.
The drillholes Manya-6 and Marla-J show a conformable conLact
between the Relief Sandstone and the overlying Ouldburra Formation.
Sandstones in the basal section of the Manya-6 Ouldburra type section are
compositionally similar to the Relief Sandstone but occur in association
with claystones and commonly have a halite cement.
2.4.2 Oóservatony Hill Formation
The stratigraphy of the Observatory Hill Formation has been the
subject of controversy for several years, and has recently been redefined
by Brewer et al. (1986). The basal sequence of the Observatory HiIl
Formation is a choatically bedded gypsiferous 'red bed' sequence of very
f ine grained sandstone, siltstone and claystone with minor coarser
sandstone and conglomerate. In the Marla-Manya area, the base of the
Observatory Hill Formation was probably paralic with alluvial fans
introducing [he coarser clastic sediments. The upPer portion of the
formation is believed to represent a continental sabkha which contained
alkali playa lakes.
Seismic data shows that the contact between the Ouldburra
Formation and the overlying Observatory Hill Formation 'red beds' is
generally conformable in the Marla-Manya area. Core from the drillholes
Manya-6, Marla-l and Marla-7 shows an interdigitation of Ouldburra
carbonates and interbeds lithologically more typical of the Observatory
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Hill rred-beds'. This interdigitation occurs over a 74 m interval in the
Manva-6 tYPe section.
Seismic profiles from the southeast of the Manya area show a
locally disconformable relationship between the ouldburra FormaLion and
the observatory HiII Formation. The drilthole Manya-2 intersected this
contact. Carbonates tentatively assigned to the Ouldburra Formation ane
overlain by a basal conglomerate of an arenaceous facies of the
observatory Hill Formation. core from drillhole Marla-6 also shows a
disconformable contact be[ween the two formaÈions with some evidence
of subaerial exposure and erosion of the uPper ouldburra carbonates
before deposition of the overlying observatory Hill'red beds'.
?.5 BiostratigraPhY and Age
prior to this study, the only identified fossils from the Palaeozoic of
the eastern Off icer Basin were fragmentary trilobites from drillhole
Marla-l (Jago and Youngs, 1980Ì a possible Biconulites from outcrop
(Gatehouse, L976\, and micnofossils from drillholes Munvarai-l- (Harris,
1968) and Wilkinson-'l (Muir, 1979; Jackson and Muir, l98l' p87)' The
material from Munyarai-I is Devonian (Harris, 1968; Gravestock, pers'
comm., f985Ì the remainder of the specimens were thought to be of Early
Cambrian age.
This study has shown the Ouldburra Formation carbonates to be only
sparsely fossiliferous and preservation is Poor. However, trilobitest
regular and irregular archaeocyaths, ?ostracods, hyolithids' sponge
spicules and unidentified microfossils have been recognized (Table 13)'
These enable an Early cambrian (late Atdabanian to early Botoman) age
to be inferred. Further work is necessary to identify many of the
specimens and will be the subject of a separate study. The trilobita and
archaeocyatha are the most importanl groups in terms of bioslratigraphic
correlation.
Dritlhole Manva-I
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TABLE ll: SJMMARY OF PALAEONTOLOGICAL DATA FOR Tl-lE OIJLDBURRA FORMATION





Tritobite carapace fragments have been recognized in cone and thin
section studies from Marla-lA (Jago and Youngs, 1980; Lydyard, L979),
Manva-l (Thornton, LITB), Manva-J and Manya-6. Jago and Youngs (f980)
suggested that the fragmentary Èrilobites from Marla-l have affinities
with the genera Pararedlichia, Eoredlichia Wutinqaspis, Chaoaspis or a
related genus of the Redlichiidae.
During this study, well preserved and locally abundant trilobites
were recovered from stylomotlled carbonate mudstones in the interval
967.80 m to 97O.L3 m in the Manya-6 type section. Specimens wene
identified by Jago (pers. comm., L9B6) as Wutinqaspis (Figure 14). An
Early Cambrian age is inferred.
2.5.7 ArchaeocYatha
Decimetre to metre scale layers of archaeocyath
bafflestone/framestone wele intersected between 399 m and 654 m in the
drillhole Marla-6. Rare broken fragmenls occur in other lithofacies to bhe
total depth of 7OZ.5O m. Preservation is poor throughout because of
pervasive secondary dolomitization. Individuals are only rarely preserved
in growth orientation allhough their algal-bound debcis probably
constituted mounds (see Chapter 6.L3).
Both Regulares and lrregulares have been identified from the least
altered maberial (Gravestock, pers. comm.' 1985). The largest Regulares
visible in core are in exeess of 7 cm in diameler, but their cup appears to
be unusually broad and short, a morphological trait believed to be an
adaption to greater current velocities (Balsam and Vogel' I97t). The
majority of the Regulares (Figure l5b) have a maximum cup diameter




















of intervallum width Eo cup diameter ranges from 0.12 to 0'17' up to l0
complebe parieties are visible in transverse secbions' Both inner and outer
walls are porous but pore ultrastructure is not sufficiently well preserved
for detailed studY.
Transverse seclions of the lrregulares (Figure 15a) show the
irregular pore arrangemenb in both walls and the Porous and branching
septae. other diagnostic morphological features are obscured by
dolomitization.
The presence of both Regulares and Irregulares indicates an Early
Cambrian age (Gravestock, L9B4; Pers' comm', t9B5)'
2.5.5 Biostratigraphic comelations
A new biostratigraphic scale of stages for the cambrian has
recently been proposed by Spizharskiy et al. (1984) (Figure 16)' The
archaeocyaths and Wut inoasois from the Ouldburra Formabion are
assigned to Daily's (Lg56) faunal assemblage f which comelates with the
Chuingchussu stage in China and the late Atdabanian to Early Botoman





A partial transverse section of an Irregulares, showing irregular pore
arrangement in both walls. COM 706, plane polarized light.
A transverse section of a Regulares showing internal cement and
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mixed carbonate/siliciclastic lithofacies is distinguished by a dominant
lithology or association of lithologies and includes diagnostic textunes 
and
sedimentarystructures.ThePureclasticsandevaporiteshavebeen
treated more simply and defined solely as lithologies'
Thefollowingprimarylithofaciesandlithologieshavebeen




' Massive carbonate mudstone
Laminated and silty carbonate mudstone




















EnvironmenL,s of deposition (using the terminology of Flugel, L?BZ)
have been postulabed for each liLhofacies. whereas several individual
lithofacies may be very good palaeo-environmental indicators, attempting
to interprel sedimentary environments in isolation from underlying and
overlying units obviously has limitations. chapter 6 shows how the
vertical agangemenb of lithofacies can lead to a better understanding of
the overall pattenns of sedimentation'
5.L CarbonateMudstones
Carbonate mudstones ale the most common lithology in the
Ouldburra Formation. Four different lithofacies have been recognized:-
i) massive carbonate mudsbone,
iv) laminated and silty carbonate mudstone,
iii) fenestral and stromatactic carbonate mudstone,
iv) ?burrowed carbonate mudstone'
l.I.l Massive carbonate mudstone
Beds of gney carbonate mudslone lacking any macroscopic
structures excePt local concentrations of irregular and columnar stylolites
occur sporadically in the top of the ouldburra Formation in the Marla-
Manya area. They are often in[erbedded with red siltsbones, laminated
mudsLones and collaPse breccias.
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Generally,thecarbonatemudstoneconsistsofmicritewith
subordinate secondary dolomite phases. Examination of lhin secbions and
insoluble residues reveals sporadic sill-sized debrilal quartz and feldspar'
disseminated clays, mica and opaque heavy minerals in a matrix of turbid
very fine grained to microcrystalline subhedral to euhedral interlocking
calcite crystals. These mudstones were probably deposited under low
energy conditions wilh a limited clastic input. such conditions could exist
below wave base in a protected environmenb or in isolated shallow
lagoons.
3.I.2 Laminated and sitty carbonate mudstone
Laminated and silty carbonate mudstone is the dominant liÈhofacies
in the Ouldburra Formation in the Marla-Manya area. The type section
contains over f00 such beds, individually reaching a maximum thickness of
six metres.
The laminations pange from microlaminae to millimetre thickness
and are visible in hand specimen as alternations of light and dark colour'
In thin section, the difference is attributable to the local abundance of
detrital quartz and feldspar silt, opaque heavy minerals (COM5Il) and
clay (COM527,651) or less commonly to crystalsize variation in the
carbonates themselves (COM619 ).
The most common examples occur as stacked couplets (Figure I7b)'
The basal unit is a silty carbonate mudstone containing graded detrital
clastics. The cap is often a darker colour and is internally laminated in
some instances. similar couplets have been described as storm sets by
Ball et at. (1961), Reineck and Singh (tglZ) and Brett (fge¡) Deposition is
believed to occur from suspension clouds stirred up by spring tides or
storms. In thÎs process, the sediment-laden back-swash scours the bottom
then deposits bed load silt. Settting of mud forms a laminated caP





FIGURE }7: LAMINATED AND SILTY CARBONATE MUDSTONE'
Microlaminated carbonate mudstone, acid etched surface.
stacked sets of fining-up siltstone to carbonate mudstone couplets'
stacked sets of laminated and silty carbonate mudsLone with
abundanL dewatering structures and small silty dykes'






























































settings under generally low energy conditions punctuated by high energy
from storms (Brelt, L9B3; McCave, 1970). Many examples (Figure I7c)
from the Ouldburra Formation show unequivocal evidence of exposure and
desiccation; mudcracks, sheeE cracks, and minor displacive gypsum
nodules. These suggest that storm couplets similar to those described
above were deposiled as high as the supratidal zone. Exposure between
flooding events led to the strong desiccation overprint.
Microlaminated examples (Figure 17a) are similar to those described
by Budros and Briggs (L977) who inferred a quite, shallow subtidal to
infratidal environment of deposition.
3.L.3 lenestral and stromataclic carbonate mudstone
Fenestral and stromatactic textures occur in the marine carbonates
of Èhe ouldburra Formation. The type section contains ll beds, and
Marla-6 intersected l8 beds over a L43 m interval. The beds range to a
maximum thickness of three metres.
In hand specimen (Figure 18), this texture is typified by abundant
centimetre scale irregularly shaped synsedimentary to post-sedimentary
voids originally infilled with chemically deposited calcite spar and/or
geopetal sediment (Flugel, L9BZ).
In thin section (COVT7Z) (Figure l8b) the calcite cement in the top
of lhe cavities is coarse to very coarsely crystallîne ferroan spar with
sixty degree interfacial angles. The darker coloured cement visible in
hand specimen (Figure l8a) consists of fine to very fine crystals. It is also
slightly less ferroan and conbains sporadic heavy minerals, disseminated
?clays, and inclusions of the host mudstone. In other examples of
stromatactis (coMTll) (Figures l8c,d) the pale coloured cemenL is
coarsely crystalline non-ferroan saddle dolomite with a bhin layer of
finely crystalline rhombs on the floor of the cavity.
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FIGURE l8: FENESTRAL AND STROMATACTIC CARBONATE MUDSTONE.
a. Stromatactic and fenestral fabrics in mottled carbonate mudstone.
Thin section of above showing sparry calcite cement grading down
to turbid fine to very fine erystalline calcite (COM73?, stained with
Alizarin Red-S).
A well developed stromatactic fabric consisting of large fenestrae
with a characteristic flat base, irregular top and internal ?geopetal
structure.
Thin section of above showing coarsely crystalline saddle dolomite

































































Flugel (L982) distinguishes between birdseyes, fenestrae and
stromatacbis. In this work, all fenestral and stromatactic Eextures which
are nol associated with burrows, algal bindstones or archaeocyath
bafflestone/framestones are considered to constitute one lithofacies. In
this sense they are synonymous with Folk's (1959)rdismicrite', Fischer's
(Lg64)'Ioferites', and in agreement with the terminology of Shinn (f98la).
Explanation of the modes of origin of this texture include pressure
solution in response to tensional stress (Logan, L984; Logan and Semeniuk,
L976\ subaerial solution (Semeniuk, L97I\ differential compacÈion and
gas or water escape (Shinn, 1968 ; Heckel, 1972\ algal support of cavities
(wolf, L965\, sponge-constructed stromatactis (Bourque and Gignac, IgBt\
and the developmenb of supratidal evaporites (Illing, 1959).
In spite of the uncertainty about the origin of fenestral and
stromatacbic fabrics, such textures are often used as palaeo-
environmental indicators. The smaller, more regularly shaped forms
('birdseyes' ry FIugeI, I9B?) occur preferentially in intertidal and
supratidal environments (Flugel, I9B?). The larger, irregular 'stromatactis'
(sensu Wolf, 1965; Flugel, I9B2) occur in shallow subtidal, intertidal
(Flugel, I?BZ) and supratidal (Shinn , I98Ja) environmenls.
1.1.4 ?Burrowed carbonate mudsbone
The Ouldbuma Formation intersected in Marla-f contains numerous
beds of leached dolomitic carbonate mudstone with characteristic open
tubular vugs. Despite its poor preservation, this texture is used to define a
sepanate carbonate mudstone lithofacies. It occurs in approximately 50
beds, each less than one metre thick.
The tubular vugs are less than f.0 mm diameter and have a strong
modal diameter of about 1.5 mm. Branching is moderately common but
there appears to be no preferred orientation.
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Shinn (1981arb) described similar structures as 'pseudo-fenestrae' or
'pseudo-birdseyest and illustrated examples from Ordovieian and
Cretaceous rocks. Recent supratidal muds deposited during Hurricane
Donna in Florida Bay contain very similar structures (Shinn, I98lb). Shinn
(19gia) interpreted these textures as being characteristic of peritidal
deposits.
t.2 Wackestones
Various combinations of coated grain, bioclastic and lithoclastic
wackestones are minor, but widespread, sedimentological comPonents of
the Ouldburra Formation. The wackestones have been grouped into four
categories:-
i) oncoid wackestone
ii) ooid peloid bioclastic wackestone
iii) intraclasticwackestone
iv) quartz feldspar wackestone.
The original micritic matrix often exhibits patchy necrystallization
to pseudo-spar, making it diff icult to distinguish waekestones from
grainstones in hand specimen.
1.2.1 Oncoid wackestone
Beds of oncoid wackestone (Figures l9a, b), up to 1.5 m thick, were
intersected in all the Marla and Manya drillholes. They are of ten
associated with domed stromatolitic or thrombolitic algal bindstones. The
oncoids are well rounded, up to 4.5 cm maximum diameter, with poorly
preserved partially overlapping dark micritic laminae derived from ?algal
coatings around a solid nucleus. Some examples from Marla-lB and Marla-
6 core are vertically compressed with a maximum breadth Èo height ratio
of about 4:1. The matrix of the wackestone is a micrite or dolomitic
carbonate mudstone often with a relict peloidal texture.
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FIGURE 19: WACKESTONES AND GRAINSTONES.
arb. Oncoidwackestones.
c. Hyolithids in a thin bioclastic wackestone (COM627).

















































































marine subtidal and lower intertidal zones with a sluggish 
curren[ (Flugel'
Lg82\andfromsupratidalandhighintertidalhighenergyshoalsoff
Andros Island (Kendall, Pers' comm., f985)' Similar 
ancient marine
Girvanella -oncoids are taken [o be indicative of low energy nearshore
shallow water conditions'
5.2.2 Coated grain/bioclastic wackestone
Wackestone containing various proportions of ooids, peloids and
bioclastic debris occurs sporadically throughout the carbonate 
section of
the ouldburra FormaLion. wackestone beds in the type section 
range from
several centimetres up to a maximum of several metres thick' 
They are
generally gradational to packstone/grainstone textures' Relict ooid 
peloid
wackestone occurs in drillhotes Manya-J, Manva-6, Marla-lB and Marla-6.
A quiet water shallow marine environmenL of deposition is postulated'
Rare centimetre-scale rhashr beds of bioclastic peloidal wackestone occur
in most inÈersections of the ouldburra carbonates' The bioclasts include
hyolithid debris (COM627) (Figure 19e), trilobite fragments and
microfossils. Fluget (¡9BZ) interpreted this texture as indicative of
shallow wa[ers with open circulation at, or just below, the wave base.




Relict intraclastic wackesbone occurs in thin beds in most
intersections of bhe outdburra Formation, including the Manva-6 type
section.ExamplesfromMarla-6caneasilyberecognizedinhand
specimen despite being entirely dolomitized. In thin section 
(coM69B),
the intraclasts are visible as rounded ghosts varying in size 
from 6 mm to
less than 1 mm. Less bhan l0 percent of the clasts exceed 2 mm across'
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The intraclastic wackestone was probably deposited in a peri-emergent
environment with the rounding of the carbonate mudstone clasts
reflecting the degree of transport.
3.2,4 Quartz feldsPar wackestone
Quartz feldspar wackestone (COM650) occuts in all Ouldburra
Formation intersections. Beds genenally grade to, or are interbedded with,
massive carbonate muds[one (as terrigenous clasts decrease)¡ through
packstones to sandstones (as clasts increase) or to laminated silty
carbonate mudstones. A complete spectrum of grainsizes, roundness and
sphericity of detrital quartz and feldspar grains, basalt fragments and
chert have been observed. The presence of high-energy derived grains in a
carbonate mudstone is a textural inversion. This libhofacies indicates a
predominantly quiet water manine carbonate environmenl with sporadic
pulses of higher energy carrying in the detrital clasbic Arains.
t.3 Packstones
Beds of coated grain, peloid, intraclast or quartz feldspar packstone
occur in all drillholes which intersected the Ouldburra Formation. Despite
being widespread, packstones occul only sponadically with beds rarely
exceeding 2 m thick. The beds'are usually gradational to other lithofacies
and they often grade internally from those dominated by one type of grain
on particle to another.
1.1.1 Coated grain/bioclastic packstone
Thin beds and lenses of coated grain/bioclastic packstone occur in
association with stromatolitie algal bindstone and archaeocyath
bafflestone/framestone in drillholes Manva-6 and Marla-6. Ooids, eoated
aggregrate grains, peloids and bioclastic debris occur together in a poorly
preserved silty micritic matrix. These beds are inberpreted as quiel water
shallow marine deposits with an element of allochthonous input.
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Exclusively peloidal packslone is rare. The high degree of sorting in this
lithology may reflect a local faecal origin, but there is littte evidence of
burrowing on bioturbation of the surrounding sediments.
3.3.2 lnú aclastic Paekstone
Inlraclastic packstone occurs in beds up to 1.5 m thick throughout
the lower part of the carbonate facies of the Ouldburra Formation. The
carbonate mudstone intraclasts are subrounded to angular ranging in size
from I mm to 4 mm; less than l0 percent of the clasts exceed 2 mm
diameter. The larger clasts tend to be more angular and are rarely
imbricated. Sporadic poorly defined centimetre scale interbeds of ooids
and intraclasts and rare isolated oncoids occur within the thickesl
intraclastic packstones in Marla-6. The size and angularity of the
intraclasls suggest brief periods of high energy close to the point of
deposition.
f .l.l Quartz feldsPar Packstone
Thin beds of quartz feldspar packstone occur throughout the
Ouldburra Formation. This packstone texture is commonly gradational to
sandslone oI fining-up silty carbonate mudstone. An example from
Manya-J (COM5ZB) shows a complete gradation from carbonate cemented
feldspathic sandstone, through quartz feldspar packstone, to silty
carbonate mudstone on a centimetre to decimetre scale. Composilionallyt
[he detrital grains are mono- and polycrystalline quartz (rp to tO
percent), microcline and K-feldspar (up to 30 percent), calcareous and
dolomitic in[raclasts (5 percent) and rare ?metamorphic rock fragments'
The grains are poorly sorted, ranging in size from very coarse to very fine
grained.
Where this texture occurs in a predominantly carbona[e mudstone
sequence, bhe detrital clasts were pnobably introduced during a pulse of
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higher energy conditions (possibly aeolian). Examples gradational to
sandstones reflect the inlroduction of micritic carbonate mudstone into a
predominantly claslic environmenl'
3.4 Grainstones
Grainstones are uncommon in the Ouldburra Formation. This may be
because they have been selectively dolomitized during diagenesist
however it seems more likely that their absence is a sedimentary
phenomenon. Where grainstones do occur in the Ouldburra Formationt
they are usually subordinate to, and gradational to, packstones as the
cement/matrix grades to micrite. The grainstone and packstone textures
may be intermixed on a scale of less than a centimetre and are difficult
to differentiate in hand specimen. It is also difficult to dislinguish poorly
preserved primary cemenls from neomorphic microspar which is formed
by the recrystallization of either pre-existing carbonate cement or a
micritic matrix. Grainstone lithofacies are also subject to preferential
silicification. This may pseudomorph existing carbonate cement textures
or oblitera|e them entirely. The complex diagenetic history of the
carbonate cements is discussed in Chapter 5.1.1. The following textures
have been recognized in thin section studies:-
i) coatedgrain/bioclasticgrainstone
ii) inbraclasticgrainstone
iii) quartz feldsPar grainstone.
1.4.1 Coated grain/bioclastic grainstone
Relict grainstone containing ooids, aggregrate grains and bioclastic
clasts occurs as centimetre to metre scale beds in most intersections of
the Ouldburra Formation.
The best developed examples of ooid/aggregate grain grainstone
were intersected in drillhote Manva-J (COM747' COM749)' Cross-bedded
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units up to I m thick are believed to represent shallow marine shoals.
Kennard (f98I) described texturally similar dolomitized ooid grainstone
from the Arrinthrunga Formation in the Georgina Basin. These units are
up to ll0 m thick, and were interpreted as a high energy shallow water
shoal. The absence of such thick sequences from the Ouldburra Formation
probably indicates generally quieter water conditions.
Other examples of ooid grainstones occur as centimetre scale lenses
in stromatolitic algal bindstones Marla-6 ) (COM682, 769), or within
massive dolomitic sequ ences (Marla-l8 The lenticular nature and small
scale of these examples suggests deposition in areas where wave action
alternated with slack water. The complex history of cementation of these
examples (see Section 5.1.I) shows exposure to boÈh vadose and phreatic
waIers.
Thin beds of bioclastic arainstone (Figure 19d) (COM719, 720) occur
in the Ouldburra carbonates in the Manya-6 type section and sporadically
throughout o[her intersections of the Formation in the Marla-Manya area.
They contain trilobite debris, microfossils, abundant peloids and in some
cases, tubutar trace fossils. The latler prone tubes contain inlernal
geopetal sediment and marine cement. A shallow subtidal origin is
inferred.
3.4.2 Íntr aclastic grainstone
Centimetre-scale beds of intraclastic Arainstone are very rare in
core from drillholes Manya-6 and Marla-6. Where present, they commonly
also contain sporadic aggregate grains and rare ooids. Primary cement
texEures are generally not preserved because of dolomitization and
recrystallization to neomorphic microspar. This grainstone was probably
originally deposited in peri-emergent condilions with restricted
circulation.
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1.4.1 Quartz feldsPar grainstone
onlyveryrarethinbedsofquarbzfeldspargrainstonehavebeen
preservedintheouldburraFormation.Theyareusuallygrada|ionalto
packstones on a centimetre scale, or occur within essentially clastic
sandstone sequences with local patches of calcite cement' The cements
are generally coarsely crystalline subhedral turbid calcite, 
and it is not
possibletodistinguishanycharacteristicprimarytexlures.The
environment of deposition was probably submergenb or regularly emergent
with pulses of clastie input, possibly including some aeolian sand'
t.5 Floatstone/Rudstone
Embry and Klovan (197I) modified Dunham's 
(L96Ð original textural
classif ication to recognize allochthonous limestones which contain
particles exceeding 2 mm (granule sized or greater)' Such rocks are
'floatstone' if mabrix supported; 'rudstone' if particle supported' 
These
terms are used only when the significant size of the detriÈal 
particles has
been caused by erosion and redeposition (ie. excluding the possibility 
of
'oncoid rudstonesr ; Flugel, 1982)'
Depositional breccias with a floatstone/rudstone texture occu. 
over
a four meLre interval in Marla-6 (Figure 20) and sporadically in the
Manya-6typesection.Theformerexampleconsistsofangularclastsof
weathered carbonat,e mudstones and banded cherts in a slightly to
moderately calcareous brownish grey matrix/cement. In thin section
(COM6B8), the matrix/cement consis[s of subhedral lo euhedral sparry
calcite crystals, averaging about o.3 mm across. These incorporate
scaLtered dolomite rhombs (to 0'05mm) and patches of chalcedonic 
silica'
Thematrix/cemenbandthebleachedchertclastscontainsmallvisible
voids. Formation of this floatstone/rudstone is attributed to subaerial
exposure of the ouldburra Formation carbonates with developmen! 
of
siliceous and caliche-like crusts and then rapid marine transgression 
to




FIGURE 20: FLOATSTONE, RUDTONE AND PLATE BRECCIA.
Floatstone consisting of angular clasts of bleached chert in an
altered carbonate matrix.


















































Olher examples from Manva-6 may have been derived from
submarine hard crusts, but are probably lag deposits in small channels.
1.5.1 Plate breccia
Edgewise to low angle imbricated plate breccia (Figure 20c) is an
especially diagnostic form of floatstone or rudstone. Good examples occur
sporadically throughout the Ouldburra carbonates as thin beds containing
abundant angular flakes of carbonate mudstone in a carbonate mudstone
or mixed carbonate/siliciclastic matrix. The flakes are often slightty
curled, exhibiting internal microfracturing consistent with mudcracking
and sheet cracking, and are composed of dolomite or horizontally
laminated dolomite and dolomitic limestone. Rare examples appear to
have a planar laminated algal cap.
Plale breccia is taken as an indicator of subaerial exposure, the
curled plates having been formed essentially in situ as the sediment
surface dried out. Minor transgression or storm surge then introduced the
matrix material. Current velocity was sufficient to produce imbrication
locally but insufficient to transport the larger plates (Sepkoski, L982).
Radke (1980) suggested thal edgewise fabrics in plate breecias were a
typical littoral feature. Sepkoski (1982) pointed out that such textures are
uniquely abundant in Cambrian to Lower Ordovician shallow subtidal
carbonale sediments where the in-fauna was restricted and/or bottom
sediments were eroded to considerable depths.
3.6 Boundsbones
Three distinct boundstone lithofacies have been recognized in the
Ouldbunra Formation carbonates. Two of these textures are attributable
to sediment [rapping and binding by algae or cyanobacteria to produce a
cryptalgal fabric (sensu Aitken, L967). The third type of boundstone is
produced by sediment trapping around an algal encrusted archaeocyath
framework. Using the original terminology of Aitken (t9e7) and the
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3.6.1 Stromatolitic algal bindstone
Thin layers of sLromatolitic algal bindstone are a minor, but
conspicuous, element in most of the Ouldburra Formation inbersections.
They reach thicknesses of up to eight metres in core from Marla-l, and
are also well developed in Manya-6, Manla-J, Marla-6, Marla-7, and
Middle Bore-l.
It is nob possible to use a detailed morphological stromatolite
classification when working with core. A simple distinction is made
between obviously convex domed forms and flat laminated forms.
In hand specimen (Figure 21a), both forms consist of parallel to
finely anastomosing dark brown to black draped laminae, interlaminated
with thin sediment-rich layers. The cryptalgal texture is visible in thin
section (COM651, 769 ; Figure 2Id) as millimetre scale laminae of
crenulated carbonaceous material and microcrystalline carbonate,
alternately interlaminated with algal-bound silt to sand-sized clastic
grains and carbonate intraclasts. Millimelre-scale open fenestrae are
preserved sporadically. The cryptalgal lamination is finer and mole
regular in the smaller domed forms.
Modern analogues have been well documented in the literature





a. Domed stromatolitic algal bindstone with ooid grainstone lens.
b. Archaeocyath bafflestone/framestone showing internal cements and algae in cavities.
c. Thrombolitic algal bindstone with possible burrows.
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stromatolitic algal bindstone' forms in conditions ranging from
subtidal just below wavebase; through shallow subtidal, intertidal to
supratidal; but is most common in the inbertidal zone (Flugel, t9B2). The
domed forms predominate in the subbidal and lower intentidal zones
(James, I97Ð. The high degree of laminae regularity in the domed forms
may be related to areas of lower sediment suppty (Haslett, 1975a)' The
effects of grazing gastropods in modern analogues suggest thab ancient
algal mats, not subject to such activities, were probably more widespread
than they are todaY (Garret, l97O).
3.6.2 Thrombolitic algal bindstone
Layers of thrombolitic algal bindstone are present in cones from
Marla-I, Marla-J, Marla-6, Marla-7, Manya-l and Manya-6 where they
form beds up to Ehree melres thick.
The thrombolitic algal bindstone is a pale brown to grey carbonate
ùhat has a characteristic centimetre to millimetre scale clotted
cryptalgal fabric (Figure 2Ie). In sporadic examples, the randomly mottled
fabric Arades to a crudely digitate texture defined by randomly oriented
narrow columns ('walled columnar' stromatolite sensu Haslelt, I975a).
In thin seclion (COM6ttr7O7), Èhe thrombolitic bindstone has a
'grumeleuser texture def ined by irregulan patches of turbid
microcrystalline to f ine grained secondary dolomite intermixed with
mottles of coarser grained calcite. Sporadic silt-sized detrital clastic
grains occur throughout. Thin discontinuous anastomosing accumulations
of ?carbonaceous material (possible relict algal laminae) are rarely
preserved.
A thrombolitic texture is thought to result from sediment trapping
and binding by the algae, with sediment accumulating in depressions
between the algal knobs (Kennard, f gBI ). Oxidalion leaves irregular
fenestrae which are later infilled by clastic grains, sparry calcite or
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geopetal sedimenLs. Examples of thrombolitic algal bindstone from the
Ouldburra carbonates generally have a finer grained and lower detrital
clastic component than the stromatolilic forms. Similar textures have
been described by Ahr (197I), Aitken (L967), Coniglio and James (1984)'
Haslett (tltSa¡, Kennard (198I), and Read and Pfeil (1981). These have
been interpreted as indicative of shallow subtidal platform seltings. The
reduced detrital clastic component may indicate that the thrombolitic
forms favoured more proteeted conditions with a lower allochthonous
input. Kennard (I98I) and Radke (1980) suggested that the different
disLribution of thrombolitic and domed stromatolitic forms might also
reflect differing salinities.
1.6.1 Archaeocyath bafflestone/framestone
Layers of archaeocyath bafflestone/framestone uP to eight metres
thick were cored in the drillhole Marla-6. The rock is a carbonate
mudstone which contains abundant archaeocyaths; irregular fenesbrae
with internal marine cemenls; geopebal infill in cavities; and, locally,
relict clumps of algae which bind the archaeocyaths and line cavities
(Figure ZIb). Individual archaeocyaths often have a sparry (Orusy) calcite
or coarsely erystalline dolomitic infill. Preferred growth orientation is
detectable only locally and some of the archaeocyaths are broken. This
may suggesl some exposure to high energy conditions and the
archaeocyath bafflestone/framestone probably formed, at and above the
fairweathen wavebase.
3.7 Clastics
The Ouldburra Formation contains numerous beds of clastics ranging
from claystone to granule conglomerate. Clastic sequences dominate Èhe
basal portion of the Formation and occur sporadically throughout the
upper carbonate dominated section in all intersections. Sandstone is the
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most widespread siliciclastic Iithology and silica, carbonate and evaporile
cements have been recorded. Clastics also commonly occur as fining-up
sand/silt/mudstone sets. These range from entirely clastic to those in
which carbonate mudstone fonms the maBrix/cement and passes up
through the triplet to constitute the overlying mudstone. The detrital
clastics were derived from the Gawler Craton, Musgrave Block and
basalts to the east of the Manya area.
7.7.L Claystone
Soft blue grey and greenish grey claystone is common between 1550
and 1600 m in the Manva-6 type section whene ib occurs in association
with bedded halite. It is finely laminated, with rare ripple cross-bedding,
and ranges from entirely clastic to slightly dolomitic or calcareous. Some
beds have finely disseminated interstitial halite and anhydrite needles.
WelI rounded (?aeolian) fine to medium grained quartz and feldspar grains
occur rarely. Individual beds are usually less than I m thick and generally
grade vertically to sand/silt/ctaystone sets. The claystone becomes fissile
on drying and has deteriorated in core.
The association with the sand/silt/claystone sets and evaporites
suggests that the claystone was deposited during periods of lower energy
in a regularly emergent setting.
f.7.2 Siltstone
The upper Ouldburra Formation often contains rred bed' silÈstone
(Figure 22a) sedimentologically more typical of the overlying Observatory
Hill Formation in those instances where the two formations interdigitate.
The type section contains red brown siltstone between B4l m and 849 m,
and sporadic red thinly bedded siltstone from 1492 m to 1506 m. These
comelate stratigraphically with similar unibs intersected in Marla-7. The
siltstone has ubiquitous disturbed bedding often with thin disconlinuous
darker-coloured clay-rich laminae. It varies from entinely clastic to
moderately calcareous or dolomitic and is sponadically micaceous. It also
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FIGURE 22: CLASTICS.
a. Inberbeddedrred bedrsilLslone and fine sandstone.
b. Very fine grained to granular sandstone showing fining-up planar
cross-stratif ication, horizontal planar lamination and thin beds'
overlain by trough cross-laminated fine grained units.
Fining-up sand/silt/claystone set.
d. Thin section of a fining-up sand/silt/mudstone set (COM62B).
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hosts sulphabe evaporites. The sedimenÈary associations of the 'red bedr
siltslone are consistenb with deposition on a sabkha'
1.7.1 Guartz/fetdspathic sandstone
Beds of quartz/feldspathic sandstone occur sporadically throughout
the Outdburra Formation, but ale mosÈ common at the base of the
Formation as it grades into the underlying Relief Sandstone. Grain size
ranges from fine to VeIy coarse and a variety of differenl cements
including silica, carbonate (coM681), halite (coM655) and
anhydrite/gypsum (COM677) have been recognized in thin section studies.
The type section contains numerous beds ranging in thickness from several
centimetres to several metres. The Èhicker beds are usually massive but
sporadic examples show small to medium scale planar cross-stratification.
Ripped-up mudstone and claystone clasts are commonly observed near the
base of these beds which are interpreted as having formed in channels
cutting across peri-emergent flats (Henry, Pers comm., 1984)'
The drillhole Marla-J also intersected abundant sandstone beds in
the base of the Ouldburra Formation as it grades down to the Relief
Sands[one. Some of these units show fining-upwards planar cross-
stratification with angles of up to 25 degrees or small scale festoon cross-
beds. They are frequenlly overlain by a thin laminar horizontal bedded
sandstone unit, and in turn by ripple and flaser cross-bedded fine grained
sandstone and siltstone (Figure ?2b). These are interpreted as channel
deposits with evidence of rapidly changing flow regimes.
3.7.4 Granule conglomerate
Ouartz/feldspathic granule conglomerate is a rare lithology in the
Ouldbupa Formation. Conglomerate occurs at the base of fining-up
sandstone sequences in the Manya-6 type section. Discrete thin beds of
granule conglomerate and coarse sandstone occur between overlying
laminated carbonate mudstone and underlying moderately calcareous
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mudstone and siltstone in core from Marla-7. In thin section (COM676)'
they consist of a bimodal distribution of detrital granules to very fine
grains of quartz, feldspar, basaltic rock fragments and delrital chlorite in
a silty gypsiferous, dolomitic carbonate and clay maLrix/cement. There is
some evidence of reworking, so lhis lithology was possibly deposited
during a brief period of increasing energy conditions.
5.7.5 Sand/sitt/mudslone sets
Fining-up sand/silt/mudstone sebs are a common feature of the
Ouldburra Formation. The triplets average 5 to I0 cm thick, and are often
stacked, forming sections several metres thick. Mixed
carbonate/siliciclastic sets occul most frequently in Ehe uPPer portion of
the Formation. Lower in the type section, entirely clastic
sand/silt/claystone sets (Figurc 22c) are dominant. The cap often contains
desiccation feaLures and the triplet may host nodular evaporites.
In thin section (COM62B) (Figure 2?d), tne matrix/cement of the
sandstone and siltstone passes upward unchanged to constitute the
overlying mudstone or claystone.
The basal sandstone is generally quartzose or feldspathic and poorly
sorted with sporadic basaltic rock fragments, detrital chert and ripped-up
clasts of the underlying mudstone. The better sorted units may show small
scale planar, or rarely, herring-bone cross-stratification, varying from I
to 2O degrees. The sandstone grades up to a siltstone which conlains
detrital mica in addition to the siliciclastics. The siltstone often shows
small scale low angle planar, festoon or ripple cross-stra[ification. The
mudstone cap is often dolomitic and only rarely laminated. Dewatering
structures, muderacks, pull-apart structures and possible burrows have
been reconded.
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Overall, lhe sand/silt/mudslone sets are similar to those from
modern subtidal to intertidal mixed sand-mud flats (Reineck and Singh,
1980). The presence of desiccation features in some examples from the
Ouldburra Formation indicates subae¡ial exposure.
t.B Evaporites
Bedded evaporites including halite and gypsum/anhydrite have been
recorded in several drillholes which intersected the Ouldburra Formation
and a more widespread occurrence is suggested by extensive solution
collapse b¡ecciation seen in core from other intersections. Evaporites also
occur as isolated crystals, and as nodules and pseudomorphs within other




The lower 4OZ m portion of the type sec[ion contains 78 halite beds
(Figure 24d). Of these, 26 are greater lhan one mebre thick ranging up to
four metres. The halite varies in colour from translucent through various
shades of grey to a dark reddish orange.
Bottom nucleation textures have been recognized in the Manva-6
bedded halite (Wamen, pers. comm., I9B4). Bottom nucleated halite
crystals grow with a depressed face directed upward (tabular hoppers). If
a cube grows uniformly, edges will advance more rapidly than faces, and
corners more rapidly than edges. Thus, where cubes of halite are growing
upwards in competition from the floor of the body of brine, those cubes
thal have edges and corne¡s direcbed upwards will override those with
cube faces directed upwards. This competetive growth will produce near-
vertical elongate crystals (cornet hoppers) with compromise boundaries
between them and inclusions will be arranged so as to produce chevnons
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that have their apices direcLed upwards (Dean and Schreiber, 1978). In
areas of freshening of the overlying waters (implying shallow water) or
occasional subaerial exposure, the uppermost surface is altered so that
the crystal coigns are rounded or the chevrons truncated. The conÈact
areas between adjacent crystals in the crust can be partially dissolved to
form voids. Subsequent precipitation infills the cavities with clear halite
(Shearman , L978). In eontrast, nucleation on the brine/air interface is
believed to pnoduce a hollow pyramidal hopper with iLs apex directed
down (Raup, L97O; Soulhgate, 1982).
Trace element geochemistry can also be used to infer the
environment of deposition of the bedded halite.
Bromine analysis of chloride evaporites is a useful technique for
reconstructing palaeosalinities at the time of deposition and documenting
diagenetic changes (Raup and Hite, I97B). Bromine occurs in solid
solution as a replacemenL of chlorine in chloride minerals and the amount
inconporated into the crystal phases of theSe minerals is dependant on the
concentration of bromine in the parent solution. The partition coefficient
of bromine is such that about 75 ppm would be expected in the firsl halite
precipitated from seawater. Recrystallization or recycling by seawater
wilt give values of about 7 to l0 ppm. Deposition from, or reworking by,
non-marine water yields values as low as 1.5 to 5.0 ppm (Handford, 198I).
Figure 2f shows the bromine profile for the bedded halite in the
lower Ouldburra Formation. Analyses were undertaken using XRF and a
halite (rather than whole rock) standard. The values range from 12 ppm
Lo 32 ppm with an average of 2O ppm and a standard deviation of 5 ppm.
Atthough somewhat lower than t'he theoretical values for derivation from
seawaler, the nesults do preclude a non-marine origin of the bedded
halite. The results do not vary significantly within any one bed and the
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FIGURE 23' BROMINE PROF¡LE FOR BEDDED HALITE FROM THE
MANYA-6 T YPE SECTTON.
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overall profile is smooth in comparison with other examples figured by
Raup and Hite (1978). With the exception of the variations at the lop of
profile,thebrominecontentofbhehaliterangeswithin+Tppmofthe
mean. This indicates very little change in the salinity of the brine during
deposition of hundreds of metres of interbedded siliciclastics' carbonates
and halite. A closely balanced influx/evaporation/reflux system with a
steady inflow of seawater and a corresponding reflux of bittern brines oul
of the basin is required to maintain such stabitity (Raup and Hite, f97B)'
The variations in the bromine concentration at [he top of the bedded
halite interval may indicate deposition in a series of disconnected or
isolated salinas or may be attributed to diagenesis'
The stronüium values over the halite interval range from (2 ppm to
90 ppm with an average of 10 ppm. These data ane in[ermediate between
the 5r concentrabions from the upper part of Lower Cambrian salt beds of
the southern Siberian Platform (average 9 ppm) and a varieLy of Permian
to Recent halite deposits all of which average in excess of 45 Ppm (Dean
and Schreiber, 1978).
Lithium and total boron lange from trace values to 14 ppm which is
consistent with the normal ranges in marine derived halite (Dean and
schreiber, I97B). Potassium concentrations in the ouldburra Formation
halite range from I00 ppm to 2000 ppm with an average of 618 ppm; in
general agreement with the average published range of 27-I,7O0 Ppm
(Dean and Schreiber, I97B).
Thus, the trace element geochemistry and the sedimentology
suggest that the bedded halite in the Ouldburra Formation was
precipitated as boltom nucleated crystals in small shallow salinas,
probably from impounded marine waters.
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(b) Isolated hoPPers
In addition to the above described beds, displacive halite crystals up
lo 3.5 cm across occur sporadically within other lithof acies higher in the
Ouldburra Formabion.
Halite crystals which grow displacively in brine saturated mud may
retain a solid euhedral cubic shape by simply physically displacing the
surrounding matrix (Figure 24a). Atternatively, zoned inclusions of the
enclosing mud may be incorporated within bhe halite crystal (Figure 24b)'
Since growth is more intensive on the edges and corners, skeletal crystals
with hopper-like pyramidal hollows will form on each cube face resulting
in cubic skeletal hoppers (Raup, 1970). Extreme skeletal development
produces 'pagoda halite' (southgabe, L?BZ) (Figure 24c). AII these textures
are represenled in core from Manya-6. Halite has not been preserved in
core from the drillhole Manya-f , but well formed displacive halite hoppers
have been pseudomorphed by sulphate evaporites. The pagoda halite form
is preserved as dolomite ghosts in laminated and silty carbonate
mudstones.
The formation of displacive halite requires a brine supersaturated
host matrix and so many workers postulate that such halite can only form
below subaerial mud flats of playas and sabkhat (plural of sabkha)
(Warren, pers. comm., 1984).
3.8.2 GYPsum and anhYdrite
Beds, displacive nodules, isolated crystals and pseudomorphs of
gypsum and/or anhydrite are ubiquitous features of the upper ouldburra
Formalion. Subordinate barite and celestite also occur in association with






Displacive halite hopper in fine grained sandstone.
Skelebal halite hopper incorporating zones of host mudstone parallel
to Èhe crystal face.
Pagoda halite.
Bedded halite with thin mudstone stringers and abundant inclusions


















































































































the Formation where they are associated with halite. Delta f4S isotopes
from calcium sulphate evaporites in the Ouldburra Formation are within
the normal range of marine evaporites of this age (Lambert et al., t9B6).
The conversion of gypsum to anhydrite, and vice W' and its
significance in modern environments remains a point of some debate in
the literature (Kinsman, I969i Shearman, 1-978; Shinn, L9B3b; Warren and
Kendall, I9B5; West et al., L979). With the additional complication of the
dehydralion of gypsum to anhydrite during burial diagenesis, the
interpretation and significance of original mineralogy in ancient examples
remains doubtf ul. However, relict primary textures can often be
identified in ancient sequences. Busson (1980), Guillevin (1980) and Warren
and Kendall (f985) illustrate several examples. The following discussion
briefty compares examples from the Ouldburra Formation with modern
analogues to these characteristic textures.
(a) Isolated crystals
Isolated macroscopic gypsum/anhydrite crystals, and small clusters
of crystals, occur sporadically throughout the carbonate mudstones and
fine grained clastics of the Ouldburra Formation. The majority of the
crystals are small swallow-tail twins and deformed discoidal
hemipyramids. Individual crystals rarely exceed 1.0 cm in maximum
dimension. Discoidal forms appear lensoidal to rhombohedral in cross
section, with length to breadth ratios averaging about 4:1. Clumps of
aggregate crysLals are moderately common, but true rosettes are rate.
Anhydrite occurs as small lathes and needles throughout the mixed
siliciclastic/carbonate mudstone sequence associated with the bedded
halite in the base of the Ouldburra Formation.
Elsewhere, gypsumr anhydrite and calcite pseudomorphs occur in
small (<I.0 mm diameter) sub-spherical vugs. These are similar to [he




FIGURE 25: SULPHATE EVAPORITES.
Celestite nodules in a laminated and silty carbonate mudstone.
'Chicken-wire' anhydrite from the top of a metre thick bed.
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(1980) and Shinn (Ig8lb). It is also possible thal the sulphate minerals are
pseudomorphing original halite.
Recenb studies of the morphology of isolated intrasediment gyPsum
crystals on a modern marine sabkha (Castens-5eidelt, L9B4) have shown
crystal morphology varies with depositional conditions across the sabkha.
Swallow-tail twins and discoidal hemipyramids similar to those in the
Ouldburra sediments occur within the siliciclastic sediment of the mud
flats surrounding an evaporite pan. They are of both vadose and phreatic
origin (Castens-Seidell, f984).
(b) Macroscopic nodules
Nodules of sulphate evaporites up to 5 cm across are common within
the laminated carbonate mudstones of the Ouldburra Formation. The
laminae of the host mudstone often curve around the nodules (Figure 25a)
and the nodules are remarkably free of inclusions of the host lithology.
The nodules are comprised of gypsum, anhydrite, celestite or barite.
The former two minerals occur as a felled mass of lathes or needles with
the orientation of the crystals defining individual clumps within the
nodules. The lathes may be crudely radially arranged to form a
concentric zonation, or are decussate ('pile-of-bricks' texture). Celestite
and barite commonly occur in associaÈion with nodular gypsum/anhydrite
in modern coastal sabkhat (Kinsman, 1969; Schmidt, 1965). Celestite is
most abundant in areas of intense dolomitization, being largely a
byproduct of the replacement of aragonite by dolomite (Kinsman, L969).
Celestite and barite are the dominant sulphate minerals in nodules from
drillhole Marla-6 (Figure ?5a). Some of the celestite and barite is
believed to be an early diagenetic replacement of anhydrite and occurs as
interlocking subhedral to anhedral coarse grained crystals (COM76B). The
central portions of the replacing celestite or barite crystals may contain
areas of relict anhydrite which are still in oplical continuity under crossed
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nicols. The sulphate evaporite nodules have a complex diagenetic history,
often being silicified to produce 'cauliflowen cherts'(see section 5.2.L).
Nodular sulphate evaporites are well documenbed in the liberature as
an early diagenetic product of sabkha environments. Shearman (1978)
described the formation of nodular anhydrite on modern sabkhat where
gypsum crystals are converted to, and pseudomorphed by, aggregates of
anhydrite crystals in situ. The pseudomorphs grow displacively and
peneconlemporaneously with deposition of the surrounding sediment to
eventually form nodules. These nodules are soft and putty-like and
composed of loosely packed porous aggregates of tiny crystal lathes which
form a divergent radiating fabric, or are decussate or sub-panallel.
Subsurface and surface diagenetic nodular anhydrite is commonest in the
middle supra[idal zone of modern sabkhat; with the nodules increasing in
size and number landward (Shearman r 1978;Shinn, Ig1tb).
By analogy, the porphyroblastic sulphate evaporite nodules in the
Ouldburra Formation appear to have grown displacively, and in some
instances retained an internal crystal orientation similar to examples
from the middle supratidal region of modern sabkha environments.
(c)'Chicken-wire'anhydrite
Beds of rchicken-wirer and fenterolithicr anhydrite have been
intersected in several drillholes in the Ouldburra Formation in the Marla-
Manya area. The type section contains 16 beds, several of whieh have
retained the characteristic 'chicken-wire' texture (Figure 25b). The beds
rarely exceed 1.0 m thick. Other ancient examples of rchicken-wirer and
renterolithic' textures have been well documented (Busson, 1980; Dean and
Schreiber, I97B).
Thin section study of examples from Manya-6 (COM6I0) reveals that
the anhydrite is composed of a felted mass of acicular crystals and lalhes
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with an undulating preferential parallel orientation. This texture has been
described as'gneissic slruc[ure'by Guillevin (]-980). On a larger scale, this
orientation f orms a series of horizontally oriented concentric zones
several centimetres across.
Studies of modern analogues show that the 'chicken-wirer texture is
generated in the sub-surface as growing gypsum/anhydrite nodules
coalesce in layers parallel to bedding. The microscopic orientation of the
crystal lathes changes from originally subparallel to bedding, to parallel
to edges of the coalescing nodules (Shearman, 1978). Most sedimenl is
displaced vertically as the gypsum/anhydrite nodules grow and coalesce.
That sedimenÈ which remains forms thin stringers between the nodules
and gives rise to the 'chicken-wire' texture. As growth of the nodules
continues, the layer becomes contorted into the tenLerolithict structure
(Shearman, L978).
Shinn (IgBt) describes the lateral and vertical variations of these
textures on the Persian Gulf tidal flats. High intertidal to supratidal
surficial gypsum grades laterally inland to buried contorÈed anhydrite. The
lower part of Èhis subsurface anhydrite zone contains the tchicken-wirel
texture. It grades upward into distorbed layers of fine grained anhydrite
(Shinn, IgBi).
By analogy, the rchicken-wire' anhydrite from the Ouldburra
Formation probably formed within the sediment profile of a marine
sabkha. This inlerpretation was also suggested by Warren (pers. comm.,
I9B4) for examples from the type section.
However, as Warren and Kendall (1985) point out, the rchicken-wirer
anhydrite texture may also result from the diagenetic alleration of
subaqueous gypsum and it is not possible to distinguish belween this and
sabkha anhydrite in the case of some individual beds in the Ouldburra




Diagenesis has produced a number of distinctive lithologies within
the Ouldburra Formation carbonates. Recystallized dolostone and
secondary chert are often conspicuous elemenls of the uPper portion of
the Formation. Pressure solution textures and diagenetic solution collapse
breccias occur in several drillhole intersections.
4.I RecrystallizedDolostone
Pale brown and grey aphanitic bo sucrosic recrystallized dolostone
(Figure Z6) is a prominent f eature of the upper Ouldburra FormaLion, with
some examples reaching tens of metres thick. It has formed as a
diagenelic modif ication of former carbonates and the degree of
recrystallization is often such that no relict texture is discernible. In thin
section (COM 686), the dolostones conlain sporadic scattered silt sized
detrital quartz and feldspar grains and/or medium grained internally
zoned euhedral dolomite rhombs in a turbid equigranular very fine grained
to aphanitic ferroan dolomite groundmass. The origin of the replacement
dolostone is discussed in Section 5.I.2.
4.2. SecondarY Chert
Secondary chert is a minor but conspicuous element of the
Ouldburra Formation carbonates. It occurs as botryoidal nodules within
host carbonate mudstones and less commonly as silicified limestone beds
and thin crusts.
Nodular cherl was first reported from the Ouldburra Formation
canbonates intersected in the drillhole Mt W -l (Thornton , r97r).
Is also occurs sporadically throughout the upper portion of the carbonate
facies in all other intersections of the Ouldbuma Formalion. The largest
examples reach 17 cm thick in core from drillhole Marlal and may, in
B'
FIGURE 26: CRYSTALLIZED DOLOSTONE.
a. Aphanitic dolostone, stained with potassium ferricyanide.
brcrd. Thin sections of replacement dolostone, showing a variety of
crysLalsizes and ponosities (COM788, 779, 7BZ).
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fact, be lenses or bands rather than nodules. They show a complex
aryangement of concentrically zoned chalcedonite, pseudo-fibrous
spherulitic lutecite, quartzine and secondary calcite spar. Some examples
contain concretionary pisoids suggesting a vadose diagenetic onigin.
Smaller examples (avenaging from 0.5 cm to 2.0 cm) are present in all
other intersections. These nodules, or tcauliflower cherts' (Chowns and
Elkins, L974), consisb predominantly of length-slow quartzine and
chalcedonite and are believed to be after sulPhate evaporites. Examples
in homogenous carbonate mudstones are roughly circular in horizontal
section and have a botryoidal upper surface. The nodules also have a
conspicuous concentric internal zonation, indica[ing a complex diageneÈic
history, but often retaining an evaporite mineral at the core. Other, less
symmetrical, examples are associated with small scale tepees and
mudcracks (see Chapter 5.2.I).
Incipient and pervasive silicification of carbonate mudstones is also
evident in core and thin section studies and was firsl recorded in core
from drillhole Marla-IB by Benbow (1980). Beds up to several metres thick
show varying degrees of silicification including isolropic opaline silica and
colloform and radially fibrous chalcedonite. Different colour phases, from
pale orange ùo blue greyr appeal to parallel bedding at the edges of the
zones of silicification, but may be concentric or independent of the
primary fabric elsewhere. WeIl defined, thin beds and caliche-type crusts
of chert are associated with pervasive subaerial exposure surfaces in the
Ouldbuma carbonales. These are more fully described in Section 7.6.2.
4.3 Pressure Solution Textures
Pressure solution overprints have been widely recognized in
Palaeozoic carbonate rocks (Logan, I9B4; Pfeil and Read, I9B0; Radke,
I9B2; Simpson, 1985; Wanless, L979, L?BZ), and have been artificially
produced in modern marine sediments by Shinn and Robbin (f98l). Cores
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from drillholes Manya-6, and Manya-J contain abundant stylolaminated,
stylonodular and stylomottled textures in layers up to three metres thick.
The textures often occur in association and grade from one to anoLher.
The formation of these pressure solution textures remains a point of
some debate in the literature and will be discussed more fully in Section
5.r.4.
4.3.1 Stylobanded to stylolaminated carbonate mudstone
These textures have been referred to as ribbon-rock (Brewer and
Henry, pens. comm., 1984; Demicco, 1981; Pfeil and Read, 1980; Wanless,
1979\ compressional-stress-response (CSR) laminates (Logan, 1984) and
stylobanded to sÈylolaminated carbonate mudstones (Flugel, 1982).
In hand specimen, they exhibit a strongly developed layering with
alternating thin beds or laminae of dark, internally stylolaminated
dolomite and paler carbonate mudstone (Figure 27).
The stylolaminations are clearly visible in thin section (COM637).
They are defined by local concenÈrations of up to 20 percent corroded to
recrystallized fine grained to silt-sized detrital quarlz and feldspar
(stylocumulate; sensu Logan and Semeniuk, L976) in a turbid ferroan
dolomite groundmass containing abundant euhedral rhombs (neactate;
sensu Logan and Semeniuk, L976). The paler laminae and thin beds are
slightly to moderately dolomitic calcite; generally micrite.
Shinn and Robbin (I9Bl) used artif icial compaction to produce
banding and lamination veny similar to these pnessure dissolution textures
as an enhancement of primary lamination in modern sublidal carbonate
muds. Wanless (1979), however, suggested thal stylolamination could be
independent of the primary bedding structure.
Examples from the Ouldburra Formation contain fragments of
trilobites, peloids, microfossils and burrows which suggest a shallow
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FIGURE 27: PRESSURE SOLUTION TEXTURES
a. Stylobanded to stylolaminated carbonate mudstone.
b. StylomoÈtledcarbonatemudstone.
c. Stylonodular carbonate mudstone (ferroan dolomite stained with
potassium f erricyanide).
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marine origin. Pfeil and Read (f 980) also interpreted similar
stylolaminated textures as indicative of a low energy, shallow, subtidal
setting below the wave base. However, stylolamination and stylobanding
are diagenetic overpnints and no! all examples will necessarily be of
subtidal origin.
4.3.? SLylonodular carbonate mudstone
This texture has been described as 'tiger stripe' (Brewer and Henry,
pers. comm., 1984\, sedimentary boudinage, ball-and-flow, (Wilson and
Jordan, Lg9th, compressional-stress-response nodular (Logan, 1984) and
stylonodular (Flugel, I9B2; Radke, I98?).
The stylonodular texture (Figure 27c) is characterised by isolated t,o
interconnecled, lenticular to rounded, boudin-like areas of slightly
dolomitic calciÈe surrounded by laminated s[ylocumulate and reactabe
ferroan dolomite. In the examples from the Ouldburra Formation, the
boudin-Iike nodules are generally paler in colour, approximately one
centimetre in thickness and separated by varying amounts of the
stylolaminated secondary material.
Thin section studies (COM5I6,640), show that the dark stylolitic
material is recrystallized ferroan dolomite which contains abundant fine
grained to silt sized ?detrital quartz and feldspar grains and clay
concentrated in stylolaminae. The stylolaminae often encapsulate the
nodules, or are rarely parallel to larger, more pervasive, macroscopic
stylolites. The dolomite ranges from euhedral rhombs up to 0.1 mm across
to equigranular microcrystalline. The paler nodules consist of
microcrystalline to amphorous very slightly dolomitic calcite with highly
dislurbed internal laminae conLaining fine grained to silt sized detrital
quartz, feldspar, calcite intraclasts and, less commonly, fossil fragments
and peloids. Deformed peloid-filled burrows have also been identified in
thin section. Sporadic nodules also contain micnofractunes with secondary
sparry calcite infill.
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The presence of sponge spicules and trilobite fossils suggests a
shallow marine origin for at least some of the stylonodular carbonate
mudstones from the Ouldburra Formation.
4.3.3 S|ylomottled carbonate mudslone
Stylomo[tling (Flugel, 1982) or compressional-sLress-resPonse
mottling (Logan, 1984) is alluded to less in the literature than the previous
textures. It is characterized by isolated inregular shaped dark mottles
which are scattered throughout a pale hosl carbonate mudstone. In the
examples from the Ouldburra Formation, the mottles are tabular equanb
to irregularly shaped, one millimetre to three centimetres in size and
composed of ferroan dolomite, detrital quartz, micas, clays, and iron-
oxide along with calcareous grains in various stages of pressure dissolution
or cataclastic granulation. Frequently, the motLles ale isolated to
interconnected, and randomly dispersed and oriented (Logan, 1984). They
ffiay, however, be localized around more pervasive Pressure solution
surfaces such as macroscopic irregular lo columnar stylolites.
Incipient stylomottling (Figurc 27b) occurs in a variety of host
wackestones, packstones and otherwise massive carbonate mudstones in
the Ouldburra Formation, of ten grading into other pressure solution
[extures. A single, original environment of deposition cannot be
postulated; alùhough a stylomottled unit in core from Manya-6 yielded the
best preserved trilobite fossils yet found in the Ouldbuma Formation.
4.4 Solution Collapse Breccia
Solution collapse brecciabion is a common secondary texture in the
Ouldburra Formation carbonates. Core from drillhole Manva-J has
extensive collapse brecciation presumably after the removal of bedded
evaporites from lower in the sequence. In some examples, the evaporiie
has been remobilized as the martrix to the breccia and shows concentric
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rflowr structures around Èhe clasts. In other cases, the matrix is coarse
non-f erroan calcite sPar which may include diagenetic minerals or
geopetal sediment (COM7lO,7lf ). The formation of collapse breccia is




The diagenetic history of the Ouldburra Formation carbonates and
evaporites is extremely complex. The carbonates have undergone several
generations of cementation, pervasive dolomitization, pressure solution,
silicif ication and solution collapse. There is also some evidence of
dedolomitizaÈion. Sulphate evaporite nodules show repeated chemical
alteration and replacement by saddle dolomite and various forms of
authigenic silica to produce 'cauliflower cherts'. BoEh the sulphate
evaporites and the halite are locally remobilized as veins. La[e sbage
calcite veining is also common locally.
To fully elucidate the multiple overprinting of these diagenetie
effects is beyond the scope of this work. The following is a brief overview
emphasizing those textures which may be used to infer an oiiginal
environment of deposition or the setting of subsequent diagenetic
overprints.
5.1 CarbonateDiagenesis
The Ouldburra Formation carbonate facies show ext,ensive
diagenetic alteration especially in the upper portion of the Formation
where the effects of dolomitization are most pronounced. Elsewhere,
pressure solubion and cementation have largely obscured the original
carbonate fabric.
5.1.1 Cementabion
The extensive alùeration of all but a few sporadic grainstones
pnecludes the successful use of artificial staining (Evamy, 1969) in
compilation of an overall 'cement straÈigraphy' (Meyers, 1974). Mixtures
of calcite, dolomite and silica occur as replacemenL cements in the
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various grainstone tibhofacies, in stromatactis cavities and as void fill in
tubular fossils and archaeocyaths.
In addition to cemenÈation, the ooid grainstones show a variety of





v) recrystallization to neomorphic calcite spar,
vi) dolomitization.
The interplay of these is such that the effecls of up to four or more
different processes can be observed in a single thin section (COM69Ir 699,
747, 749) (Figure 29). This intense diagenetic alteration has generally
obliterated the original cement texture. However, in a few sporadic
examples silica has pseudomorphed the ooids and the primary cement (see
Wilson (L966) for criteria of replacement versus primary silica cements).
These examples (COM6BZ) include multiple generations of meniscus
(Figure 28c) and pendant (Figure 28drI) vadose cements, followed by
possible relict radial fibrous ?ferroan calcite cement (Figure 2Be). This
generation of cement may be interpreted as submarine (Kendall and
Tucker, I97t) or vadose (Bechstadl, I974). The stubby bladed spar (Figure
28f) and isopachous bladed calcite cements (COM769) suggest an active
meteoric phreatic environment. Other examples of thick isopachous rinds
(COM69f; Figure 29 e,1) may have been precipitated in the active marine
phreatic zone.
In comparison with other studies of Early Cambrian carbonate (cf.
James and Klappa, 1983), the Ouldburra grainstones show a locally more
complex cemenE stratigraphy and much more extensive diagenetic
alteration. This may reflect more variable conditions during cementation





























FIGURE 28: HISTORY OF CEMENTATION OF AN OOID GRAINSTONE LENS




FIGURE 29: GRAINSTONE DIAGENESIS.
a,b. Thin sections of an ooid grainstone showing recrystallization, stylolitization, preferential dolomitization of ooids, the
formation of dolomite rhombs, silicification and ferruginization (COM749, stained with Alizarin Red-S).
c. Thin section showing stylolitization, ferruginization and dolomitized ooids (COVZ4Z, stained with Alizarin Red-S).
d. Thin section of an ooid bioclastic peloid grainstone showing recrystallization to pseudospar independent of original
syntaxial overgrowth on the ooids (COM6I5, unstained thin section).
e,f. Micritized, dolomitized and silicified ooid grainslone showing isopachous rinds of fibrous cement and final cavity fill with





Ouldburra Formation carbonates have undergone ubiquitous
dolomitization to form dolostones. These tange from pervasive massive
dolomitized zones tens of meLres thick to thin crusts f inely
interlaminated with sitty limestone. Dolomite also occurs in pressure
solution textures, as void fill, as a replacement of sulphate evaporitest
and in association with coarse calcite spar in late stage veins and in the
matrix of solution collapse breccias. These occurrences are shown
schematically in Figure 50.
The dolomite in Èhe Ouldburra Formation occurs in three main
petrographic forms (sensu Friedman, L965). The first is an aphanitic to
very finely crystalline equant xenotopic habit which has formed as
replacement of pre-existing carbonate textures (Gregg and Sibley, L9B4).
This has a stratiform occurrence, ranging from massive zones tens of
metres thick to fine laminae. The second form of dolomite consists of
euhedral to subhedral idiotopic to hypidiotopic (Friedman, 1965) ferroan
dolomite rhombs. These occur as isolated crystals or small crystal
aggregates (porphyrotopic texture) within a wide variety of calcareous
lithofacies. They are also the prominent crystal habits associated with
pressure solution textures. The third petrographic form is coarsely
crystalline saddle dolomite which ranges from idiotopic to xenotopic.
(a) Saddle dolomite
Saddle (or baroque) dolomite is a variety of dolomite Ehat has a
warped crystal lattice. This is manifesl as curved crystal faces, curved
cleavage, and sweeping undulose extinction (Radke and Mathis, 1980). The
crystals are generally turbid disborted rhombohedra, of ten with an
inÈernal zoning of inclusions parallel to the crystal faces.
Saddle dolomile occurs as a replacemenb mineral or void filling
cement throughout a variety of carbonate libhofacies in the Ouldburra













































FIGURE 30, SCHËMAT]C SKETCHES OF THE MOST GOMMON OCCURRENCES OF DOLOîY'IITE IN
THE OULDFURRA FORMA,TNON ( PARTLY .AFTER GREGG AND SIBI-EYI 1984; AND




i) with coarse calcite sPar as late stage vein infillt
ii) with coarse calcite spar and remobilized sulphate evaporites in
the matrix/cement of solution collapse breccia,
iii) with replacement silica and calci[e sPar as infill to
archaeocYathst
iv) as irregular patches in grumeleuse fine grained dolomite and
micrite in thrombolitic algal bindstone,
v) as cavity f ill in fenestral and stromatactic carbonate
mudstone (CoM733),
vi) with coarse calcite spar in irregular patches in diagenetically
altered peloid inEraclastic packstone/grainstone,
vii) as part of a concentric zonation of replacement minerals in
cauliflower cherts (COM719).
The formation of saddle dolomite appears to have been an enduring
phase of mid to labe diagenesis in the Ouldburra Formation carbonates.
Late stage calcite spar replaces the saddle dolomite in some examples.
Elsewhere, saddle dolomite hosts inclusions of euhedral calcite crystals.
The idiomorphic faces of saddle dolomite rhombs are juxtaposed with
secondary silica textures in cauliflower cherts; but in areas of
inbraformabional pervasive subaerial exposure, saddle dolomite appears to
have undergone preferential silicification in comparison with adjacent
calcite spar.
The occurrence of saddle dolomite has been interpreted as
indicating original hypersaline carbonate deposition (Friedman and Radke,
L979), or the presence of original organic matter or sulphate evaporites. It
has also been suggested as a geothermal indicator of temperatures of 600
- l50oc (Gregg, I9B5; Radke and Mathis, 1980) Howevet, recent work by
Pluim (1984) has demonstraled thaÈ saddle dolomite can form as a
relalively early, shallow diagenetic event. Laboratory studies have shown
that sulphate reduction reactions are not necessary for lhe formation of
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saddle dolomite (Gregg, LgBt). In view of Èhese findingsr the presence of
saddle dolomite alone cannot be used as indicator of thermal maturity or
to infer the presence of original sulphate evaporites in the Ouldbuma
Forma[ion carbonates.
(b) Stratiform bedded dolostone
Stratiform bedded replacement dolostone occuts throughout the
Ouldbunra Formation carbonates as metre thick pervasive zones ranging
down to millimetre scale laminae and thin beds. It is generally massive,
although sedimentary structures and original calcareous textures are
sometimes relict by variabion in the crystalsize of the replacement
dolomite. The dolomite ranges from aphanitic to a xenotopic finely
crystalline habit. Coarser euhedral feruoan dolomite rhombs commonly
occur within a more finely crystalline matrix.
Where stratiform dolostone is inbercalated with calcareous marine
carbonates, the upper contac[ of the dolostone is commonly sharper than
the lower boundary. Lithic fragments of dolostone are present in plate
breccias and other liÈhofacies with a calcareous matrix. Such features
were interpreted by Schmidt et al. (1980) to indicate that aE least some
dolomitization preceded further deposition of marine carbonates.
The stratiform dolostones are an important reservoir facies in the
Ouldburra Formation. Their possible origins are discussed in more detail
in Chapter 7.7.
5.I.1 Dedolomitization
Two types of dedolomitization texture are present in the Ouldburra
Formation carbonates. The first type represents the replacement of
isolated dolomite rhombs by equicrystalline mosaics of anhedral calcite
(Evamy, L967). Such dedolomitization textures are generally related to
surface diagenesis (Chafetz, I972). The presence of sulphate ions derived
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from the evaporation of inberstitial bnines is believed Èo have
dedolomitization (Flugel, 1982).
The second and more abundant type of dedolomitization texture
formed as saddle dolomite is pseudomorphed by secondary sparry calcite.
Similar replacement was described by Moore (L97L) and Radke (1982).
The replacement calcite is non-fe$oan and pseudomorphs the curved
crystal faces and internal zones of inclusions typical of saddle dolomite-
This replacement is believed lo be a late sÈage diagenetic event.
5.1.4 Petrogenesis of pressure solution textures
Pressure solution textures, inctuding thin sutured stylolites and a
range of stylolaminated to stylonodular textures, are common diagenetic
features of the Ouldburra Formation carbonabes.
Thin sutured sLylolites can be considered ubiquitous in Palaeozoic
carbonate rocks (Longman, 198I), including those of the Ouldburra
Formation. The majority of the stylolites in the Ouldburra carbonates are
horizontal, or at a low angle to bedding; although well developed vertical
columnar stylolites occur sporadically (gg. Marla-6, 408.5 m). The largest
and thickest stylolites are high amplitude columnar forms in carbonate
mudstones. They commonly have in excess of 15 mm of reactate and
stylocumulate in the rpeaks and troughs' of the stylolite. The irregular
slylolites are most common as parallel or anastomosing sets in mixed
carbonaEe/siliciclastic lithofacies. Horse[ail and low amplitude imegular
stylolites are generally associated with grainstones.
The morphology of the stylolites is commonly a reflection of the
carbonate fabric (Buxton and Sibley' 19BI) and the degree of pressure
solution. Stylolites are believed to have been formed at several tens to
hundreds of mebres depth of burial by dissolution associaled with either
subsurface brine migration or decanboxylation (Longman, fg8I).
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The stylolaminated, stylobanded, stylonodular and stylomottled
textures in the Ouldburra Formation are described in Section 4.f. These
examples show that an original alteration between carbonate mudstone
and grainstone is commonly enhanced by pressure solution to produce a
stylonodular texture (Figures 3I, t?). In other cases, the pressure solution
textures exaggerabe original non-stratiform inhomogenities such as
burrows and dewatering structures (Figure 31).
The petrogenesis of similar pressure solution textures was discussed
by Logan (rra+¡ Logan and Semenuik (1976) and Radke (1982). A complex
interplay of compaction, pressure dissolution and shear fracture results in
dolomitization and recrystallization to produce characteristic textures.
Radke (I9BZ) and Wilson and Jordan (1983) stressed the importance of
inhomogeneity in the original sediment as a necessary pnecursor to the
formation of these pressure solution textures.
The pressure solution of carbonates results in the loss of large
volumes of calcareous sediment and provides effective permeability
barriers. It also concentrates organic matter to provide loeally high TOC
values (total organic carbon content).
5.1.5 EmplacemenÈ of calcite veins
Most intersections of the upper portion of the Ouldburra Formation
conlain calcite veins and veinlets. Individual veins rarely exceed 5 cm
thick. They are displacive and in sharp contact with the host wall rock.
Calcite veins are most common in core from the drillholes Manya-f and
Middle Bore-1 where they are associated with solution collapse and
faulting respectively.
Examples from Manya-J crosscul one another. They precede the
development of stylonodular pressure solution texlures (COM516) and both


















LAMINATEO AND SILTY CARBONATE
MUDSTONE INTERBEDOED WITH
GRAINSTONE
INCIPI ENT SIYLOBANDED TEXTURE STYLONODULAR TEXTURE
FIGURE 3I, SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM SHOWING PETROGENESIS OF PRESSURE SOLUTION TEXTURES













STYLONODULAR TEXTURE OVERPRINTING AN ORIGINAL PLANAR




coarsely crystalline subhedral to anhedral non-ferroan calcite spar with
subondinate saddle dolomite, rare siliceous replacemenbs, and rare
fluorite, pyrite and native sulphur.
The calcite veining is more intense in the Ouldburra Formation
carbonabes from Middle Bore-Ì. The veins occur in en echelon
arrangement and as an irregular crosscutting network, related to local
tectonic faulting. Some of the larger examples contain millimetre and
cenÈimetre scale open voids, others contain minor sulphide mineralization.
The thickest veins have an outer zone of scalenohedral dolomite crystals
arranged perpendicular to the vein with extremely coarse equanÈ calcite
spar in the cenÈre of the vein.
The Manya-6 type section contains only sporadic thin high angle
calcite veins. They are generally restricted to packstone and grainstone
Iithofacies. Subordinate saddle dolomite, rare pyrite, fluorite and native
sulphur occur in association with the coarsely crystalline calcite spar vein
fill. These examples postdate the sutured stylolites.
O[her intersections of lhe Ouldburra Formation show that, in the
absence of faulting or solution collapse, the emplacement of calcite veins
was a late stage diagenetic effect associated with deep burial-
5.?. EvaporiteDiagenesis
The sulphate evaporites from the Ouldbupa Formation have a
complex laLe diagenetic history which includes alteration, remobilization
and replacement. Isolated nodules of gypsum/anhydrite have been
replaced by barite, saddle dolomite, calcite and various forms of
authigenic silica. The sulphate evaponites are commonly remobilized as
the matrix of collapse breccias. These examples show a similar diagenetic
history to that of the nodules but are only rarely replaced by silica.
Abundant and widespread late diagenetic sulphate veins are the most
conspicuous evidence of evaporite diagenesis.
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In contrast, the bedded halite shows little evidence of diaqenebic
alteration other than local remobilizaton into veins by rheological
Processes.
5.2.1 Paragenesis of sulphate evaporite nodules
The upper Ouldburra Formation carbonate mudstones commonly host
millimetre to centimetre scale sulphate evaporite nodules. These nodules
show alteration from gypsum/anhydrite Eo barite (COM768), or celestite
(SEM750Ì or may be replaced by calcite (COM5I0) or saddle dolomite
(COM739). They have, almost invariably, 'undergone some degree of
silicification to produce the so-called 'cauliflower cherts' (Chowns and
Elkins, L974) (Figures 33rJ4). Similar paragenesis has been proposed for
other eiamples of Palaeozoic (Radke, I9B2; Siedlecka, 1972) and
Proterozoic (Siedtecka, L976; Walker et aI., 1977) evaporite nodules in
host carbonate mudstones.
Chalcedonite, megaquartz, pseudo-fibrous length-slow lutecite and
quartzine are the main forms of authigenic silica in cauliflower cherts
from the Ouldburra Formation (Figure ll). Lutecite spherutites (COM67l,
740, 766) and spherulitic chalcedonite are the most common first
generation replacement textures. Concretionary colloform rinds
('overlays' sensu Wilson, L966) of chalcedonite are usually encrusted on
another form of quartz or a saddle dolomite substrate (COM7I9 Figure
J3c). This texture is believed to have formed as infill to solution voids
(Radke, I?BZ), although there is some evidence from the Ouldburra
Formation and elsewhere (Maleev, 1972), that continued growth may be
displacive. Chalcedonite also commonly occurs in association with
lutecite as a replacement texture (COM67I). Alternating zones of lutecite
and chalcedoni[e may indicate fluctuating salinities during their




FIGURE ]]: DIAGENESIS OF SULPHATE EVAPORITE NODULES.
Cauliflower chert with an evaporite core,
l-. spherulitic to pseudofibrous lutecite
2. anhydrite










4. quartzine with inclusions of finety crystalline calcite, barite and extremely small euhedral quartz crystals.
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replacement texture and as void fitt. In the latter case' it is invariably the
last stage caviby fill and can occur in associabion with the least soluble
evaporites such as celestite.
In some of the nodules, silicification has possibly pseudomorphed the
original decussate and felted texture of original anhydrite lathes, with
individual crystals being replaced by lutecite (COM768). In other
examples, anhydrite lathes remain poikilotopically enclosed in megaquartz
or chalcedoni[e (COM5]0).
5.2.2 Emplacement of gypsum/anhydrite veins
Gypsum/anhydrite veins are ubiquitous throughout the upper
Ouldburra FormaLion and are most abundant where the Ouldburra
Formation interdigitates with the overlying Observatory HilI Formation.
The veins range up to l5 cm thick but average approximately f cm thick.
Ovenall, they show no preferred orientation with respect to bedding¡
although the largest veins are invariably conformable. The vein contacts
are sharp with only minor millimetre scale brecciation of the wall rock.
Anastomosis of veins is common but multiple generation veining is only of
local significance.
The majority of the veins consist of equant tabular gypsum crystals
arranged perpendicular to the vein boundaries or fibrous gypsum with
individual bundles of fibres perpendicular to the vein. Rare anhydrite
needles occur dispersed throughout the f ibrous fabric. Some veins
(COM670) show multi-layering defined by differences in gyPsum and
anhydrite crystal monphology.
The gypsum/anhydrite veins precede and postdate the thin sutured
stylolites. The emplacement of the veins is believed to have been a
relatively late stage diagenetic event associated with subsurface brine
migration through rocks under tensional stress. The gypsum to anhydrite
conversion results from burial dehydration.
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5.t CollapseBrecciation
Collapse brecciation occurs in decimetre scale zones throughout
most intersections of the Ouldburra Formation carbonates. It is most
extensive in core from Manva-J whene zones of collapse commonly range
up to several metres thick. Collapse brecciation is believed to result
from the remobilization or dissolution of interbedded evaporites from
lower in the sequence. Similar examples are described by Blounl and
Moore (1969) and Middleton (1961). The Manya-J drillhole is situated close
[o the Wintinna Fault zone and Èhis could have provided a conduit for deep
fluid migration during much of the late diagenetic history of the
Ouldburra Formation.
Several possible scenarios, as shown schematically in Figure 35,
explain the different forms of collapse breccia observed in the Ouldburra
Formation. In some instances, the evaporite removal has been very early,
which enabled plastic deformation of relatively unconsolidated overlying
sediments. More commonly, however, the overlying carbonates are
subject to mechanical fracture and/or chemical dissolution. Remobilized
evaporite may be introduced as a matrix to the resulting breccia. In these
cases, the zone of brecciation has a sharply defined lower boundary,
usually corresponding to the base of an original evaporite bed. The
evaporite matrix often shows a crude flow texture around the host
carbonate mudstone clasts. The clasts are essentially in situ, and almost
invariably angular. Examples of lhis texture occur in core from Manya-J.
In other cases, complete dissolution of the original evaporite leads to the
developmenÈ of calcite, saddle dolomite and/or silica replacements and
void fill. In some examples, the clasts are generally in situ, but are
accompanied by geopetal vadose sedimenb. In other examples, the clasts
of host carbonate mudstone have obviously been rotated and moved about
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FIGURE 35, FORMATION AND DIAGENESIS OF SOLUTION COLLAPSE BRECCIAS
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association with both remobilized evaporite matrix and carbonate
cemenÈs in collapse breccias.
5.4 Authigenic Minerals and Syntaxial Overgrowths
Thin section and insoluble residue studies of the Ouldburra
Formation have identified syntaxial overgrowths of quartz and feldspar'
authigenic quartz euhedra, possible bioepigenetic sulphur and possible
authigenic Alauconite.
5.4.I Quartz overgrowth and authigenic quartz euhedra
Syntaxial overgrowth on quartz grains is very common throughout
the Ouldbuma Formation. The overgrowths range from thin rims of
optically continuous quartz on deÈrital grains to Ehe development of an
authigenic euhedral crystal form. Some examples of the latter are
nucleated on detrital grains, ooid nuclei, or possible siliceous sPonge
spicules (COw 74B), while other examples may have been associated with
dissolution of sulphate evaporites.
Isolated quartz euhedra (uP to 0.25 mm in length) occur as length-
slow hexagonal prisms with pyramidal shaped ends, or as aggregates of
such crystals. They are widespread throughout carbonate and evaporite
lithofacies. At their most abundant they comprise up to 7 percent of the
rock in recrystallized peloid and ooid grainstones and packstones.
Examples from within a matrix of gypsum and anhydrite contain inclusions
of the surrounding evaporite. This replacement of evaporite diff ers
somewhat from similar examples described by Friedman and Radke (tlll¡,
Friedman and Shukla (1980) and Radke (I9BZ), which were believed to
have been formed in voids created by the dissolution of sulphate crystals.
5.4.2 I eldsPar overgrowth
Thin rims of authigenic overgrowth are common on detrital feldspar
grains from lhroughout the Ouldburra Formation. The overgrowths rarely
)
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exceed 0.05 mm thick and are generally not in optical continuity with the
original detrital nuclei. The abundance of overgrowths is related to the
detrital feldspar content, bul occurs in a wide variety of host lithofacies
including those with calcareous' dotomitic and gypsum matrix/cemenEs'
Braun and Friedman (1969) and Mazzullo (L976) proposed that K-
feldspar precipitated on detrital nuclei and replaced dolomite within an
alkaline hypersaline environment. Friedman (1985) considered it one of
many feabures diagnostic of hypersalinity in a Palaeozoic epiconLinental
sea/sabkha setting.
5.4.1 Authigenic glauconite
Very rare traces of possible authigenic glauconite have been
identified in several thin sections of the Ouldburra Formation carbonates.
The ?glauconite occurs as a slightly pleochroic bright green mineral in
millimetre scale diffuse patches and wisps. It invariably shows some
degree of alteration to ?limonite and occurs only in association with
sulphide minerals, fenroan dolomite and stylocumulate. While the presence
of detriÈal glauconite has long been used as an indica[or of 'normal marine
salinity' (McRae, L972; Odin and Matter, tg8l), the authigenic
occurrences in the Ouldburra Formation are of little palaeo-
envirohmental significance.
5.4.4 Native sulPhur
Rare traces of elemental sulphur are ptesent in core from lI90 m to
LZ34 m in the Manya-6 type section, and also occur sporadically in cone
from drillhole Manya-f. The sulphur occuls in small vugs, fractures and
very rarely as mitlimetre scale laminae. It is commonly associated with
gypsum in fractures, and rarely occurs with halite in vugs.
Davis and Kirkland (1979) and Ruckmick et aI. (lglg) proposed a
bioepigenetic origin for elemen[al sulphur which involves poslsedimentary
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conversion of sulphate evaporiùe to hydrogen sulphide and subsequent
reduction to sulphur. This is accompanied by the oxidation of
hydrocarbons to CO2. These reactions can be generalized by the following
series of equations:-
Ca5O4 + (C+4H)-r H2S + CaCOS + H2O
3H2S + SO4-2 r 45 (colloídaI) +2H2O + 2OH-
2H2S + 2Ca+2 + 2H2O r Ca(OHþ + Ca (H5þ + 4H+
Ca(HSþ + 45 (colloidal) r CaS5 (polysulphide) + HZS
CaS5 + CO2 + H2O r 45 (crystalline) + CaCO3 + H2O
(Ruckmick et al., 1979).
Sulphate reducing bacteria are believed to be responsible for the
initial breakdown of anhydrite. Such bacteria have been cultured from
rocks from depths in excess of 500 m. There is also 325¡349 isotopic
evidence to suggest that the reduction of anhydrite is biochemical (Davis
and Kirkland, L979).Such reactions are believed to occur in the presence
of hydrocarbons with the petroleum carbon atoms being incorporated into
the calcite. This is subslantiated on the basis of similar L2ç¡L3ç isotopic
ratios in the calcite and petroleum (Davis and Kirkland, 1979).
Similar isotopic studies on examples from the Ouldburra Formation
have not been undertaken. However, the association between fracture
relabed migration paths, the presence of gypsum and secondary calcite,
and the inferred association with hydrocarbons, are circumstancial
evidence supporting a bioepigenetic origin.
5.5 Fracturing
Subsurface fracturing in the Ouldburra Formation can be related to
teclonic activity, solution collapse or Ehe volume neduction created by
pressure solution.
The most inbense fracturing is associaled with a fault intersected in
the drillhole Middle Bore-l. The smallest fractures are parallel, or at a
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low angle, to bedding and commonly exhibit slickensides on lhe fracture
surface. The larger fractures have no preferned orientation with respect
Èo bedding and generally lack slickensides. In some cases individual
fractures are partially healed by calcite and also cross cut older calcite
veins.
Fracturing in other intersectlons of the Formation can be related to
mechanical brecciation associated with solution collapse. These fraetures
are small, irregularly anastomosing and often widen downward into calcite
filled veins.
Small fractures are also associated with pressure solution textures-
The fractures are resLricted to areas where Pressure solution textures are
delimited by a discordant feature such as a pre-existing stylolite or chert
nodule. The predominantly verÈical volume reduclion caused by pressure
solution cannot extend into the adjacent non-calcareous zone and small
fractures form.
Fractures can greatly enhance the porosity and permeability of the
rock. The long irregular fractures which interconnect centimetre scale
vugs in core from drillhole Marla-7 are a good example'
5.6 SummarY of Diagenesis
The diagenetic history of the Ouldburra Formation shows repeated
oscillations between eogenesis and early telogenesis during deposition.
These are followed by a long period of deep burial mesogenesis and finally
by lale telogenesis prior to erosion during the Permo-Ca¡bonif erous
glaciation. The overall paragenetic sequence shown in Figure 16 is
greatly simplified and does no[ include the repeated superposition of
eogenetic and early telogenetic overprints; nor does it include regional
variation in the duration and influence of individual diagene[ic Processes.
The overall scenario is similar to that proposed by Radke (L982) for the
Ninmaroo Formation in the Georgina Basin, and the following discussion
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FIGURE 36: GENERALIzED OVERALL PARAGENETIC SEQUENCE FOR THE OULDBURRA FORMATION.
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diagenesis where there is interaction with near surface fluids. The
eogenetic processes are often penecontempofaneous with deposition and
include:-
i) possible aragonite and Mg-calcite cementation,
ii) early dolomitization of exposed and shallow carbonates,
iii) displacive growth of gypsum crystals,
iv) conversion of gypsum to anhydrite during burial and formation
of rchicken-wirer anhydrite,
v ) early collapse brecciation with plastic deformation of
sediments caused by the solution of underlying sulphate
evaporite beds.
The transition to early telogenesis is gradual and is characteristic of
shallowing-up sedimentation. It exposes the sediments to vadose
diagenesis. The importanl processes in the vadose zone of solution
include:-
i) preferential removal of any aragonite and Mg- calcite,
ii) development of chalcedonite in voids formed by the solution of
sulphate evaporites,
iii) alteration of some sulphate evaporites to less soluble barite
and celestite,
iv) the possible onset of replacement of sulphate evaporites by
various forms of silica and saddle dolomite.
The accumulation of a suff icient amount of sediment and the
continued subsidence of the basin heralded the onset of mesogenesis. The
regional variation in maturity of organic matter suggesls that the effect
of mesogenesis varies within the Marla-Manya area. This phase of
diagenesis resulted in:- t
i) conversion of most remaining gypsum to anhydrite,
ii) continued replacement of sulphate evaporites by lutecite and
saddle dolomite,
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iii) void fill and continued displacive growth of chalcedonite,
iv) silicification of carbonate cements,
v) silicification of the matrlx to solution collapse breccias,
vi) pnecipitation of drusy and dog Èooth calcite cements,
vii) possible dedolomitizaiton of saddle dolomite,
viii) remobilization of, and replacement by, barite and celestite,
ix) rheological remobilization of bedded halite and the anhydrite
matrix to solution collapse breccias,
x) burial dolomitization,
xi) the formation of calcite and sulphate evaporite veins,
xii) developmenÈ of pressure solution textures including stylolites,
xiii) formation of authigeneic minerals,
xiv) maturation of organic matter, possible hydrocarbon generation
and migration.
The last stage of overall diagenesis of the Ouldburra Formation is
concerned with ühe uplift and erosion of the sequence during the Permo-
carboniferous. This late telogenetic phase has not been studied in any
detail' but would be expected to result in Èhe normal suite of diagenetic
changes associated with a return to vadose and meteoric phreatic
conditions. Specific processes would include:-
i) development of incipient silicification,
ii) dedolomitization,
iii) further solution collapse which postdates stylolitization,
iv) enhancement of existing porosity,
v) rehydration of anhydrite to gypsum,
vi) deposition of vadose silt.
In summary, the diagenetic history of the ouldburra Formation
includes a complex interplay of eogenesis, early telogenesis, mesogenesis
and,late telogenesis. This is reflected in the multiple overprinting of a




Cyclic sedimentation consisting of characteristic verbical
arrangements of lithofacies or lithologies has been recognized over most
of the Ouldburra Formation including the carbonates, mixed
carbonate/siliciclastics and evaporites. This study interprets individual
shallowing-up cycles in terms of sedimentary and early diagenetic
processes. The sedimentar¡¡ sequence was tested for Markovian tendencies
and the validity of some individual empirically derived cycles was checked
geostatistically.
Each shallowing-up cycle consists of a characteristic vertical
arrangemenL of lithofacies or lithologies. Six differen! cycles have been




iv) algal bindstone cycle
v) carbonate sabkha cycle
iv) mixedcarbonate/siliciclasticsabkhacycle.
Table 37 shows the number of complete cycles of each type
recognized from several drillhole inbersections in the Marla-Manya area.
The type secbion contains 23 complete cycles and dozens of part cycles,
often terminated by erosional boundaries. The vertical range of each type
of cycle is shown in the summary tog (Figure B). Cyclicity is also obvious
in core from Marla-6, where 22 complete cycles were recorded from a
446.2 m inbersection of the Ouldburra carbonates. This compares with JB
IzT
cycles of similar scale recognized over approximately the same vertical
interval of the Ninmaroo Formation from the Georgina Basin (Radke,
re80).













(iv) algal bindstone cycle
(v) carbonate sabkha cycle 7
(vi) mixed carbonate/
siliciclastic sabkha cycle
TABLE ]7: NUMBER OF COMPLETE SEDIMENTARY CYCLES IN DRILLHOLE










The vertical distribution of the cycles can, itself, be periodic, as in
the case of vertical stacking of the same cycle. The halite/siliciclastic
and halite/mixed carbonate/siliciclastic cycles are commonly vertically
stacked. They record repeated local shallowing-up events without regional
transgression or regression which would have introduced other lithofacies.
Other cycles occur episodically, but are often restricted to fairly narrow
vertical ranges within the Ouldburra Formation.
Individual cycles also contain evidence of small scale episodic
sedimenùation such as small scale scour and fill and thin plate breccias
within peri-emergent facies. Similarly, the effects of eogenesis and early
telogenesis vary between individual eycles of the same type, and where
such features are not consistent they have been omitted from the
description of cycles. The following descriptions are generalized from a
number of each type of cycle in several drillhole intersections of the
Ouldbuma Formation. The accompanying diagrams show idealized
examples or actual cycles from the type section. Those cycles which
contain bedded evaporites commonly have a characteristic signature on
the gamma, density and neutron logs and the examples shown in Figures
38, 79 and 43 would enable the recognition of these cycles in the
Ouldburra Formabion in the absence of core data. The consistently
unusual neutron response for the bedded halite is believed to be a borehole
affect.
6.I Shallowing-upward Sedimentary Cycles
6.l.L Halite/siliciclasbic cycle
A complete cycle (Figure lB) contains the following lithofacies and
lithologies in descending order:-
4. ?algal bindstone as a highly crenulated thin veneer with
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t. bedded halite, with a bottom nucleated texture;
Z. quartz/feldspathic sandstone' very coarse to fine grained,
moderately to poorly sorted, subrounded to well rounded
grains, with sporadic planar cross-beds;
t. stacked fining-up sand/silt/elaystone sets with sporadic ripple
cross-beds, genenally sand dominatedr rare small sulphate
evaporite nodules and isolated crystals, sporadic displacive
halite hoppers.
This cycle commonly occurs vertically stacked, with the basal
sand/silt/claytone sets being underlain by the top of another halibe bed.
The contact is generally very sharp. In the absence of an algal bindstone
cap, the upper con[act is clearly erosional, truncating the halite chevrons.
The cycle averages 1.8 m thick, but the total thickness is dependant on
the amount of halite preserved. The halite/siliciclastic cycle occurs
between 1507 m and 1686 m in the Ouldbuma Formation type section.
Intenpretation
Deposition of the stacked sand/silt/claystone sets began on a clastic
dominated peri-emergent mixed sand/mud flat. Sporadic exposure led to
the development of nare nodular sulphale evaporites and displacive halite
hoppers within the sediment profile. As deposition continued, the facies
became progressively more arenaceous possibly due to the effects of
deflation. The sandstone may represent a paralic sand flat or low dunes
(Warren, pers. comm., 1984). Bottom nucleated halite was precipitated in
small isolated salinas or playas which formed in shallow depressions on the
sand flat. The thin crenulated ?algal cap suggests that the shallowing-up
cycle was terminated by exposure (Kendall, pers. comm., I9B4). Rapid
local transgression followed, commonly eroding the halite, before re-
establishing the mixed sand/mud flat.
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6.L.2 Halit e / m i x e d c ar b on ate /s i li c i c I ast i c ey c le
This cycte (Figure 39) is similar to the previous one but includes
regularly emergent mixed carbonate/siliciclastic lithofacies. The
liÈhofacies of an idealized cycle are, in descending onder:-
6. laminated carbonate mudsLone or ?algal bindstone as a thin
cap (not preserved in all examples)
5. bedded halite with bottom nucleated texture and sporadic
mudstone stringers;
4. quartz/feldspathic sandstone, very eoarse to fine grained,
moderately to poorly sorted, subrounded to rounded grains and
minor mudstone clasts, stacked laminae defined by variation in
grainsize, commonly with gypsum/anhydrite as cement and
sporadic planar cross-bedding;
3. laminated and silty carbonate mudstone (commonly dolomitic)
with sporadic algal bindstone, hosting gypsum/anhydrite
nodules, with mudcracks, sheetcracks, small scale teepees and
dewatering structures;
2. stacked fining-up sand/silt/mudsbone sets, often with small
scale ripple cross-stratification grading to the underlying
Iithofacies;
t. laminated and silty carbonate mudstone as stacked fining-up
couplets with sporadic low angle planar cross lamination and
ripple cross-stratification.
The cycle occurs between IZB1 m and 1562m in the type section,
ranging up to I m thick. Individual cycles are often incomplete because of
erosion or are disrupted by remobilization of the halite.
InlerpreLation
The deposition of this cycle began on a submergent to sporadically
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FIGURE 39, TYPICAL HALITE / MIXED CARBONATE / SILICICLASTIC CYCLE.
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to modern mixed tidal flats; alÈhough sedimentation appears to have been
dominated by storm couplets of fining-up laminated and silty carbonate
mudstone. This grades up to Ehe more arenaceous tintertidal' facies
consisting of stacked sand/silt/carbonate mudstone sets. The transition
to laminated and silty carbonate mudstone with sporadic algal lamination,
abundant desiccation features and evaporites is evidence of incneasing
periods of emergence. These units are overlain by sandstone and halite
similar to the examples in the previous cycle; deposition probably
occurred in salinas or playa lakes developed on a transitional sand flat or
deflation flat. The overall cycle represents a single shallowing-up event.
6.1.1 Archeocyathid/algal bioherm cycle
This cycle (Figure 40) is present from 199.8 m to 543.0 m in the
drillhole Marla-6. The cycle averages just over I m thick. The lithofacies
of an idealized cycle are, in descending order:-
5. thin layers of slromatolitic algal bindstone, either as planar or
domed forms with subordinate laminated silty carbonate
mudstone (not present in all cycles)
4. archaeocyath bafflestone/framestone, commonly with algal
bound clumps, geopetal sediments and internal cements in
cavities;
5. thrombolitic algal bindstone;
2. fenestral and stromatactic carbonate mudstone (not always
present)
1. laminated and silty carbonate mudstone, with sporadic low
angle planar cross-stratification and ripple cross-lamination.
The cycle generally has an erosional top and, in the absence of the
capping algal bindstone, is often overlain by laminated and silty carbonate
mudstone. The lower contact is commonly gradational to a thin packstone
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or wackestone unit. Less commonly, the cycle rests disconformably on
clastic channel deposils.
Interpretalion
The laminated and silty carbonate mudstone at the base of this
cycle generally lacks evidence of desiccation and was probably deposited
in a shallow marine environment. Where present, the overlying fenestral
and stromatactic carbonate mudstone is analoguous to modern shallow
tidal to supnabidal fabrics and is probably evidence of shallowing
conditions. It may also infer the developmenü of rmound' facies. Such
mounds appear to have been colonized by thrombolitic algae and
archaeocyaths, and to be flanked and/or capped by planar or domed
stromatolitic algal bindstone and laminaled silty carbonate mudstone.
CentimeÈre to decimetre scale cavities within the archaeocyath
bafflestone/framestone contain geopeÈal sediment, a series of internal
cements, and algae encrusting the walls and pendant from the roofs.
These features are also consistent with the idea that this cycle
constituted a bioherm with topographic relief. Similar examples from the
Early Cambrian of the Flinders Ranges have also been interpreted as
archaeocyath/algaI bioherms (Clarke, Gravestock and James, pers.
comm., 1985).
The stromatolitic algal bindstone and laminated silty eanbonate
mudstone which appears to cap the archaeocyath bafflestone/framestone
in at least some cycles may represent the overlap of the facies that flanks
the adjacent mound. Elsewhere, the cycle appears to terminate with the
subaerial exposure of the archaeocyath bafflestone/framestone which
gave rise to a complex mixture of vadose and phreatic cements and led to
pervasive dolomitizaùion and minor silicification.
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6.1.4 Algal binds[one cycle
The algal bindstone cycle (Figure 4l) is widespread throughout the
Ouldburra carbonates where it averages about 5 m thick. It consists of the
following lithofacies in descending order:-
7. laminated and silty canbonate mudstone with sporadic
interbeds of stromatolitic algal bindstone and curled algal
plates, sporadic small gypsum/anhydrite nodules and other
desiccation features, often extensively leached or dolomitized;
2. fenestral and stromatactic carbonate mudstone;
I. thrombolitic algal bindstone.
The top contacl of the cycle is generally erosional and the upper
Iithofacies is overlain by pressure solution textures or clastics. This cycle
commonly overlies thin packstone, grainstone or laminated and silty
carbonale mudstone libhofacies. The lower conlact is sharp and erosional
in the first two cases; but may be gradational in the case of the labter
lithof acies.
Interpretation
This cycle can be interpreted as resulting from the shoaling-up
development of a carbonate mud mound wilh an algal bindstone cap and
flanking packstone, grainstone or laminated earbonate mudsLone facies.
The presence of desiccation features in the capping lithofacies suggests
that the cycle was terminated by exposure. James (pers. comm., I9B5)
interpreted several very similar examples from Lower Cambrian
limestones intersected in the drillhole Minlaton-l as'mud mounds'.
An alternative shallowing-up explanation does not necessarily invoke
mounds with topographic relief. The thrombolitic carbonate mudstone is
analoguous to modern rinlertidal' examples. The desiccated laminated and
silty carbonate mudstone and algal bindstone which caps the cycle would
have been deposited on regularly emergent carbonale mud and algal flats,
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FIGURE 41 , IDEALIZED ALGAL BINDSTONE CYCLE.
LAMINATED CARBONATE MUDSTONE AND
SPORADIC STROMATOLITIC ALGAL BINDSTONE
SOME CURLED ALGAL PLATES
AND DESICCATION FEATURES




Some examples of this cycle terminaled with subaerial exposure of
sufficient duraLion to allow the dolomitization and leaching of the capping
lithofacies.
6.1.5 Carbonate sabkha cYcle
The carbonate sabkha cycle (Figure 42) is widespread in the uPper
portion of the Ouldbuma Formation. It consists of the following lithologies
and lithofacies in descending order:-
4. laminated and silty carbonate mudstone, with thin enterolithic
layers of evaporites, rate displacive evaporite nodules,
mudcracks, dewatering structures and other desiccation
features;
t. bedded gypsum/anhydrite, rarely retaining 'chicken-wire'
texture, in beds to 0.75 m thick;
2. laminated and silty carbonate mudstone, often with disturbed
laminations and thin gradational interbeds of planar laminated
stromatolitic algal bindstone, displacive sulphate evaporite
nodules;
I. laminated and silty carbonate mudstone with moderately well
developed slacked fining-up couplets, ripple cross-lamination,
peloids and rare marine fossils.
The overall cycle rarely exceeds 4 m thick and is bounded by sharp
contacts; the upper boundary is often a marked transgressive
disconf ormity.
Interpretation
Both Warren and Kendall (pers. comm., 1984) recognized the
occurrence of this cycle in the Ouldburra Formation type section. Good
examples of both recent and ancient analogues are described by Warren
and Kendall (1985). In the scenario favoured by Warren (pers. comm.,












FIGURE 42, IDEALIZED CARBONATE SABKHA CYCLE.
LAMINATED AND SILTY CARBONATE
MUDSTONES WITH THIN ENTEROLITHIC
LAYERS OF EVAPORITES, RARE DISPLACIVE
NODULES I MUDCRACKS, DEWATERING , PULL





RETAINING RELICT .CHICKEN-WIRE. TEXTURE
DISRUPTED LAM¡NATED SILTY CARBONATE
MUDSTONE + ALGAL BINDSTONE WITH CONTORTED
¡.|LGAL LAMINAE, EVAPORITE NODULES
LAMINATED AND SILTY CARBONATE MUDSTONE
SOME STACKED FINING-UP COUPLETS,PELOIDS








deposition through Èhe sponadically emergent algal flat to an emergent
carbonate mud flat. The in situ displacive growth of authigenic evaporites
within [he upper parl of Èhe sediment profile (see Section 1.8.?) produced
the sabkha overpnint. The overall cycle represents a single shallowing-up
event in a carbonate dominated shallow marine to sabkha environment.
6.I.6 Mixed carbonate/siliciclastic sabkha cycle
This cycle (Figure 4l) is essentially the same as the previous one
with the introduction of a mixed carbonate/siticiclastic lithofacies and a
general increase in thickness of the bedded sulphate evaporites. The
Iithofacies are, in descending order:-
4. sand/silt/mudstone as stacked fining-up sets with mudcracks,
dewatering structures and sponadic ripple cross-stratificationt
in some cases grading down to laminated and silLy carbonate
mudstone as sbacked fining-up couplets;
3. 'chicken-wire' anhydrite with thin discontinuous mudstone
stringers, beds to several metres thick;
2. laminated and silty carbonate mudstone, with subordinate
sbromatolitic algal bindstone, curled algal plates, displacive
sulphate evaporite nodules (cauliflower cherts), thin
enterolithic evaporite beds, grading to the underlying
lithof acies;
1. laminated and silty carbonate mudsbone, rare peloids, ooids
and bioclastic debris.
This cycle is widespread throughout intersections of the upper
Ouldburra Formation. It ranges up to 5 metres thick. The upper contact
is sharp and the cycle is commonly overlain by laminated and silty
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This cycle is interpre[ed as resulting from a single shallowing-up
event on a mixed carbonate/silicictastic peni-emergent flaL and marine
sabkha with the growth of bedded sulphate evaporites within the upper
sediment profile. The generally thicker development of the rchicken-wire'
anhydrite as compared to the previous cycle could be attributed to a
tocally thicker capillary zone associated with a greater proportion of
clastic sediments in the profile. The thin collapse breccias at the top of
some cycles may indicate an ephermeral near-surface crusl of evaporites
which was removed penecontemporaneously with deposition of marine
sediment during the next transgression.
6.2'MarkovProcess'Analysis
Markov chain analysis was underLaken to decipher the sedimentation
pattern of the Ouldburra Formation. This work utilized a slight
modification of the 'Markov process' analysis used by Selley (1970) and
Walker (1979). The results were compared using the chi-squared method
described by Gingerich (1969). Table 44 shows the data chosen for analysis
using these techniques. All major lithofacies and lithologies are
incorporated and the depth interval for Manya-6 includes the type section
of Ehe Ouldburra Formation with a total of 998 bed to bed transitions.
Additionally, where sufficient data is available, a simple chi-squared test
was used to compare the observed and predicted frequencies of transitions
which constitute individual cycles. This provides a statistical test of the
validity of cycles suggested by empirical observation.
The chi-squared test of significance exceeded the limiting value at
the 95 percent (or greater) confidence limit in all cases (Table 44). Thus,
the null hypothesis that the observed vertical arrangement of lithofacies
and lithologies is random can be rejected. The inference that the vertical
Drillhole Depth interval (m)
Manya-6 57L.4-I7B4.O
above range of bedded
halite
Manya-6 t284.0-f 685.5






































TABLE 44: RESULTS OF'MARKOV PROCESS'ANALYSIS
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arrangement of lithofacies and lithologies form a Markov chain is
supported. Individual cycles as determined by empirical observation are
supported statisticallY.
WhiIe these techniques demonslrate non-random sedimentation;
Carr (1982), Dott (LgBi), Powers (1984) and Zeller (L964) have pointed out
that the interpretation of the results must be treated with a degree of
caution. The statistics support the contention, but nol necessarily prove'
thaE bhe sedimentology of the ouldburra Formation is cyclic.
6.3 Discussion
Examples of shallowing-up shelf cycles are present in clastic'
carbonate and evaporitic sequences throughout the geological record and
have been well documented in the literature. Mechanisms that could
generate such cycles can be divided into autocyclic (intrinsic) and
allocyclic (extrlnsic). Shinn et al. (1969) and Ginsburg (t171) proposed
autocyclic mechanisms to explain carbonate sedimentary cycles'
However, most examples in the literature (Bulter et al., I9B3i Duff et al.'
1967; Goldhammer and Elmore, 1984; James, 1979; Kendall and Schlaqer,
lg8l; Radke, 1980; Wilson, 1975; Wilson and Pilatzke, 1985) favour
allocyclic mechanisms related to eustatic sea-level fluctuations. In
proposing their hypolhesis of 'Punctuated Aggradational Cycles', Goodwin
and Anderson (1980, L9B5) described allocyclic shallowing-up sequences as
being typically l-5 m thick and delimited by sharp non-depositional
tnansgressive surfaces. They believed such cycles to be responses to
eustatic sea-level changes of a lesser scale than the Sloss-Vail sequencest
and as such, to be potentially traceable, basin-wide time-stratigraphic
units.
Examples from the Ouldburra Formation a¡e consistent with the
crileria for 'Punctuated Aggradational Cycles' and show general
Lt9
agreement with other documented examples and with the hypothetical
allocyclic shallowing-uP cycles described by James (1979)'
Individual cycles from the Ouldburra Formation cannot be
confidently related to eustatic causes (see Section 7.6.1) and may reflect
more local passive subsidence. On a broader scale, however, the vertical
range of different cycle types does reflect a widespread regression




The deposition of the basal clastics and evaporites of the Ouldburra
Formation probably began on marginal-marine siliciclastic sand and mixed
carbonate/siliciclastic flats. These contained small isolaLed halite-salinas
in areas of low topographic relief. The overlying shallow marine
carbonates are characterised by non-tidal shallowing-up sedimentary
cycles through a variety of shallow marine environments which locally
included algal-bound carbonate mud mounds and archaeocyath/algal
bioherms. The upper portion of the Formation shows the transition to
interbedded 'red bed' siltstones and carbonates with subaerially derived
sulphate evaporites.
An epeiric sea with a flanking sabkha is proposed as the model of
sedimentation for all but the basal portion of the Ouldburra Formation.
7.I The Epeiric Sea and Flanking Sabkha Model
The global extent of Cambrian to Ordovician epeiric seas and their
flanking sabkha facies was noted by Friedman and Radke (1979). This
combination of depositional environments has also been proposed in
studies by Davidson (t9gt), Friedman (1985), Lindsay (L995), Lindsay and
Kendalt (1980) and Radke (1980).
Models of carbonate sedimentabion in epeiric seas have been
presented by Irwin (L965), Laporte (1969), Mazzullo (1978), and Mazzullo
and Friedman (1975). There are no modern epeiric seas. The present
'epeiricr regions are provincial at best and considerable extrapolation of
scale is required between epeiric seas of the past and modern analogues
(Friedman and Radke, L979). Examples of ancient and modern marine
sabkhat have been well documented in the literature
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(castens-Seidell and Hardie, L9B4; Gavish, I9B0; Kendall and skipwith,
I969arb; Kinsman and Park, 1976; Shinn, I9B3b; Wamen and Kendall,
1e85).
Based on these data, it would be expected thaÈ sedimentation in an
epeiric sea and on its flanking sabkha would be characterized by the
f ollowing:-
i) an epicon[inental marine to paralic setting, of appropriate
dimensions;
ii) widespread non-tidal shallow marine conditions;
iii) prevalence of storm generated deposits;
iv) hypersaline marine conditions which would result in;
a) preservation of cryptalgal mats;
b) paucity and reduced diversity of marine fauna;
c) widespread deposition of subaerial evaporites as a sabkha
overprint to peri-emergent shallow marine deposits;
v) repeated widespread emergence and inundation, as evidenced
by;
a) thin (<S m) shallowing-up cycles in a range of
contemporaneous marine and paralic environments;
b) Iaterally extensive pervasive subaerial exposure
surfaces;
vi) sabkha-type dolomitization, either by seepage/brine reflux or
evaporitive pumping.
These points are discussed with respect lo the Ouldburra Formation
in the following sections.
7.2 Palaeosetting
The known distribution of the Ouldburra Formation is consistent
with the Auslralo-Antarclic palaeogeographic model of Cook (I9BZ) who
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postula[ed a large, shallow epicontinental sea at low palaeolatitudes
during the Early Cambrian. Local palaeogeography indicabes moderate
relief associated with the Gawler Craton and Musgrave Block, and
delimits the lateral extent of carbonate, clastic and evaporite facies in
the Ouldburra FormaLion.
7.2.1 Australo-AntarcÈic palaeogeography
Gondwanaland probably rotaled from high paleolatitude (50oN in
central Australia) to low latitude (20oN) during the late Precambrian and
earliest Cambrian, bringing the Australo-Antarctic region into a north-
south orientation straddling the equator (Embletonr IgTSi Veevers, L976).
The Outdburra Formation would have been deposited at a palaeolatitude
of 0-15oN (Figure 46).
If global climatic patterns in the Early Cambrian were similar to
those of the present; low palaeolatitudes and a low relief epicontinental
setting would sugqest tropical and possibly arid conditions.
Cook (LggZ) and Veevers (L976) proposed an Early Cambrian
palaeogeography (Figure 45) including an epeiric sea which extended from
northern central Australia, through the Flinders Ranges, into Antarctica.
The area to the west was believed to be a continental landmass. Open
marine deep water conditions prevailed almost rr000 km to the east.
Carbonate deposition dominated the sedimentabion over a large proportion
of the epeiric sea. Early cambrian shallow marine faunas, including
trilobites and archaeocyaths have been recognized in a zone extending
through the presenl trans-Antarctic Mountains and the Flinders Ranges,
into the northeastern Officer Basin. Archaeocyath/algal bioherms were
developed in the Marla-Manya area and the Bunkers Graben in the
Flinders Ranges.
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KEY TO FIGURE 45
1. Ouldburra Formation, MarIa-Manya alear norlheastern Off icer
Basin. Early Cambrian carbonates, mixed carbonate/siliciclastics,
evaporites including halite. Shallow marine fauna with archaeocyath
bioherms.
Z. The Cootanoorina Formation, the Andamooka Limestone and other
un-named sub-Arckaringa Basin outliers are possible ?Cambrian
marine carbonates.
3. Wilkawillina Limestone and its equivalenls in the Flinders Ranges.
Early Cambrian carbonates. Shallow marine fauna with
archaeocyath bioherms. Overlain by Billy Creek Formation fted
beds'.
4. Early Cambrian carbonates on Yorke Peninsula. Shallow marine
fauna including trilobites.
5. Rare protolenids and archaeocyaths in sediments in Heathcote
Greenstone.
6. Possible Early Cambrian sediments in Molar Formation, Bowers
Mountains.
7. Possible Early Cambrian dolomiles and clastics in Smithton Basin
and Dundas Trough.
B. ShackleEon Formation subtidal to supratidal Early Cambrian
carbonates. Archaeocyaths.
9. Un-named ?Early Cambrian archaeocyath limestone, clastics and
volcanics. Ellsworth Mountains.
10. Possible un-named archaeocyath limestone, clastics. Vicinity of
Argentina Range.
lI. Bukalara Sandslone, Daly River Basin. Possible Early Cambrian age
inferred from microfossils.
L2. Buckingham Bay Sandstone, Arafura Basin. Possible Early Cambrian
age suggested by trace fossils.



















FIGURE 45' EARLY CAMBRIAN AUSTRALO.ANTARCT]C
PALAEOGEOGRAPHY.
























An interpretalion of the Early Cambrian palaeogeography of the
northeastern Officer Basin is presen[ed in Figure 46. The emergent
Musgrave Uplands to the north and the Gawler Lowlands to the southeast
were separated by at least 200 km, presumably most of the low relief area
belween would have been inundated by the marine transgression. Islands
were probably pnesent in the Ammaroodinna area and to the southeast of
the Manya area. These emergent areas would have been locally significant
as a source of terrigenous clastic sediments shed as alluvial fans. Further
south of the Manya area, a very shallow clastic-dominated shelf
approximately 100 km wide flanked the Gawler Lowlands.
During the regression of the sea (mid to Upper Ouldburra
Formation), a marginal marine sabkha extended across the areas of
topographic relief. The development of the sabkha facies would have been
diachronous prograding into the seaway from the north and south. The
sabkha was carbonate-dominated closer to the coast and graded to a'red-
bed' mixed carbonate/siliciclastic sabkha further inland. Apart from the
moderaEe to high relief associated with the exposed Precambrian uplands;
the sabkha was probably very flat with little or no appreciable change in
stope inÈo the epeiric sea. Fluvial clastic sediments would have spread
cross the sabkha in sheet-floods or very wide, high sinuosity channels.
The epeiric sea probably had a very small degree of depositional
slope. Assuming no relative syndepositional upliftr a bottom slope of one
degree will account for the difference in thicknesses of the Ouldburra
Formation intersected in the drillholes Manva-6 and Marla-J, which are
approximateLy 45 km apart.
7.t Non-tidalsedimentation
Very little is known about the effect on periodicity of lunar tidal
influences in Cambrian epeiric seas (Carey, I976; Lamar and Merifield,
ó
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L976; Munk and MacDonald, L96O). In contrast with modern shallow
marine environments which are dominated by tidal sedimentation, epeiric
seas appear to be characterized by non-tidal shoaling sedimentation
(Kennard, 1981; Mazzullo, 1978). The paucity of tidal feaùures, g9.
bimodal or hesingbone cross-stratification, in a very shallow marine
sequence has been used, in conjunction with other evidence, to infer
deposition in an epeiric sea (Kennard, 1981; Radke, 1980).
Bimodal current features are very rare in the Ouldburra Formation.
Centimetre scale examples occur in association with ripple cross-laminae
and small festoon cross-beds in the clastic-dominated base of the
Formation intersected in drittholes Manya-6 and Marla-J. Absence of
bimodal current features from elsewhere in the Formation may suggest
non-tidal sedimentabion.
7.4 Storm DePosits
ln modern analogues to epeiric seas, the dominant source of energy
in the peri-emergent zones is storm generated. This results in the highest
raLes of sediment accumulation locally (Kumar and Sanders, I976;
Sepkoski, L9BZ).
The Outdburra Formalion contains two prominenL and widespread
IiÈhofacies which are interpreted as storm deposits. These are fining-
upward laminated and silty carbonate mudslone couplets and plate
breccias.
7.5 HypersalinitY
Where there is no appreciable influx of rain or river water to the
shoreward parÈ of an epeiric sea, heating and evaporation of essentially
stagnant sea water will result in the development of hypersalinity (lnwin,
L965; Tucker, L976).lncreased salinity is indicated by a reduced diversity
in fauna; abundance and widespread preservation of algal mats and the
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presence of widespread marginal-marine evaporite deposits (Kennard,
le8r ).
7.5.I Preservabion of cryptalgal mats
The protiferation of algae and/or cyanobacteria and the preservation
of resultanb cryptalgal fabrics have an antipathetic relationship to the
activities of grazing organisms. Condibions of elevated saliniEy enable the
algae to grow in the absence of less-halophilic first order heterotrophic
organisms, (Curtis et, al., L963; Garret, L97O; Kendall and Skipwith' 1968)'
Cryptalgal textures are commonly preserved in the Ouldburra Formation.
They lack inbound fauna, and are often intimately associated with
evaporites.
7,5.2 Paucity and reduced diversÎty of marine fauna
The outdburra Formation has a paucity and reduced diversity of
marine fauna in comparison with the biostrabigraphically equivalent Early
Cambrian marine carbonates from the Flinders Ranges. Decreased faunal
diversity has been attributed to the adverse conditons of hypersalinity
(Logan, L96L; and Kendall and Skipwith, L968r9a). Radke (1980) suggested
that the apparent order of increasing salinity tolerance is:- echinoderms,
sponges, archaeocyaths, gastropods, trilobites, brachiopods, infaunal
suspension feeders, ostracods and blue green algae. Of these;
echinoderms, gastropods and brachiopods have not been recorded from the
Ouldburra Formation.
7.5.3 Widespnead evaporite deposition
The upper ouldburra Formation contains ubiquitous sulphate
evaporites either as isolated crystals, nodules or displacive beds'
Cauliflower cherts and solution collapse are also evidence of former
evaporites. This widespnead deposition of sulphate evaporites indicates
that sea water had been concentrated at leasl to the point of gypsum
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precipitation (ie. 5 times the concen[ration of modern seawater).
Such concentraLions are approached in modern impounded bodies of
marine water, and would theoretically, be expecbed in epeiric seas. Irwin
(1965) reasoned thaL evaporite precipitabion would occut where low order
slopes, great width of shelves, and shallow depth of water are sufficient
to restrict or eliminate circulation.
The point of gypsum precipitation is also commonly reached by the
interstitial pore fluids in modern marine sabkha sediments. These brines
range up to l0 times as concentrated as the seawater from which they
were derived (Kinsman, 1969). Thus, the combination of both epeiric
marine conditions and a flanking sabkha provide an ideal environment to
produce widespread sulphate evaporites, as seen in the uPper Ouldburra
Formation.
7.6 Emergence and Inundation
Regional emergence from an epeiric sea may result from shallowing
due to shoaling-up sedimentation, or water removal by evaporation and/or
migration before strong prevailing winds. Obviously, the duration of
emergence will influence the characteristics of the stratigraphic
discontinuity produced, whether just desiccation, dolomitization, sabkha
overprinb, induration, solution, erosion or any combination of these
(Friedman and Radke, 1979).
The Ouldburra Formation shows repeated and widespread evidence
of I-5 m thick shallowing-up cycles which of ten terminate with
emergence. There are also more-penvasive subaerial exposure events
which may be correlated over tens of kilometres.
7.6.I Correlation of shallowing-up cycles and transgressive 'kick-
. backsl
According to Èhe theoretical model of Irwin (1969), the regression of
an epeiric sea is usually sufficiently slow to enable the formation of a
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negular succession of sediment types (Èhe shatlowing-up cycte). Such a
cycle would be analoguous to the 'Puncbuated Aggradational Cycle' of
Goodwin and Anderson (1980, I9B5) and would be a potentially traceable
diachronous event through a series of lateral facies equivalents acnoss the
basin.
In contrast, transgression in an epeiric sea/sabkha setting is rapid
and often results in an abrupt change from emergent to shallow marine.
Irwin (L965) referred to such an abrupt transgression as a 'kick-back' and
suggested that such events could be traced over considerable distances.
Minor fluctuations between transgressive and regressive sequences should
also be able to be comelated locally.
These minor fluctuations are brought about by local changes in the
rate of subsidence or emergence relative the rate of deposition; when the
rate of subsidence is greater than the rate of deposition, transgressive
sequences result, and when the rate of subsidence is less lhan the rate of
deposition, regressive successions form. Care must be taken to
differentiate between local variations, which may be the result of this
process, and regional'kick-backsr brought about by regional transgressions
and regressions (Irwin, 1965).
Unfortunately, the paucity and widespread distribution of drillhole
intersections of the Ouldburra Formation preclude detailed correlation of
the numerous shallowing-up cycles and small scale transgressions.
However, there are several regional events which appear to correlate
between drillholes Marla-6, Marla-7, Manva-6 and possibly to Manva-J
(Figure 48), a total distance of over 60 km. Each event is associated with
widespread shallowing-up followed by a transgressive tkickback'.
The shallowing-up sedimentation produced varying degrees of sabkha
overprint culminating in pervasive subaerial exposure (see following
section) and/or the deposition of non-marine rred-bed' siltstones. The
I5I
progradation of [he rred-beds' is evident in core from drillholes Marla-7
and Manya-6, but not in Manya-3 or Marla-6 (horizon I on Figure 47). This
is consistent wiLh the closer proximity of the former two holes to an
emergent land mass as suggested by the palaeogeography'
The transgression which followed resulted in a rapid, and widespread
return to marine carbonate deposition. Thin ooid grainstones interbedded
with shallower-waler facies were intersected in Marla-6. These probably
indicate nearby higher energy conditions. The carbonates which constitute
the transgressive unit in Manya-6 have been altered by pressure solution
but contain fragmentary shallow marine fossils. Marla-7 shows the least
marked transition. Typical low energy peri-emergent marine carbonates
with a desiccation overprint overlie the tred bed'siltstones.
A second and similar regression/transgression event can also be
correlated between drillholes Marla-7 and Manya-6 (horizon 2 on Figure
47). The regression again led to the deposition of 'red bed' siltstones which
are overlain by shallow marine carbonates.
The final and most obvious regression marks the end of carbonate
deposition as the sabkha pnograded basinwards to deposit the Observatory
Hill Formation rred beds'.
7.6.2 Correlation of pervasive subaerial exposure surfaces
The Ouldburra Formation conlains evidence of subaerial exposure
varying in both intensity of diagenesis and the lime of formation.
Local subaerial exPosure associated with shallowing-up
sedimentation produced vadose cementation, and concrelionary pisoids,
dolomitization and leaching of the exposed carbonates. More pervasive
examples are charactenized by incipient silicification and dolomitization
followed by minor dedolomitization. This resulted in the formation of
melre scale laminated and bleached caliche-like carbonate zones
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DRILLHOLE CORRELATION DIAGRAM SHOWING MAJOR TRANSGRESSIONS






examples were the product of eogenesis and early telogenesis and formed
as marine carbonates underwent sabkha diagenesis in conjunction with
subaerial exposure.
The transition from the Ouldburra Formation to the overlying
Observatory Hill Formalion was also associated with subaerial exposure
and erosion of the Ouldburra carbonates, at [eas[ locally. The contact of
the two formations intersected in drillhole Marla-6 is a 6 m thick breccia
(rudstone) which disconformably overlies Ouldburra carbonates. The
cla'sts within the breccia have dedolomitization textures and rarely show
non-fabric selective silicification.
During the Permian, late telogenesis resulted in the exposure and
erosion of the Ouldburra Formation to the east of the Marla-Manya area.
This exposure was probably associated with glaciation and produced only
minor dolomitization, but pervasive silicif ication resulted in the
formation of characteristic chert concretions, discrete thin chert beds
and zones of incipient silicification.
Apart from work by Chafetz (1972) and Jaanusson (196I), examples
of subaerial exposure surfaces older than Silurian are not well documented
in the literabure. Esteban and Klappa (f98l) suggest that pre-Silurian
karst and caliche facies which formed without the influence of higher
plants had different features to younger examples. The intraformational
examples from the Ouldbuma Formation bear some similarities to
subaerial exposure sunfaces described by Chafetz (LglZ), Harrison and
Steinen (lglA), Nagtegaal (L969) and Walls et al. (1975). The Ouldburra
examples warrant further study, since the more pervasive examples, at
least, appear to be excellent marker horizons for couelation between
drillholes.
The most intense diagenesis attributable to intraformational
subaerial exposure is associated with a regional regression. As discussed in
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the previous seclion, subaeriatly exposed carbonates and an overlying 
rred
bed' siltstone unit can be correlated over the 17 km from the Manya-6
type section to the drillhole Marla-7 (horizon I on Figure 47). The same
event may be represented by an unusual intraformational breccia
intersected in drillhole Marla-6. Carbonates with typical caliche-type
laminabion are overlain by a highly altered pale brown carbonate
floatstone which contains angular clasts of bleached chert (see Figure
|Oa). This event also appears to be represented by a sbrong reflector on
seismic sections and can be traced as an approximate time line within the
Ouldburra Formation throughout most of the Marla-Manya area.
The combination of widespread subaerial exposure, sabkha overprint
and non-marine rred bed' siltstones in a predominantly shallow marine
carbonate sequence records the rapid regression and transgression of a
shallow sea flanked by an emergent sabkha.
7.7 Sabkha Dolomitization Models
rPrimaryr dolomite ( sensu Zenget eb al., l-980) has not been
recognized in the Ouldburra Formation. Although, finely laminated or
thinly bedded aphanitic dolostones, such as occur in the Ouldburra
carbonate facies, may be interpreted as the result of
peneconEempolaneous or syngenetic dolomitization (Friedman and
Sanders, 1967). Other evidence of early dolomitization is the repeated
intercalations of metre scale stratiform replacement dolostone and
calcareous marine carbonate, and the presence of lithic clasts of
dolostone in lithofacies with an unaltered calcareous matrix.
In contrast, the presence of late stage saddle dolomite and the
widespread occurrence of reactate dolomite in pressure solution textures
suggests deep burial lale diagenetic dolomitization.
The following discussion outlines the applicability of various models
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FIGURE 48' SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS SHOWING VARIOUS MODELS









Formation. Each of these models have their proponents in the literature
(Longman, L982; Zenger e! al., I9B0). Evidence for the sabkha-type
models based on either brine reflux or evaporative pumping would support
the overall concept of an epeiric sea and flanking sabkha.
The presence of abundant primary evaporites throughout most
intersections of the Ouldburra Formation indicates that those portions of
the sequence have not been flushed by fresh water, at least to shallow
burial depths. This precludes the mixing-zone and Coorong dolomites as
possible models of dolomitization (Warren, pers. comm., I9B5). The
remaining models; sabkha, brine reflux and deep burial dolomitization
(Figure 48) suggest different scenarios for the source of the Mg-rich
solutions. In the sabkha model (ttting et al., L965) the dolomitizing
solutions are initially produced from seawater driven up onto the sabkha
flat during storms. Evaporation concentrates the water to the point
where aragonite and then gypsum are precipitated. The ca thus removed;
the dense Mg-rich solution becomes heavier than the pore-water
surrounding it. It seeps downward and seaward through the previously
deposited sabkha carbonates, causing their dolomitization (Longman,
LeB2).
The brine reflux model uses a very similar mechanism but involves a
restricted lagoon behind some sort of physical barrier to the free inflow
of marine waters. The reflux dolomite forms as the hypersaline Mg-rich.
lagoonal brine becomes heavy enough to displace the connate water and
seeps downward and seaward, again dolomitizing the carbonate sediments.
Unlike the sabkha model which explains thin supratidal dolostones, the
brine reflux model is used to explain thick, laterally extensive, ancient
dolostones when they are associated with shelf evaporites (Warren, pers.
comm., I9B4). Although this model, as originally proposed by Adams and
Rhodes (tggO)' uses impounded lagoonal waters, it may be applied equally
well to the epeiric sea/sabkha model, as shown in Figure 48.
L57
The evaporative pumping model of dolomitizalion (Hsu and
Schneider, L97t) involves a hydrological model almost the reverse of
seepage neflux. A continuous subsurface flow of marine water replaces
groundwater lost by evaporation from the sabkha surface and dolomitizes
the sabkha carbonate sediments.
Finally, in the case of burial stage dolomitization (Mattes and
Mountjoy, l9B0), hot organic and Mg-rich solutions are derived from clay
mineral transformations associated with the dewatering of shales deeper
in the basin. Saddle dolomite is taken to be an indicator of burial stage
dolomitization, and its widespread occurrence in the Ouldbuma Formation
carbonates probably reflects later phases of dolomitization. Thus, its
presence does not necessarily preclude an original sabkha-type model of
dolomitization.
This is supported by the recent work of Machel and Mountjoy (fggø)
which suggests bhat massive dolostones associated with shallowing-up
cycles and capped by regional unconformities result from either of two
possibilities:-
i) small quantities of dolomite (cement or replacement) are
formed during exposure and act as nuclei for later, and more
extensive subsurface dolomitization
ii) large-scale dolomitization may take place in shallow
subtidal environments of moderate to strong hypersalinity.
The dolomitization of original carbonale mudstone fabrics is a
consistent feature of shallowing-up sabkha cycles from the upper most
portion of the Ouldburra Formation. The pale brown aphanitic lo finely
recrystalline dolostones up to 4 m thick could be equally well explained





Deposition of the Ouldburra Formation began as part of a
widespread marine transgression which inundated the area between the
Gawler Craton and the Musgrave Block. In the Marla area, the marginal
marine Relief Sandstone was overlain directly by Earty Cambrian shallow
marine carbonates.
To the south, deposition of the Ouldburra Formation began in small
isolated halite-salinas (Figure 50c). These weîe developed in shallow
depressions on peri-emergent siliciclastic sand flats. Impounded marine-
derived water was evaporated to produce metre thick beds of bottom
nucleated halite. Isolated halite hoppers and rare sulphate evaporites
grew displacively within the sediment profile surrounding the salinas.
Sedimentation appears to have been cyclic with repeated sand flat/salina
alterna[ions. As deposition continued a submergent to sponadically
emergent mixed carbonate and siliciclastic mudflat developed.
Shallowing-up sedimentation produced repeated cycles of mixed
carbonates/siliciclastics, clastics and evaporites which show the transition
from submergent shallow marine to salina.
The cessation of halite precipitation was followed by the widespread
deposition of shallow marine carbonales throughout the Marla-Manya area
(Figure 50b). This marked the onset of epeiric sedimentation during the
?Botoman Sbage of the Cambrian. Archaeocyath/algal bioherms,
stromatolitic and thrombolitic algal/mud mounds and thin ooid shoals
were developed offshore. Trilobites, sponges and other shallow marine
fauna were present, but not abundant. A very low angle of depositional
slope resulted in a broad low energy, vety shallow marine zone near shore.













































HALITE / SILIcICLASTIC CYCLE
ISOLATED HALITE SALINAS ON SAND FLATS
FIGURE 49. REGIONAL SEDIMENTAT¡ON MODEL OF THE OULDBURRA FORMAT¡ON,




























shallow submergent and regularly emergent areas was dominated by storm
deposited fining-up siltstone/carbonate mudstone couplets. Algal flats
were widespread in this zone in the absence of grazing fauna. Small scale
regressions related to local differences in the rate of sedimenta[ion
relative to subsidence resulted in a desiccation overprint with the
formation of plate breccias, mudcracks, dewatering structures and small
sulphate evaporite nodules. The bioherms and mounds also show some
evidence of having developed during shallowing-up conditions, commonly
terminating with subaerial exposure.
As deposition continued, a marine sabkha developed in areas of
greatest topographic relief flanking the Musgrave Uplands, the Gawler
Lowlands and several islands in the Marla-Manya area (Figure 50a). The
sabkha was initially carbonate dominated. Regional shallowing-up events
produced a number of sabkha cycles showing the transition from shallow
marine sedimentation to the development of sulphate evaporite nodules
and enterolithic and rchicken-wire' anhydrite within the emergent
sediment prof ile. Sabkha dolomitization, by either seepage reflux of
sabkha derived brines or evaporative pumping of evolved marine water,
produced stratiform dolostones up to 4m thick.
As the large scale regression of the epeiric sea began, presumably in
the late Early Cambrian, the sabkha prograded basinwards from both the
north and south. The sabkha sedimentation included an increasing clastic
component in the form of stacked sand/silt/carbonate mudstone sets and
'red bedr gypsiferous siltstones. Laterally extensive pervasive subaerial
exposure resulted in dolomitization followed by limited dedolomitization
to produce zones of chalky bleached carbonate. This was accompanied by
incipient silicification and thè development of significant secondary
porosity in the underlying canbonates. In some areas within the Marla-
Manya region, the Ouldburra Formation carbonates were exposed and
L6L
eroded prior to the deposition of the overlying Observatory Hill
Formation. Elsewhere, the 'red bed' siltstones of the Observatory Hill
Formation interdigitate with Ouldburra Formation.
lbL
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FIGURE 50, CARBONATE CLASSIFICATION
(from Embry ond Klovon, l97l ;
ofter Dunhom, 1962 ).
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Laminated and silty carbonate mudstone
Sbylonodular carbonate mudstone
Laminated and silty carbonate mudstone
Microfaulted dolostone, laminated mudsLone lexbu¡e
Quartz feldspar packsbone, dolomite/calcite/anhydriEe cemenl/mabrix
Dolostone, stylolaminated mudstone texture, with cauliflower cher[









Guartz feldspathic wackestone/carbonate mudstone
Stromatolitic algal bindstone, pressure solution texture ,
Sand/silt/carbonate mudsbone sets
Laminated silty carbonate mudstone
Feldspathic sandstone, halite cement
Gypsum and anhydrite vein
Carbonate mudstone hosting chert nodules
Granule conglomerate/coarse feldspathic sandstone, gypsum cement






































































Medium grained feldspathie sandstone, dolomite cement/matrix
Ooid aggregate grain grainstone/packstone partly siticified and
Feldspathic sandstone, dolomitic matrix/cement
Massive secondary dolostone, no relict texture
Chert and carbonate mudstone breccia, floatstone/rudstone texture
Relict micritized intraclastic ooid peloid grainstone
Sand/silt/carbonate mudstone sets
Dolostone, relict ?intraclastic wackestone texture
Relict ooid grainstone/packstone
Dolostone, relict archaeocyath bafflestone/framestone
Dolostone, relict archaeocyath bafflestone/framestone
Dolostone, relict thrombolitic algal texture
Bioclastic peloid grainstone, tubular fossils
Bioclastic peloid grainstone, tubular fossils
Collapse breccia
Collapse breccia
Fenestral and stromatactic carbonate mudstone
Fenestral and stromatactic carbonate mudstone
Laminated carbonate mudstone with saddle dolomite and chert after evaporites
Carbonate mudstone hosting concentric-zoned chert after evaporites
Relict ooid grainslone
Bioclastic wackeslone, tubular fossils
Relict ooid grainstone





























LaminaLed carbonate mudstone with cauliflower cherEs
Chert
Carbonate mudsÈone with partly silicified nodule of sulphate evaporites









































Stylonodular carbonaEe mudsbone, stained wiLh potassium ferricyanide
Floatstone, dolomitic clasts in calcareous matrix
Sùylonodular carbonate mudsLone (unpolished slab)
stylonodular carbonate mudstone, sbained with potassium fenicyanide
Collapse breccia (unpolished slab)
Collapse breccia (unpolished slab)
Collapse breccia
LaminaÈed and silÈy carbonate mudstone with abundant dewatering structures
LaminaLed and silty carbonate mudsLone
Fenestral and thrombolitic carbonate mudstone
sandstone wiLh pseudomorphs of displacive halite hoppers
?Pagoda hali[e pseudomorphs in Iaminated and silty carbonate mudsLone
Euhedral sulphate evaporite crystals in laminated and silty carbonate mudstone
Disturbed (?burrowed) carbonale mudstone with sbylolibes






Bioclaslic peloid grainstone with lubular (?sponge) fossils
stylonodular carbonate mudsÈone, sbained with potassium ferricyanide
StylomotLted to stylonodular carbonate muds[one




































Bioclastic peloid grainstone with tubular (?sponge) fossils
Pagoda halite in laminated and silty carbonale mudstone
Ooid packstone/grainstone, silicified
Sand/silt/claystone sets
Sand/silt/claystone set, cross stratified, minor halile
Granule conglomerate and claystone
Displacive halite hopper in fine grained sandstone
Sand/silt/claystone sets
Skeletal halite hopper in silty claystone
Bedded halite (specimen destroyed for analysis)
Cherü layer in carbonate mudstone
Leached ?burrow motÈled carbonate mudslone
Thrombolitic algal bindsbone, burrowed
Sandstone and granule conglomerate, cross-stratified
Sandstone and siltstone, ripple cross-stratified
Ooid packstone/grainstone, stylolites
Rudstone and 'red bedtsiltstone
Rudstone
DolosÈone, massive
Laminated and silty carbonate mudstone, early solution collapse brecciation
Laminated and silty carbonate mudstone with sulphate evaporite nodules
InÈraclasBic packstone, silicified
Floatstone, leached chert clasts in carbonate matrix




































StromaÈolitic algal bindsbone, dolomitized
Stromatolitic algal bindstone with ooid grainstone lens
Quartz feldspar packstone and massive secondary dolostone
Dolostone, relict laminated carbonate mudstone texture
Sand/silt/carbonate muds[one set
Sand/silÈ/carbonate mudsÈone seÈ
In[raclastic ooid peloid grainstone, silicified
Sand/silt/carbonate mudstone sebs, chert afÈer evaporites
Laminated carbonate mudstone
Laminated and silty carbonate mudsLone, fining-up couplets
Ooid gnainstone/packstone
Fenestral and stromatactic carbonate mudstone
Sand/silt/carbonate mudstone sets








Laminated carbonate mudstone with columnar stylolites
Thrombolitic algal bindstone, ?bumowed






Marla-7 400.80 Laminated and silÈy carbonale mudstone, fining-up couplets r7b
APPENDIX III
PETROGRAPHIC DESCRIPTIONS
MANYA-] 239.7O m coM511
LAMINATED AND SILTY CARBONATE MUDSTONE
Description
In hand specimen, this rock varies from thinly bedded to laminated grey
(N7,N5,N6) and is cut by a thin vein. The sample comes from a sequence of
stacked fining-up silt/carbonate mudstone couplets.
Microscopically, the bulk of this rock consists of microcrystalline to
amorphous turbid dolomite with laminae defined by varying concentrations of
delrital silt to sand sized quartz, feldspar and carbonate grains and by thin
discontinuous ?carbonaceous wisps and laminae. Rare, randomly oriented, highly
birefringent crystals which appear acicular in cross-section may be anhydrite.
The terrigenous clasts average 0.2 mm diameten but range up to 0.8 mm.
The larger clastic arains are well rounded but vary from low to high sphericity.
Some of the smaller quartz grains have syntaxial overgnowths. The larger
carbonate grains are dolomite and are well rounded with high sphericity.
Sporadic fine grained accessory opaque minerals are also present.
IncipienÈ stylolitization is visible in thin secbion. It has concentrated the
detriÈal clastic grains and abundant small euhedral dolomite rhombs.
The roek is cut by a I mm wide spar¡y calcite vein with thinner
conformable continuations.
Interprelation
Each fining-up couplet probably formed during a single pulse of high
energy. As the current velocity waned, the progressively finer grained particles
settled out. The texture has been partly enhanced by later dolomitizalion and
stylolitization.
MANYA-] 299.7O m coM5r6
STYLONODULAR CARBONATE MUDSTONE
Description
This specimen comes from a unit several metres thick and is eomposed of
boudin-like bodies of pale grey (N6) material in a very finely laminated dark
grey (N4) matrix. The fine laminations appear to enclose the boudin-like
nodules.
In thin section, the dark material is revealed to be a clayey ferroan
dolomitic mudstone with abundanL very fine grained to silt-sized ?detrital
quartz, feldspar and carbonate grains concen[rated in laminae. The majority of
the carbonabe is very finely crystalline dolomite, but ?detrital calcite grains,
and larger secondary euhedral dolomite rhombs up to 0.1 mm across, are also
present.
SEaining with Alizarin Red-S shows that the paler boudin-like nodules are
microcrystalline to amorphous very slightly dolomitic calcite with highly
disturbed fining-up laminae containing abundant ?detrital quartz, feldspar and
?delrital calcite. These grains range in size up to 0.I5 mm (fine grained).
VerLically oriented areas within the mudslone contain terrigenous grains and an
anomalous concentration of well rounded dolomitic ?peloids averaging just
under 0.1 mm diameter. These vertical structures are almost certainly
burrows. The nodules also contain some microfractures with secondary calcite
spar infill. The fractures do nol continue into the surrounding dolomitic
material.
Interpretalion
The presence of ?peloid filled burrows supports a shallow subtidal
envi¡onment of deposition for the original calcareous sediment. The exlensive
ferroan dolomite and associated detrital grains represent reactale and
stylocumulate respectively. They formed as a result of pressure solution and
maybe accentuating an original difference in lithology. The small calcite spar
filled fractures preceded pressure solution.
MANYA.] 151.7O m coM520
LAMINATED AND SILTY CARBONATE MUDSTONE
Descriotion
This rock is a grey (N5) extremely fine grained to silty carbonate
mudstone. Laminations are visible at 70o to 80o to the core length. It comes
from a sequence of laminated carbonate mudstones with disturbed laminalions,
possible burrowing and some incipient stylolitic pressure dissolution.
In thin section, this rock primarily consists of very finety crystalline to
amorphous dolomite with very small sporadic patches of calcite. This is
interbedded with thin beds and laminaes of fining-up silty dolomitic calciÈe.
The lower edges of these interbeds are noticably more calcareous. They
contain fine grained to silt-sized calcite grains with subordinate (less than 15
percent) ?detribal quartz and feldspar. The grains are angular to subangular
with low to moderate sphericity.
The slide also shows moderately well developed irregular microstylolites;
some showing columnar structures up to 0.2 mm high. A possible burrow or soft
sediment injection of a sandier layer is also evident.
Interpretation
The primary texture of fining-up couplets probably resulted from repeated
pulses of higher energy. The facl that the cap of each couplet is mote
dolomitic may suggest the formation of primary dolomite. The texture has
been enhanced by subsequent stylolitization.
MANYA-] 685.9O m
COlv1527
MICROFAULTED DOLOSTONE' LAMINATED MUDSTONE 
TEXTURE
Descr tion
This is an aphanitic grey dolostone with allernate light 
(N5) an¿ dark (Nl)
(5YR 6/t) thin beds and laminae at about 70o to the core length'
In thin section, the palen thin beds and laminae consist of fine 
grained to
microcrystalline dolomite with an average crystalsize less than 0'02 mm' and
containing isolated individual crystals to 0'9 mm (coarse grained)' and 
patches
of very fine to medium grained dolomite and rare opaque heavy minerals'
patches of coarsely crystalline sparry calcite and very fine grained to silty
quartz, feldspar and detrital ?biotite are also scattered throughout these paler
beds.
The thin dark beds consist of very finely crystalline dolomile and 
a brown
?limonitic material possibly wibh some incipient stytolitic concenlration'
TherockiscutbyagentlycurvedmicrofaultataboutJOotothe
laminalion, wilh a vertical displacemenb of 2 mm'
Indistinct, possible algal lamination is also present in one cornef of the
[hin section.
InterpreLation
This rock shows repeated alternations of provenance with regular 
input of
clays; and separate, very limited, influx of fine grained detribal terrigenous
claslics. The dolomitization is a secondary recrystallization textuce, 
it is not
certain whebher the Precursol was calcaneous or an earlier generation of
dolomite.
MANYA-] 739.00 m COM52B
AUARTZ FELDSPAR PACKsTONE, DOLOMITE/CALCITE/ANHYDRITE
CEMENT/MATRIX
Descriotion
This hand specimen comes from an interbed in a sequence of slacked
sand/silt/mudstone sets. The colours vary from grey (N6) to pale green (>CV
6lr).
A complex composition is revealed in thin section. Roughly one third of
the slide is a laminated to thinly bedded secondary dolomite with scattered
detrital quartz (including metamorphic grains) and feldspar grains - a GUARTZ
FELDSPAR WACKESTONE, REPLACEMENT DOLOMITE MATRIX. This grades
down to QUARTZ FELDSPAR PACKSTONE, with patches of ?secondary coarse
grained spalry calcite cement (strictly a QUARTZ FELDSPAR GRAINSTONE)
and pabches of replacement anhydrite cement.
The quartz and feldspar grains never exceed 40 percent of the total
composition and range from a maximum dimension of 0.8 mm (coarse grained)
to 0.06 mm (silt-sized) indicating poon sorting. Feldspar grains are dominant in
several of the laminae; but quartz is more common overall. The grains show a
complete range of sphericity and roundness. The medium sized and larger
grains are well rounded with moderate to high sphericity. The smaller grains
are more angular and less spherical. Some of the quartz grains show optically
continuous overgrowths. Sporadic well rounded spherical microcrystalline
dolomite clasts and poorly preserved ooids and peloids are also presenb. The
ooids are about 0.17 mm diameten and have a poorly preserved multi-walled
structure with a radial fabric.
The sample is cut by a number of small ?syndepositional microfaults and
has generally disturbed lamination and bedding.
Interpnetation
This specimen is interpreted as representing fluctuating energy
conditions, regularly emergent from shallow marine. The anhydrite cement is
probably replacive and may be a later remobilization of original sulphate
evaporites. The terrigenous clastics indicate a melamorphic provenance.
MANYA-] 795.80 m coM5l0
DOLOSTONE, STYLOLAMINATED MUDSTONE TEXTURE'
CAULIFLOWER CHERT CONTAINING CONCRETIONARY PISOIDS
WITH
Descriotion
This hand specimen is a laminated grey (N5) carbonate mudstone with
several Èhin dark femuginous seams and a siliceous ?displacive nodule (a
cauliflower chert).
Microscopically, the laminations in the carbonale mudsLone are clearly
stylolitic. The bulk of the rock is fine grained to microcrystalline turbid
dolomite with up to 20 percent fine grained to silt-sized corroded detrital
quart,z and feldspar.
The dolomite hosts a ?displacive cauliflower chert containing secondary
coarse grained sparry calcite with saddle dolomite, sparse euhedral authigenic
and xenotopic megaquartz crystals and radiating fibrous quartzine and length-
slow lutecite, in turn ?replacing the calcite. Patches of primary anhydrite,
replacemenL barite and possible celestite are associated with opaque heavy
minerals. Individual lathes of anhydrite are commonly enclosed poikilotopically
in megaquartz. Rare poorly preserved relict concretionary ?pisoids up to I.2
mm diameter are discernible as ghosts in the coarse calcite spar in the nodule.
They are best observed in reduced intensity plane polarized light and are least
altered near the edge of the slide. The internal structures are weakly
binefringent and are only obvious at IB0o rotations of the stage. The ?pisoids
have up to 10 dark concentric shells, no obvious radial structure and lack a
nucleus. They are almost certainly concretionary in nature; the calcite sPar
being a replacemenÈ of a pre-existing sphenulitic structure. However, it is not
pgssible lo delermine the original mineralogy of Ehe concretionary ?pisoids.
Interpretation
This texture is interpreted as a siliceous replacement of an original
evaporite nodule.
Paraqenesis
The suggested paragenesis for this sample involves replacement of
sulphate evaporite by saddle dolomite, calcite spar and various forms of silica.
The relabive timing of the different generaÈions is difficult to ascertain but it
appears that an original anhydriLe nodule has been altered to banite which was
in turn partially replaced by a rim of penecontemporaneous saddle dolomite and
sparry caleite. Pseudo-fibrous lutecite, fibrous quartzine and xenotopic quartz
then corroded and replaced some of the dolomite and calcite. The saddle
dolomite is also being replaced by coarse calcile spar.
MANYA- 6 7?8.55 m coM62B
SAND/SILT/CARBONATE MUDSTONE SET
Descriotion
Macroscopically, this specimen consists of thin interbeds (to 1.0 cm) of
olive grey (5Y 4/I) carbonate mudstone, Iight olive grey (5YR 5/2) sandstone
and siltstone, and light olive grey (5Y 6/t ) sitty canbonate mudstone. These are
arranged as stacked fining-up triplets.
In thin section, the carbonate mudstones show minor dolomitization and
vague incipient stytolitic Pressure dissolution'
The sandstone is poorly sorted and ranges from quartzose to feldspathic
with a closed framework and a mixture of micri[ic and sparry calcite cement.
The largest grains are medium grained and the unit fines up through siltsLone
with increasing carbonate mud matrix to a silty carbonate mudstone. Rare fine
grained quartz and feldspar clasts are Present throughout the set.
Interpretation
These sand/sitt/mudstone sets are analoguous to similar examples from
modern intertidal to subtidal mixed sand-mud flats'
MANYA.6 869.85 m coM6l0
ANHYDRITE,'CHICKEN-WIREI TEXTURE
Descr ID tion
This specimen was taken from a bed of 'chicken-wire' anhydrite. It is
mobtled tight (N7) to medium light grey (N6) in hand specimen.
In thin section, the rock consists of interlocking acicular to fibrous
anhydrite crystals. Rare irregular silty carbonate mudstone inclusions are
present.
The felted mass of anhydrite crystals shows an undulating prefemed
parallel orientation with respect to bedding. On a larger scale this lineation is
locally disturbed and the long axes of the anhydrite crystals form concentric
zones sub-parallel to the edges of centimetre sized areas which are defined by
stringers of mudstone inclusions.
Interpretation
This fabric suggests an orig inal rchicken- ure similar to thal
f ound in gypsum/anhydrite beds on modern sabkhat. The evaporite grew
displacively in the sediment, starting with individual clumps of crystals. The
crystals initially became oriented in layers; then as the nodules coalesced, the
crystal orientation changed to define the edges of individual nodules. The thin
mudstone stringers between the nodules are remnants of the host sediment
which has been displaced by the growth of the evaporite.
MANYA-6 954.44 m cov63t
THROMBOLITIC ALGAL BINDSTONE
Description
This sample is massive dark grey (Nl) with vague medium grey (N5)
mottles and has a texture most resembling thrombolitic algal bindstone in hand
specimen.
Mineralogically, the thin section consisbs of roughly equal amounts of
turbid microcrystalline to finely crystalline secondary dolomite intermixed with
irregular mottles of more coarsely crystalline calcite. Some of the larger
calcite mottles contain incipient silicification including colloform and fibrous
chalcedonite. Thin dark irregular laminae between areas of different
crystalsize are probably a relict algal fabric although no individual filaments
have been preserved.
InterpretaEion
This texture has been described as rgrumeleuse' and represents a relict
clotted algal fabric. The rock has been subsequently dolomitized and partly
silicif ied.
MANYA-6 976.5O m coM6l4
ONCOID WACKESTONE
Description
In hand specimen, this rock is medium dark grey (N4) mottled by abundant
black (NI) parallel sels of irregular stylolites. Vaguely defined rounded features
up to 2.5cm diameter are present. These are interprebed as oncoids or algal
baIls.
In thin section, the oncoids consist of overlapping poorly preserved
cryptalgal coatings around a mottled and disturbed carbonate mudstone nucleus.
The surrounding micritic carbonate mudstone contains poorly preserved
peloids and small fragments of bioclastic debris, including possible trilobite
fragments.
The sample also contains numerous stylolites and patches of secondary
chert.
Interpretation
The presence of oncoids, peloids and other bioclastic debris in a micritic
matrix suggests deposition in quiet water shallow marine conditions. The
stylolites and chert are diagenetic.
MANYA-6 10J2.00 m coM637
STYLOLAMINATED CARBONATE MUDSTONE
Descr iotion
This sample is a laminated to thinly bedded carbonate mudstone in hand
specimen; alternating from an internally microlaminated dark grey (N3) to
medium grey (N5).
In thin section, the dark microlaminations are styloliEic in nature and
consist of turbid clayey ferroan dolomite with local concentrations of corroded
silt-sized detrital clastics and very finely crystalline euhedral dolomite rhombs.
The stylocumulate material occurs as discontinuous wispy lens often
terminating in horse-tail stylolites, or as relaÈively discrete thin beds which
follow original variations in lithology.
The paler laminae and thin beds range from silty micritic carbonate
mudstone to bioclastic mudstone and wackestone. WelI rounded micritic
spheroids to 0.I mm diameber (?calci-spheres) and elongate bioclasts including
trilobite hooks and fragments of carapace are present. Burrowing is also
evident.
Interpretation
The pnesence of burrows and fossils suggests a shallow ma¡ine origin. The
silt-sized delrital clastic Arains indicate some allochthonous input. This
variation in lithology has been enhanced by pressure solution, resulting in the
alternation of the stylocumulated clastics and reactate ferroan dolomite with
the unaltered silty micrite.
MANYA-6 1019.90 m COlYl6t9
LAMINATED CARBONATE MUDSTONE
Description
In hand specimen, this is a well laminated dark grey (N¡) to medium dark
grey (N4) carbonate mudstone with small scale cross laminations and rare
smooth, well defined stylolites.
In thin secbion, the laminations appear to result from differenÈ degrees of
dolomitization of intrinsically different carbonate mudstones defined by
variations in crystal sizes. Several of the laminae also contain slightly more of
the sporadic fine grained quartz and quartz silL or local concentrations of
peloids. MosÈ of the Èerrigenous material is detrital and some small euhedral
grains may be syntaxial overgrowth.
Vaguely defined burrows or water escape structures are pnesent.
Interpretation
A shallow marine environment of deposition is inferred. The different
degrees of dolomitizaLion which now define the laminae probably reflects an
original lamination of micrilic and more coarsely crystalline calcibe.
MANYA-6 1045.65 m coM640
STYLONODULAR CARBONATE MUDSTONE
DescrioEion
In hand specimen, this rock shows irregular shaped boudin-like medium
grey (N4) and dark grey (N3) mobtles about I cm thick in dark grey (N3)
Iaminated matrix.
In thin section, the dark patches are clayey stylolaminated ferroan
dolomite. The boudin-like nodules are laminated to thinly bedded slightly
dolomitic to micritic clayey carbonate mudstone. Some of micritic laminae
contain local concentraÈions of peloids. Sporadic biocalstic debris including
fragments of trilobites occurs throughout. Possible bioturbation or water escaPe
structures are also evident.
Interpretation
This stylonodular texture consists of isolated nodules of original micritic
carbonate mudstone in a matrix of reactate. Pressure solution aPpears to have
accentuated an original difference in lithology. At least one irregular
unstylolitic contact between partty dolomitized clay-rich carbonate mudstone
and a paler carbonate mudstone with abundant fine grained to silt-sized quartz
remains unaltered.
MANYA.6 I3?3.OO m coM650
GUARTZ FELDSPATHIC WACKESTONE/CARBONATE MUDSTONE
Desc riotion
This specimen is a speckled medium light grey (N6) arenaceous carbonate
mudstone grading to wackestone.
Microscopic examination shows thal the turbid micritic carbonate
mudstone matrix contains sporadic to locally common (>25 percenÈ) fine grained
to silt-sized detrital quartz and feldspar clasts. These grains are slightly
corroded, rounded to well rounded with moderabe to high sphericity. Rare
carbonate in[raclasts, euhedral dolomite rhombs, sporadic ?detrital opaque
heavy minerals and ?delrital muscovite and biotite are also present. Where the
clasts are locally concentrated, the rock has a wackestone texture.
Staining with Alizarin Red-S and potassium ferricyanide shows thal the
matrix consists of clay-rich micrite and ferroan dolomite.
The sample contains sporadic small pores up to 0.6 mm across. The walls
of the pores are often stained by oxides.
Interpretation
The presence of debriLal terrigenous clastic Arains in a micritic carbonate
mudstone is a textural inversion, indicating very sporadic periods of higher
current energy or possibly aeolian input, into a predominanlly quieb water
environment. The detrital quartz, feldspar, mica and heavy minerals suggests
an igneous or metamorphic Provenance.
MANYA-6 I334.O5 m coM65r
STROMATOLITIC ALGAL BINDSTONE, PRESSURE SOLUTION TEXTURE
Descr iotion
In hand specimen, this rock is a mo[lled medium grey (N5) partly
dolomitized micrite with abundant thin greyish black (NZ) ¿raped laminae and
internally disturbed nodular areas. The textune suggests an original laminated
algal fabric.
Staining with Alizarin Red-S and potassium ferricyanide highlights areas
of ferroan dolomi[ization which occur preferentially in the zones of most
concentrated fine lamination. In thin section, some of the fine dark laminae
appear to be stylolitic overprints but the laminae grade laterally into the
primary micrite where they are interpreted to be of cryptalgal origin. The
fabric is defined by stacked layers of ?carbonaceous material, clay and micrite
alternabing with more coarsely crystalline carbonates and de[rital clastic
grains. Micro-fenestrae are abundanÈ in the crenulated cryptalgal laminae and
sporadic throughout the nemainder of lhe slide.
Some of the patches of disturbed lamination in the nodular areas contain
abundant ?peloids and are interpreted as burrows; others aPpeaF to be
dewatering sLructures.
Interpretation
This sample is interpreted as an original crypÈalgal laminabed
slromatolitic algal bindstone which has been partly dolomitized as a result of
pressure solution. The original silly, more coarsely crystalline calcite laminae
have been preferentially removed, resulting in compaction of the areas of
s[ylocumulate and reactate relalive to the unaltered areas. This resulls in a
texture reminiscent of a sÈylonodular texture.
MANYA-6 I377.OO m coM652
SAND/SILT/CARBONATE MUDSTONE SETS
Descri otion
In hand specimen, this rock consists of thinly interbedded sets of greyish
oranqe pink (5YR 712), lighl olive grey (:V 512) and olive grey (5Y 4lL)
sandstone, siltstone and mudstone.
Cyclic fining-upwards sets of thinly bedded sand/silt/carbonate mudstone
are evident in thin section. Sets range from over 2 cm to less than I cm thick.
The base of the sandstone is erosional in some cases. The grains include
abundanl carbonate intraclasts, delrilal quartz, feldspar and rare ooids and
peloids. The terrigenous clastic Arains range from medium to fine grained.
The majority of the quartz is monocrystalline grains, but composite,
recrystallized metamorphic and stretched melamorphic grains a¡e also present.
These are accompanied by very coarse to very fine grained carbonate clasts.
Sorting is moderate to poor. The clasts are angular to subrounded with
sphericities ranging from low to moderate. Rare anhydrite is present in clumps
in the sandstone at the bottom of the slide. Sporadic heavy minerals occur
throughout and are locally concentraled toward the base of the sandstones.
In each set, the sandstone grades to siltstone. The silt-sized grains are
angular to subangular and have moderate to low sphericity. Laterally
discontinuous carbonate mudstone ripples are plesent as drapes in the siltstone.
The siltstone is overlain by clayey mudstone which also contains sporadic
very fine silt and rare finely crystalline calcite. The tops of some of the
mudstone units have very small scale mudcnacks.
Intenpretation
The stacked sand/silt/mud sets are interpreted as having been deposited
on claslic-dominaled mixed siliciclastic/carbonate 'tidal' flaÈs. The detrital
clastics were derived from a melamorphic terrain. The mudcracks and clumps
of anhydrite suggest subaerial exposure.
MANYA-6 I392.1O m cov653
LAMINATED AND SILTY CARBONATE MUDSTONE
Description
This rock is a thinly bedded to vaguely laminated greyish black (NZ) to
black (Nl) carbonate mudstone.
Laminabions become clearer in thin section. The rock consists of lurbid
dolomitic carbonate mudstone with fine grained to silt-sized quartz and
feldspar grains. The darker thin beds and laminae are defined by diffuse clays
and authigenic ?haematite. Very fine grains of other oPaque isotropic heavy
minerals and possible sponge spicules occur sporadically throughout.
Interpretation
This sample was probably deposited in relatively quiet water conditions
with limited berrigenous clastic input.
MANYA.6 L676.75 m coM655
FELDSPATHIC SANDSTONE, HALITE CEMENT
Descniption
This rock is a speckled greyish red (f0R 4/2) moderately consolidated
sandstone in hand specimen.
In thin section, it consists of a closed framework of de[rital quartz (85
percent) and feldspar (to 15 percent) grains in an impure halite cement.
The majority of quartz grains are monocrystalline, extinction varies from
slightly to strongly undulose. Lines of inclusions and vacules are very common.
Microlites are presen[ only in rare grains and, even then, never abundant. Semi
composite and composite grains are present. Both stretched melamorphic and
recrystallized metamorphic quartz grains are also present, but confined to the
larger grain sizes.
The feldspars include, in decreasing order of abundance; orthoclase,
microcline, plagioclase. The latter includes quite fresh albite.
The sample varies from medium to fine grained, is moderately to locally
well sorted, with subangular to rounded grains. The larger grains are well
rounded with moderate to high sphericity. There are also rare well rounded high
sphericity carbonate clasts.
The cement is halite (isotropic under c¡ossed nicols) with diffuse clays,
minor ?anhydrite and rare silica cement. The anhydrite occurs as discrete
nodules to 5.5 mm across which are comprised of a felted mass of lathes. Rare
coarsely crystalline anhydrite also occurs as a cement interstital to the grains.
In lerpretation
The halite cement and anhydrite nodules are believed to be primary,
indicating an evaporative environment of deposition. The detrital clastics
suggest a reasonably close metamonphic and igneous source.
MARLA-7 364.5O m coM670
GYPSUM AND ANHYDRITE VEIN
Description
This sample is from a J cm thick multi-layered gypsum/anhydrite vein
parallel to bedding. The vein ranges in colour from medium light grey (N5) to
very light grey (NB).
Microscopic examination (Figure 52) reveals that the multi-layering of the
vein is related to variation in crystal form and mineralogy. The two outer zones
are fibrous gypsum and micnoscopically amorphous anhydrite. The inner zone is
composed of tabular gypsum crystals.
The fibrous gypsum (I) is arranged with bundles of fibres perpendicular to
the vein. Rare anhydrite needles occur sporadically dispersed between the
gypsum fibres, and some of the fibrous gypsum shows alteraLion to an almost
isotropic very pale brown translucent mineral (2). A thin distrubed zone (¡) ot
intermixed matted fibres and anhedral gypsum crystals sparates the fibrous
gypsum from the large tabular gypsum crystals (4). Tne latter crystals range up
to J mm long and are oriented perpendicular to the vein. Twinning is common.
The conlact between the tabular gypsum and Èhe anhydnite is irregular with
embayments comesponding to the terminations of the gypsum crystals. The
anhydrite (5) disptays typically high birefringence and occurs as interlocking
lathes.
Interpretation




FIGURE 52' GYPSUM AND ANHYDRITE VEIN
THIN SECTION COM67O, MARLA-7, 364'50m.
(I ) FIBROUS GYPSUM
(2) GYPSUM ALTERED TO PALE BROWN MINERAL
(3) MIXED ZONE OF GYPSUM
(4) TABULAR GYPSUM CRYSTALS
(5) ANHYDRITE LATHES.
MARLA-7 410.86 m cov673
CARBONATE MUDSTONE HOSTING CHERT NODULES
Description
In hand specimen, this rock is laminated dark grey (Nl ) carbonate
mudstone with abundant very light grey (NB) mottles. The mottled area is
adjacenb to a well developed low amplitude irregular stylolite. Rare
disseminabed pyrite was also reconded in the vicinity of this sample.
Microscopically, this specimen consists of moderately dolomitized silty
micrite with large irregular palches of paler coloured and brown colloform
chalcedonic to isotropic opaline silica.
The mudstone contains sporadic ?carbonaceous wisps up [o I mm across
and discontinuous horsetail stylolites parallel to bedding. It also contains
abundant sub-angular quartz and feldspar silt and rare ?detrital muscovite.
The silicified areas appear to be replacing anhydrite/gypsum. Many of the
chalcedonic colloform spheroids have a nucleus of gypsum which rarely retains
a corroded euhedral habit. This gypsum, in turn, conbains rare ve¡y small
euhedral to anhedral anhydrite crystals. Many of Èhe colloform bodies show
further generations of 'aggregatef silica overgrowth consisting of an intimate
mixture of pseudo-fibrous length-show lutecite and concretionary chalcedonite.
These are more evident in plane polaried light. Ranely, these overgrowths
include dolomite rhombs and opaque heavy minerals, possibly pyrite.
Interpretation
Possible scenarios for the diagenesis of this rock must include
anhydrite/gypsum growth in the original mudstone; replacements of
anhydrite/gypsum by colloform chalcedony; followed by several further
generations of silicification which may have preceded contemporaneously wiÈh
dolomitizalion and pyritization.
MARLA-7 468.lI m coM676
GRANULE CONGLOMERATE/COARSE FELDSPATHIC SANDSTONE' GYPSUM
CEMENT
Descriotion
This granule conglomerate/sandstone sample comes from a thin bed with
an erosional top and boltom. It is overlain by laminated dolomitic mudstone and
underlain by grey and reddish brown moderately calcareous mudstone and
siltstone.
Greyish brown (¡Vn 112), datu reddish brown (10R l/4), greenish black
(fCV ?lI), greenish grey (SCV 6/l) and pale red (IOR 6/2) clasts are visible in
hand specimen. The matrix/cement is translucent pale red (IOR 6/2).
In Ehin section, this specimen consisEs of very poorly sor[ed delrital
granules to very fine grains of quartz, feldspar, basaltic rock fragments, chertt
and detrital muscovite and chlorite in an altered gypsiferous, silty to clayey
dolomitic carbonate matrix/cemenl.
The detrital quartz includes monocrystalline, semicomposite, compositet
stretched mebamorphic, recryslallized melamorphic and lare ?vein quartz
grains. Microcline, orthoclase, plagioclase and perthitic grains are all
represented amongst the feldspars. Lithic grains include basaltic rock
fragments, chert, silicified and partly siticified dolostone, dolostone with a
relict peloidal texture, and calcareous carbonate mudstone.
The grain size shows a bimodal dis[ribution. The larger framework clasts
range from about 0.6 mm diameter to a maximum of 4 mm diameter, with an
average of about 2 mm diameter (coarse grained). This population is rounded to
well rounded; although some grains show diagenetically corroded edges.
sphericity varies from moderate to high. The micritic and dolomitic carbonate
mudstone clasts are rounded to well rounded.
The second population of grain size ranges from just over 0.1 mm (very
fine) to sitt-sized and constitutes up to 40 percenb of the matrix. These grains
are angular to subnounded and have moderate lo low sphericity.
Seventy percent of the matrix/cemenL consists of altered gypsum. This
malerial is pale brown in plane polarized tight and isotropic in part, and
includes small clumps of anhydrite; rarely euhedral. Several-feldspar grains
appear to be breaking down in situ and being replaced by gypsum. Patches of
the matrix/cement are carbonate; varying from silLy and clayey microspar to
micrite with moderate dolomitization.
Interpretation
The presence of euhedral sulphate evaporites and cements indicates an
evaporitive environment of deposition. The source of the bimodal tenrigenous
clastics indicates a diverse provenance; but the bimodal size distribution with
well rounding and high sphericity of one size fraction might suggest reworking.
MARLA-7 470.11 m coM677
coARSE TO VERY COARSE FELDSPATHIC SANDSTONE, GYPSUM CEMENT
Descr tion
This sample is a mottled greyish red (lOR 412) and moderate red (5R 5/4)
moderately well consolidated sandstone with a pale red to tnanslucent cement.
In thin section, Èhe rock consists of detrilal quartz and feldspar gnains and
carbonate clasts in a fine grained matrix with altered gypsum and dolomitic
carbonate cemenls. The grains are poorly sorÈed, ranging in size from J.0 mm
diameter (granule) to 0.125 mm diameter (fine grained) with an average of
about I mm (coarse to very coarse). The quarLz includes mono and
polycrystalline grains. The feldspans include microperbhites, antiperbhites,
microeline and orthoelase. Rare ?meÈamorphic and ?basaltic rock fragments
and clasts of dolomitic carbonate are also present. Some of the dolomitic clasts
range from well rounded to subangular; the coarser grains tending to be better
rounded with higher sphericity. Rare peloids and micritized ooids are also
present.
The gypsiferous matrix/cement contains fine grained to silty subangular
to subrounded grains of quartz and K-feldspar. Minor carbonate cement is also
present. The gypsum is altered to a brown near isotropic state with sporadic
small euhedral to anhedral anhydrite crystals throughout. The subordinate
carbonate cement occurs as laminae and diffuse patches. It is moderately
dolomitic, with sporadic small internally-zoned euhedral rhombs.
Inte etation
The provenance of the detriLal terrigenous claslics suggests a diverse
source ineluding metamonphic, basaltic, igneous, and carbonate terrains. The
gyPsum cement shows some evidence of remobilization but the pnesence of
euhedral crystals indicates deposition in evaporitic conditions.





This sample comes from a one melre thick sandstone and siltstone bed.
Large dolomitic mudstone clasts are a feature of this unil. In hand specimen,
the rock is speckled medium dark grey (N4).
In thin section, this rock consists of detrital quartz, feldspar and
carbonate grains in a silty dolomitic matrix/cement.
The carbonate grains range in size from up to 2.O mm diameter (very
coarse grained) to less than O.I25 mm diameter (very fine grained). The
terrigenous grains range from up to L.25 mm diameter (very coarse grained) to
less than 0.25 mm (fine) averaging about 0.f mm diameter (medium grained).
SorLing is moderate. The grains are subangular to subrounded with some larger
rounded grains. Sphericity ranges from low to high; the larger grains also
tending to have the higher sphericity. The feldspars include orthoclase,
microcline, and sporadic perthite/ antiperthite. Locally, the feldspars exceed J0
percent of the total composition and these areas are stnictly ARKOSIC
SANDSTONE. The quartz is mono and polycrystalline with undulose extinction.
Staining indicates tha! the carbonate clasts are micrite. Some have gypsum
inclusions/replacements and several contain ooids and peloids.
The matrix/cemenb includes fine grained to silt-sized quartz and feldspar
grains and clays. It is predominantly dolomitic with minor recrystallization
textures and possible haematitic staining.
Interpretation
The large amount of feldspar and metamorphic quartz suggests a
metamorphic/igneous provenance. The angularity of some of the feldspar
grains indicates only moderat,e maturity. The presence of primary sulphate
evaporites in angular carbonate clasts shows the proximity of an evaporitive
temain, while the ooids and peloids probably indicate a shallow marine origin.
MARLA-6 679.J1 m COM6B2
OOID AGGREGATE GRAIN GRAINSTONE/PACKSTONE PARTLY SILICIFIED
FELDSPATHTC SANDSTONE, DOLOMITIC MATRTX/CEMENT
Description
This sample was taken from a thin lenticular bed of silicif ied ooid
grainstone within a dolomitic sequence containinq algal bindstones, imbricated
intraclasts, disturbed laminae, stylolites and gypsum/flourite/calcite veins.
The hand specimen is mottled to speckled medium dark grey (N+) witn
areas of dusky yellow (5Y 614) to moderate brown (5YR 4/4).
The thin section shows two main libhologies with a complex diagenetic
history. The bulk of the specimen consists of:
ootD GRAINSTONE, PARTLY TO WHOLLY SILICIFIED, MINOR SPHALERITE.
The ooids occur in a moderately open relict grainstone framework and
consistently avenage about 0.8 mm diameter and vary from completely to
stightly chertified. A relict multiwalled fabric is visible in plane polarized light.
Radial fabric is only rarely preserved. Up to 6 concentric walls are discernible;
the nucleus varies from less than one third to up to two thirds of the overall
diameter and consists of relict micritic material, small aggreqate grains or less
commonly a euhedral dolomite rhomb (possibly recrystallized in situ). Relict
aggregate grains containing up to I ooids are also present.
Interpretation
The cemenl fabric is believed to represent original carbonate cements, of
both vadose and phreatic origin, now pseudomorphed by silica.
The initial oPen framework of ooids, coated aggregate grains and
carbonate clasts are shown in Figure 53a. The aggregate grains have a micritic
matrix which conlains faint outlines of a possible multilayered concentric
cement. Therefore, these clasts ffiay, themselves, represent reworked
micritized grainstones. The first generation of cement, visible in the lower
portion of Figure b forms a thin brown ?isopachous rim to the larger aggnegate

































o FIGURE 53: HISTORY OF CEMENTATION OF AN OOID GRAINSTONE LENS,
THIN SECTION COM682, MARLA-6, 679'53m.SCALE
l.Omm
transparent meniscus cemenù. It bridges gaps between adjacent grains, is
thicker and of less uniform crystal size where the grains are close, and is
discontinuous or absenl from the walls of Ehe larger voids. At least two crystal
morphologies can be identified. The most abundant is bladed dog-toolh spar
(Flugel, f9B2) (I). Accumulations of opaque heavy minerals occur within the
base of some of these bladed crystals (2). This texture grades to boÈryoidal
cement (l). This difference cannot be abtributed to orientabion. Such meniscus
cement originates in the vadose zone by carbonate precipitation from capillary
films (Longman, I?BZ). The dog-tooth crystal form is somewhat unusual in a
vadose setting, it is normally taken as indicative of meteoric water, possibly in
the subtidal and intertidal zones (Flugel, 1982). The third generation of cement
is pendant from the noof of some cavities (Figure d, I) and completely infills
smaller isolated voids (2). It consists of clear blocky crystals and represents a
continuation of vadose precipitation. The fourth generation shown in Figure e
is a dark brown botryoidal cement, now consisting entirely of silica. The
crystals are arranged with the long axes diverging into the cavity, and have a
characteristic fan-like undulose extinction. If this represents a relicb radial
fibrous ?ferroan calcite cement, it may be interpreted as submarine (Kendall
and Tucker, 1973) or vadose (Bechs¿adt, 1974). Figure f shows a very thin,
often discontinuous rim of clear stubby bladed spar and dog-tooth spar which
constitutes the fifth generation cavity lining. This cement may have been
precipitated under phreatic condilions. The final cavity fill shown in Figure g
consists of clear anhedral to subhedral crystals of ?secondary quartz with larger
crystals in the cavity centre. Extinction is uniform and 1B0o enfacial junctions
are common. Drusy calcite cements with such textures may form in submarine
or subaerial conditions with the crystals growing from free surfaces in
supersaturated solution (FlugeI, L?BZ).
Figure h (1) shows the first evidence of diagenesis which destroys the
original fab¡ic. The stippled area consisÈs of a slightly turbid intimale mixture
of calcite, dolomite and silica which partly pseudomorphs pre-existing cements
and partly obscunes previous textures. Coeval euhedral rhombs of dolomite and
silica after dolomite occur as non-fabric selective recrystallizations of previous
cements (2), and as possible recrystallizations of original ooid nuclei (l). Many
of the rhombs have an internal curved plane of extinction and concentric
internal zonation, suggesting saddle dolomite. Sphalerite has formed
preferentially along crystal boundaries or microfractures (Figune i). Elsewhere
in the thin section, sphalerite almost completely replaces pre-existing cements
and ooids. Figure j shows the superimposed cemenls as traced from a
photograph.
. The sample is cut by a thin deformed area parallel to the bedding of Ehe
surrounding strata. In this zone, secondary dolomitization and iron oxides have
preserved the strongly deformed ooids (spastoliths)'
A zone of incipent stylolitization; now overprinted by sphalerite;
separates ùhe ooid packstone from the next lithotyPe'
FELDSPATHTC SANDSTONE, DOLOMTTIC MATRIX/CEMENT.
This lithotype consists of a microerystalline to fine grained recrystallized
turbid (possibly carbonaceous) dolomite matrix containing very Poorly sorted
detrital quartz, feldspar and carbonate grains. The detrital quartz and feldspars
range from highly angular, low sphericity grains to rounded, moderate
sphericity grains; and from in excess of 2 mm (granule) to silt-sized. Locally,
they are subordinate to the dolomitic matrix and these areas are strictly
OUARTZ FELDSPAR PACKSTONE.
MARLA-6 108.10 m coM686
MASSIVE SECONDARY DOLOSTONE, NO RELICT TEXTURE
escrl tion
This sample was taken from a I.7 m thick bed containing abundant
stylolites, calcite veins and small calcite nodules.
It is an aphanitic massive medium dark grey (N4) carUonate mudstone in
hand specimen.
In thin section, B0 percent of the rock consists of xenotopic equigranular
very finely crystalline (up to 0.07 mm) turbid dolomite. Larger euhedral
dolomite rhombs are moderately abundant and scaltered throughout. The
remaining 20 percent of the specimen is gradational to an idiotopic texture with
secondary calciÈe spar. The calcite is locally concentrated into small irregular
patches which make up a thin discontinuous veinleL across the slide. In places,
this sparry calcite includes euhudral dolomite rhombs.
What little vislble porosity the rock does display is in rare scattened very
small vugs bordered by discrete dolomite crystal faces.
Interpretation
This dolomite shows a diagene[ic recrystallization texture.
MARLA-6 366.6O m COM6BB
CHERT AND CARBONATE MUDSTONE BRECCIA, FLOATSTONE/RUDSTONE
TEXTURE
Description
This sample contains angular clasts of moderate orange pink (10R 714)and
light olive grey (5Y 5l?) mudstone and banded grey (N7 to N5) chert in a
yellowish grey (5Y 7l2) matrlx. The overall unit is about 2 m thick. At its
base, the matrix of the unit grades down to a fine grained lighl brownish grey
dolomitic sandstone which disconformably overlies a thick carbonate sequence.
The clasts decrease in abundance towards the top of the bneccia and it grades
to a grey limeslone with a mudstone texture. The largest clasts in hand
specimen exceed 2.5 cm across. This sample has a strong bright yellow natural
fluonescence under long wavelength UV liqht.
In thin section, at least 65 percent of the sample consists of a random,
open framework of angular to subangular, low to moderate sphericity clasls
with a size range of I mm to i-5 mm. These clasts consist of leached chert and
carbonate mudstone. The siliceous clasts include microcrystalline, fine grained,
and cherty quartzites, the edges are often corroded. The microcrystalline
clasts include abundant small voids and rare small euhedral dolomite rhombs,
probably indicating subaerial weathering. The carbonate mudstone clasts vary
from recrystallized microcrystalline dolomite to slightly dolomitic turbid
limestone.
The matrix/cement consists of subhedral to euhedral sparry calcite
crystals, averaging about 0.1 mm across. This incorporates scattered euhedral
dolomite rhombs (to 0.05 mm) and patches of chalcedonic silica. The
matrix/cement has rare small visible voids often bordered by idiomorphic faces
of large calcite crystals, but may have considerable intercrystalline porosity as
well. In combination with the leached chert clasts; the overall rock has quite
good porosity.
Intenpretation
This rock was originally a sedimentary breccia which contained chert and
carbonate mudstone clasts in a calcareous rnatrix. The sample has been leached
during diagenesis with dolomitization of the calcareous clasts and matrix and
corrosion of the cherts. The formation of the calcite sPar was an on-going
replacement of other minerals and as a partial void filling cement.
MARLA-6 457.75 m coM69I
RELICT MICRITIZED INTRACLASTIC OOID PELOID GRAINSTONE
Descriotion
The matrix of this hand specimen grades from mottled greyish black (N2)
to light to very light grey (N7 to NB), and contains abundanb angular to well
rounded greYish black clasts.
In thin section, the paler matrix colours can be attributed to a replacive
siliceous cement; the darken colours are porous dolomite matrix/cement. The
clasts consist of rounded to well rounded inlraclasts, possible relict ooids and
peloids. The relict ooids average just over 0.5 mm diameter. They are almost
all replaced by dolomite or silica (?micritized then dolomitized or silicified)!
their original structure can only be inferred from a few individuals which retain
a relict radial and concentric fabric and from the similarity in size of these
coated particles.
The preservation and type of cement varies across the sample. Lower in
the specimen, a very thin isopachous cement is replaced by a clear radially
fibrous chalcedonic silica; this is superseded by a thicker isopachous turbid pale
brown botryoidal to pseudo-colloform silica cement. The final cavity fill is
now a transparent equigranular fine grained quartz, with the largest crystals in
the cenlre of the cavitY.
Several larger inter-ooid cavities are lined by a relatively thick rind of
pale brown isopachous cement. This cement shows a concentric zonation in
plane polarized light. Under crossed nicols, this is evident as a suPerimposition
of areas of fan like undulose extinction.
A vuggy recrystallized ?xenotopic dolomitic cement remains at the very
top of this thin section; i! provides good porosity. Elsewhere in the hand
specimen, the ooids/peloids/intraclasts have been selectively leached resulting
in excellent oomoldic PorositY.
Interprelation
It is assumed that the relict cemenÈ textures can be attributed to original
calcile cements since the whole rock, including both cement and clasts, has
been pseudomorphed by siticification. This being the case, the sample was
probably a shallow marine deposit in an area of moderate energyr possibly a
small debnis ftow. The complex diagenetic history includes micritization
(?stagnant marine phreatic zone) and dolomitization (?mixing zone). The
isopachous rinds may indicáte active marine phreatic cementation. The final
cavity fill may be subsurface late diagenetic or possibly an active freshwater
phreatic zone cement. The rock has then been partly silicified.
MARLA-6 47r.?O m cov692
SAND/SILT/CARBONATE MUDSTONE SETS
Description
This hand specimen shows stacked fining-up sets of grey (N4 to N7)
sand/silt/carbonate mudstone. One thin sandstone interbed is reverse graded.
There a¡e abundant large rip-up clasts of carbonate mudstone and some light
grey (N7) chert, possibly after nodular evaporites.
In thin section, the carbonate mudstones are moslly massive and
amorphous to rarely microcrystalline slightly calcareous dolomites, which
become more calcareous toward the lop of the uni[.
The reverse graded clastic-rich interbed grades up from the underlying
carbonate mudstone as detrital quartz, feldspar and dolomitic limestone
intraclasts increase in abundance. They range from silt-sized at the base of the
unit, to 1.7 mm diameter (very coarse) at the top. The grains are mostly
subangular to angular, with low to moderate sphericity. Some of the larger
clasts are better rounded. The matrix of the unit is altered dolomitic carbonate
mudstone.
This unit is overlain by a laminated carbonabe mudsbone. The contact is
sharp. Many of lhe sand grains protrude up into mudstone and there are sporadic
individual sand sized grains in the basal carbonate mudstone. The dolomitic
carbonate mudstone appears to be contiguous with the unaltered maÈrix of the
sandstone. There are thin wavy silty laminae throughout the carbonate
mudstone, increasing in abundance towands the top of the unit. Randomly
orienLed lathes and needles (averaging 0.13 mm long) of a dark brown isotropic
mineral also increase ih abundance towards the top of the unit. The hand
specimen shows a corresponding paler colour change and it is suggested that
this mineral was originally gypsum or anhydrite which has been altered during
the preparation of Ehe slide. The top contact of this carbonate mudstone also
shows possible mudcracks.
The overlying clastic sandstone exhibits a complex series of variations in
grain size; possibly due to eddy effects around the large (up to 6 cm x I cm)
mudslone clasts. The overall grain size change is a poorly sorted fining upward
sequence. The largest of the quartz and feldspar grains exceed 2.5 mm
(granular) and range lo silt-sized. The majority of the grains are moderately to
well rounded, but show a comple[e range of sphericities.
There are small patches of knolted gypsum scattered throuqhout the
sandstone/siltsùone. In places it has been altered to the dark brown isotropic
condition mentioned above; elsewhere it grades to anhydrite. It hosts a lens-
shaped area of slightly turbid chalcedonic to microcrystalline silica. Larger
areas of chert after evaporites are visible in hand specimen.
The sandstone/siltstone set is overlain by another carbonate mudslone.
The contact is sharp but irregular.
Interpre tation
The presence of original evaporite in stacked sand/sitt/mud sets indicates
an evaporite environmenb of deposition with fluctuations of energy conditions
and periodic emergence.
MARLA.6 510.14 m coM698
DOLOSTONE, RELICT ?INTRACLASTIC WACKESTONE TEXTURE
Description
This sample is mottled medium dark grey (N4) to medium light grey (N6)
wackestone with vague well rounded dark grey (N5) structures visible in hand
specimen.
Mineralogically, the sample consists enÈirely of recrystallized xenotopic
dolomite. CrysÈalsize varies in patches across the slide from microcrystalline
to very coarsely crystalline. Some of larger crystals are subhedral and may be
saddte dolomite. These patches partly correspond to a relict intraclastic
wackestone texture clearly visible in hand specimen but just discernible in thin
section under plane polarized light. The intraclast ghosts vary in size from 6
mm to less than t mm; are generally well rounded; and lack any visible outer
coats or internal structunes. Less than I0 percent of Èhe clasts exceed 2 mm
across. They are inferred to have been original carbonate mudstone clasts.
This slide shows quite good visual ponosity in small scattered rounded
pores averaging 0.11 mm diameter, which bear no relationship to the original
Iexture.
Interpretation
The present mineralogy of this sample has resulted from wholesale
replacement by dolomite. The dolomitization has only partly preserved the
original texture.
MARLA-6 5r?.66 m coM699
RELICT OOID GRAINSTONE/PACKSTONE
Desc tion
This ooid grainstone sample was taken from a thin inLerbed with an
erosional top and which grades down to the underlying thinly bedded carbonate
mudsÈone. The hand specimen shows two distinct secondary colour phases. One
is a light grey (N7) malrix/cement containing greyish red (5 R 4lZ) ooids; the
other is a medium grey (N5) matrix/cement containing greyish black (N2)
moEtles.
In thin section, the lighter colour matrix/cement is revealed to be very
fine to medium crystalline ?replacement siliceous cement. It contains silicified
ooids with a preserved concentric multiwalled structure and a nucleus varying
from one third to two thirds of the ovenall diameber. No radial fabric is visible.
The ooids range in size from jus[ under 0.5 mm to 1.5 mm diameter, averaging
about 0.8 mm. Sporadic relict micritic intraclasts (because this is a horizontal
section the 'intraclasts' may be the top of underlying bed) and rare aggregate
grains containing two or three ooids are also present. The ooids commonly
contain haloes of heavy minerals. There is some intraooid porosity'
The cements include a thin coat of very finely crystalline clear acicular
to bladed silica arranged radially to bhe ooids. Interooid cavities are infilled by
coarser interlocked clean equigranular quartz crystals. Presumably, the silica is
pseudomorphing original carbonate cements.
The remainder of the slide corresponds to the darker colour phase visible
in hand specimen. In thin section, this material is an irregularly mottled
texture produced by almosl complete dolomitization or micritization of the
ooids and subsequent silicification. The fringing cement is absent, most of Ehe
clear silica is equigranular and medium grained. There are also areas of
extremely turbid medium grained to amphonous ?chalcedonile and quartzine
which rim the irregular mottles of relict dolomitic texture. This may also be a
relict carbonate cement.
Interprelation
This specimen was probably originally gradational from ooid grains[one to
ooid packstone. The ooids in the grainstone texture have been dolomitized or
micritized and then silicified. The silica cements now present may be
pseudomorphing original carbonate cements. The original micritic matrix and
ooids in the packstone have also been partly recrystallized, possibly to
dolomite, and then silicified.
MARLA.6 614.00 m coM705
DOLOSTONE, RELICT ARCHAEOCYATH BAFFLESTONE/FRAMESTONE
Descniotion
This sample was taken f¡om a I metre thick essentially unbedded
sequence of archaeocyath bafflestone/framestone. The hand specimen is grey
(N5 to N7) to pale olive grey (5Y 6/1).
Mineralogically, most of this specimen is amorphous to finely crystalline
equigranular xenotopic secondary dolomite with very scattered euhedral rhombs
to 0.5 mm across (medium to coarsely crystalline). Brown colloform and
chalcedonic chert nodules averaging about 0.f mm acnoss occur sporadically
throughout the samples. There are also locally abundant areas of drusy calcite
spar and rane saddle dolomite associated with voids in the nelict archaeocyath
bafflestone texture. A poorly preserved algal mottled fabric is also present.
Individual archaeocyabhs are only very poorly preserved in this section.
One transverse section visible in hand specimen is represented in the thin
section, bub recrystallization has entirely obscured any micnostructure.
Microstylolites are moderately common, they separate areas of different
crystalsize and often outline the inner and outer walls of the archaeocyaths.
This specimen shows good porosity in vugs up to 5 mm across. They are
scattered throughout the sample and are generally bounded by discrete dolomite
crystal faces.
Interpretation
The original archaeocyatlr bafflestone/framestone texture of this sample
has been largely ol¡scured by dolomitization. The primary cavities have been
filled by saddle dolomite and void-filling chalcedonite. Most of the saddle
dolomite has been replaced by secondary calcite.
MARLA-6 616.15 m coM706
DOLOSTONE, RELICT ARCHAEOCYATH BAFFLESTONE/FRAMESTONE
Description
This sample comes from an essentialty unbedded sequence of grey (N5 to
N6) stylolitic fenestral archaeocyath bafflestone/framestone with good vuggy
porosity.
Mineralogically, the large thin section is predominatly amphorous turbid
dolomite with irregular patches of chalcedonite; subordinate coarsely
crystalline calcite (drusy) spar; coarse to granule sized euhedral (?saddle)
dolomite rhombs; and rare euhedral quartz. The last three minerals also occur
as infill lo the archaeocyaths. The calcite spar also occurs in discontinuous
veinlets which cut the other fabric.
At least fourteen individual archaeocyaths are visible in this sample. The
thin section provides a range of transverse to longitudinal sections. Most
archaeocyaths appear to be intact, but there is no obvious preferred growth
position. Many of the archaeocyaths are surrounded by an indistinct textune of
possible algal origin. A similar texture forms the lining to a cavity, where is
tentatively atbributed to Renalcis. Some of the archaeocyabh cavities also
contain geopetal sediments and overlying cavity filling cements. Boring and
burrowing occur sporadically in the archaeocyath framework and algal binding,
as well as in the geopetal sediments.
Interpretation
The presence of the archaeocyaths and algae indicates a shallow
submarine environment of , deposition. The diagenesis includes original
wholesale dolomitization; formation of the ?saddle dolomite and chalcedony in
original vugs and archaeocyath cavities; and the replacement of some dolomite
by coarse secondary calcite spar. This calclte is the same generation as present
in veinlets.
MARLA-6 669.75 m coM707
DOLOSTONE, RELICT THROMBOLITTC ALGAL TEXTURE
Descr iotion
This hand specimen shows a typical thrombolitic texture, with a brownish
grey (5YR 4/1) and medium dark grey (N4) clotted to rarely digitate fabric with
very light grey (N8) sparry calcite in irregular tubular fenestrae and birdseyes.
Mineralogically, the sample consists of 'grumeleuse' paiches of
microcrystalline and equigranular finely crystalline secondary dolomite. There
are also patches of medium to coarsely crystalline internally zoned ?saddle
dolomite. Equigranular intergrown xenotopic calcite occurs in association with
the finer dolomite. Rarely, the ?saddle dolomite hosts extremely small
euhedral calcite crystals. The rock also contains scattened silt-sized cloudy
quartz and ?feldspar grains. These are bound together by thin discontinuous
anas[omosing dark brown accumulations of ?carbonaceous material which also
contains small open fenestrae.
InEerprelation
The overall texture is inferred to be of algal origin. The crystalsize of
the dolomite reflects an original clotted thrombolitic texture. The dolomite
and calcite filled tubular fenestrae may be after bumows or borings.
MANYA-6 1085.86 m coM719
BIOCLASTIC PELOID GRAINSTONE/TUBULAR FOSSILS
Description
This specimen comes from an I cm thick bed of grey (trt+ to N7)
calcareous bioclastic Arainstone and packstone. The bed has stylolitic upper and
lower boundaries.
Tubular fossils up to lcm diameter are visible in hand specimen and
constitute up to 40 percent of the rock. Many contain geopetal infill and
internal cements.
In thin section, the walls of the tubular fossils contain abundant ?telraxon
spicules. Some of the spicules are linked together forming a network.
The tubes are surrounded by finely crystalline calclte spar which contains
up to 70 percent peloids and rare trilobite fragments.
Interprelation
The tubes have been interpreted as sponge body fossils. These and the
accompanying trilobite fragments and peloids indicate a shallow marine setting.
Since the tubes show little evidence of compaction, the cement infill must have
been very early.
MANYA-6 L2O8.31 m coM720
BTOCLASTIC PELOID GRAINSTONE/TUBULAR FOSSILS
Descriotion
This sample comes fnom a 7 cm thick grey (Nt to N6) calcareous bed with
abundant macroscopic tubular fossils which contain geopetal sediment and
internal cement. They constitute l0 to 40 percent of the rock.
In thin section, the walls of the tubes contain sporadic tetraxon spicules.
The tubes are surrounded by finely erystalline spar with abundant peloids
and trilobiLe fragments.
Interoretation
A shallow marine environment of deposition is inferred. The tubes might
represenl sponge body fossils but in contrast to the previous sample, no
inberlocking of spicules can be demonstrated. Cementation within the tubes
was very early.
MANYA-' 401.60 m coM750
COLLAPSE BRECCIA
Descr iotion
The original fabric of this rock was a dark grey (N3)finely laminated silty
carbonate mudstone wilh stacked fining-up couplets' The hand specimen shows
collapse brecciation with spamy calcite cement in abundant thin veins and
filling the voids between clasts. Macroscopic stylolites are also visible.
In thin section, the base of the larger cement-filled cavities contain
?diagenetic or ?geopet,al sediment intimately associated with the coarse non-
ferroan calcite spar cemenl. Rare poorly preserved spheroids with a fringing
bladed dog-tooth cement are Present within this sediment.
The stylolites cut across ?diagenetic/geopeLal sediments, calcite cemenEs
and the original laminaled fabric.
Interprelabion
Lack of definitive marine elements in the geopetal sediment make it
impossible to distinguish penecontemPolaneous marine deposition and
cementation from later ?diagenetic/vadose sediment and cementation.
However, there is little evidence to support the original presence of evaporites
within the cavity and collapse was probably initiated by chemical and/or
mechanical breakdown of the original laminated silty carbonate mudstone. The
relationship to the stylolites suggests that collapse and cemenÈation preceded
stylolitization.
MANYA-] 401.90 m coMTll
COLLAPSE BRECCIA
Descr io !ion
This sample comes from an extensive zone of veined and solution
collapsed dark grey (Nl) laminated silty mudstone. Macroscopic stylolites are
also present.
In thin section, the matrix to the solution collapse breccia consists of
coarsely crystalline non-ferroan calcite spar. The base of some of the larger
areas of cement contain intermixed ?geopetal and diagenetic collapse sedimentt
including angular clasts up Èo I mm across. The larger fragments have been
rotated and moved several millimetres from their original orientation.
stylolitization has overprinted the solution collapse; many of the clasts
are now rimmed by microstylotites and smooth low amplitude macrosÈylolites
cross-cut bhe host silty mudsb,one, geopetal sediment and cement' The area of
collapse brecciation grades laberally to horsetail stylolites.
InteroreLation
This texture is believed to have been formed by the mechanical
brecciation and chemical solution of carbonate mudstone. The initial collapse
probably resulted from the removal of evaporites lower in the sequencet
although there is no evidence of original evaporites in this particular cavity.
The rotation and rearrangemen[ of clasts suggests that the cavity was fluid
fiued prior to cementation. The cavity-fitl of coarse calcite spar pneceded
stylolit ization.
MARLA-6 546.88 m cov732
FENESTRAL AND STROMATACTIC CARBONATE MUDSTONE
Descriolion
This hand specimen comes from a thick unit of olive grey (5Y 312)
stylolitic dolostones which contain a variety of different shapes of calcite filled
fenestrae. Macroscopically, the host mudstone is predominantly dark olive grey
(5y t/Z) wirh irregular mottles of light olive grey (5Y 512). Tne calcite filled
fenestrae occur within the lighter coloured areas. The calcite cement in the
fenestrae shows a sub-honizontal layering in hand specimen; with medium grey
(Nt) ueing overlain by very light grey (Ng).
tn thin section, the differences in colour in the host mudslone are
produced by subtle differences in the average grainsize and turbidity of the
dolomite and are often accentuated by stylolitization. The dolomitiza[ion has
obscured any more definitive differences in primary texture.
Low amplitude irregular stylolites interconnect many of the small lens of
calcite and delimit the base of the larger calcite filled fenestrae and
stromatactis.
The calcite cement in the top 'of the cavities is very coarse to coarsely
crystalline ferroan spar. Sixty degree infacial angles aÌe common. The darker
coloured calcite visible in hand specimen consists of fine to very fine crystals.
It also appears to be stightly less ferroan and con[ains sporadic heavy minerals,
disseminated ?clays and inclusions of the host mudsLone.
Intenpretation
The origin of fenestral and s[romatactic fabrics remains obscure. It is
impossible to ascertain the timing of the cement infill in the cavities without a
more detailed caùhodoluminesence study.
MANYA-6 936.6O m cov73t
FENESTRAL AND STROMATACTIC CARBONATE MUDSTONE
Descriotion
This hand specimen is a mottled tight olive grey (5Y512) and dark grey
(Nl) canbonate mudstone. This sample contains fenestrae and stromatactis
which have a coarsely crystalline very light grey (N8) infill often with a thin
light olive grey (5Y5 12) area on the floor of the cavity'
Mineralogically, the host mudstone consists of intermixed non-ferroan
dolomite and calcite with a vaguely defined rgrumeleuse' to peloidal texture.
The pale coloured cement is coarsely crystalline non-ferroan idiotopic saddle
dolomite wiEh characteristic cqrved crystal faces, cloudy apPearance and
undulose extinction. The mineralogy was confirmed by XRD analysis' The areas
of light olive grey on the ftoors of the cavities are finely crystalline saddle
dolomibe. The saddle dolomite occurs as subhedral rhombs with slightly curved
compromise boundaries.
Very fine opaque heavy minerals occur sporadically throughout.
Interpretation
Saddle dolomite commonly occurs as a diagenetic cavity fill in fenestral
and stromatactic fabrics. The timing and nalure of its formation remains
problematical.
MANYA-6 896.46 m cov7t9




This hand specimen is a mottled to laminated medium dark grey (N4)
carbonate mudstone with highly disturbed bedding. small tepees and sponadic
irregularly shaped areas of cavity fill which host concentric-zoned cherts are
locally abundant.
In thin section, the host mudstone is a laminated to thinly bedded medium
to finely crystalline calcite with a possible relict peloidal texture and rare
rounded ?bioclastic debris. The original laminations, delineated by changes in
crystalsize and incipient stylolitization, are now highly contorted.
The mudstone hosts irregularly shaped palches of coarsely crystalline
saddle dolomite and calcite spar with concentric zones of chalcedonite. The
largesl (approx. I cm across) of Èhese patches visible on the thin section
conlains an outer zone of very coarsely crystalline xenotopic saddle dolomite
cement with characteristic burbidity, incomplete undulose extinction and
curved crys[al faces. The crystals range from subhedral to anhedral; the larger
subhedral forms have sbraight to gently curved rational crystal faces. Rare
scimitar-like terminations are also presenü. About I0 percent of this material
is replaced by non-ferroan calcite which pseudomorphs all the textures of the
saddle dolomite.
A second zone; roughly concentric and internal to; the saddle dolomite,
consists of alternating very fine dark brown concentric microlaminated and
radially fibrous ?length-slow chalcedonite. It is slightly pleochroic and has a
pervasive sweeping but incomplete extinction. The chalcedonite does not
cornode the adjacent saddle dolomite crystals, but its growth appears to have
been slightly displacive.
Within the chert is another coarsely crystalline saddle dolomite and
calcite zone. The core of the anea is occupied by dark brown chert (?quartzine)
with inclusions of finely crystalline calcite, rare sulphate evaporite (possibly
barite), and extremely small euhedral quartz crystals.
InIerpretation
The areas of saddle dolomite and chert are believed to be replacements of
an original sulphate evaporite which was associated with small tepees.
Paraqenesis
A possible paragenesis includes partial in situ replacement and partial
infill after solution of pre-existing cavity fill. The euhedral curved faces and
scimitar-like terminations of some of the saddle dolomite are characteristics of
pore-Iining cement, and the chalcedonite also appears to be a later generation
of cavity fill.
MANYA-6 897.Li m coM740
CARBONATE MUDSTONE HOSTING CONCENTRIC'ZONED 5ILICA
Descriotion
This rock is a massive to thinly bedded medium grey (N5) to medium dark
grey (N4) carbonate mudstone which hosts small imegular shaped areas of
concentrically zoned silica in small cement-f illed veins and as inf ill in
mudcracks.
The host mudstone is finely crystalline calcite with rare peloids, oPaque
heavy minerals, and lhin secondary calcite spar-filled veins.
The siliea occurs as concenbric zoned ?quartzine, pseudo-fibrous length-
slow lutecite and xenotopic megaquartz. The first two forms occur in intimate
association with medium to coarsely crystalline corroded calcite spar in
millimetre sized concentric spherules. The megaquartz appears to be resLricted
to the core of the area, with an irregular contact between the megaquartz and
adjacent spherules.
Interpretation
The presence of length-slow quartz, the association with desiccation
features and the similarity with thin section COlv1739, suggests that
silicification may be after original sulphate evaporites.
MANYA-' 353.35 m coM147
RELICT OOID GRAINSTONE
Description
This sample is a speckled grey (N3 and N4) calcareous rock which contains
abundanl ooids. Pale irregularly shaped areas to 1.5 cm across are outlined by a
black (Nl) halo.
The majority of the material represented on the slide is a secondary
recrystallization of interlocked subhedral to anhedral calcite crystals which
obscures the relict ooid texture and has totally replaced the original cement or
matrix. Faint outlines defined by zones of inclusions suggest an original blocky
or granular cement. Within this framework, individual ooids may be replaced by
an optically single calcite or dolomite crystal. Subhednal to almost euhedral
turbid dolomite rhombs occur sporadically throughout. Rare bioclastic debris
including possible trilobite fragments is also present.
The paler areas visible in hand specimen are microstylolite-bounded lenses
of dolomitization and incipient chertification. The ooids at the base of the lens
are very dark in colour, possibly due to iron mineralization.
The ooid ghosts range up to 0.5 mm diameter, and have an originally
?micritic nucleus which varies from one quarler to two thirds of an overall
diameter. Concentric multi-layered walls and a radial fabric are only poorly
pneserved. Some ooids retain their chanactenistic figure under crossed nicols.
Rare coabed aggregate grains occur throughout. The ooids form a closed
framework.
The sample is cut by a number of thin irregular stylolibes which are
concentrated in Èhe recrystallized areas but locally reduce the ooids to poorly
presenved spastoliths.
Interpretation
Ooid grainstones are usually interpreted as indicating moderately high
energy conditions. The bioclastic debnis suggests a marine origin.
This sample shows a complex diagenesis including wholesale
recrystallization to neomorphic spar, stylolitization, silicification, iron staining
and dolomitization.
MANYA-] 724.IJ m coM749
RELTCT OOID GRAINSTONE
Description
This hand specimen is an ooid grainstone which shows three distinct
horizontal colour phases varying from dark grey (N3), Èhrough medium dark grey
(N4) to medium light grey (N6). Irregular macrostylolites are visible in the
darker colour phases.
Thin section study shows that the different colour pahses are due to
varying degrees of chertification.
The lowermost area is still en[irely calcareous, although it has undergone
recrystallization to interlocking finely crystalline subhedral pseudo-sPar. The
ooids are clearly visible as outlines of inclusions, but their ultrastructure is
obscured. The original fabric of the cement is lost, although sporadic less-
turbid areas between the ooids may be relics of the final cavity fill.
The middle area of the sample is entirely chertified. The ooids are
preserved as ghosts which retain their figure under crossed nicols and the
multilayering of Èhe concentric wall is outlined by local concentrations of small
opaque heavy minerals. Faint haloes of inclusions also surround the ooids and
may represent an original fringing cement.
The uppermost colour phase corresponds to an atea of parlial
chertification, where the ooids themselves and a first generation meniscus
cement are silicified and the final inter-ooid cavity fill is either silica or
dolomite. The relict second generation isopachous to botryoidal cement is
recrystallized calciÈe. Coarse to very coarse euhedral ?saddle dolomite rhombs
occur throughout this zone. They are entirely non fabric selectiver cross-
cutting the chertified ooids, silicified areas and calcite cements. Rarely' they
include small calcite rhombs which appear to be pseudomorphs of a preceding
generation of saddle dolomite. The diagenesis is further complicated because
several of the laÈe stage dolomite rhombs appear to be undergoing preferential
silicification in relation to adjacent calcite. The ooids consistently average just
over 0.5 mm diameter and, in the majority of cases, retain a relict multiwalled
s[ructure with an internal radial fabric. Sponadic twinned ooids form coated
aggregate grains
framework.
and elongate ooids are rare. The ooids form a closed
Interpretation
Ooid grainstones are usually interpreted as moderately high energy
shallow marine dePosits.
This sample shows a complex diagenesis involving at least two generations
of primary calcite cement formed initially in the vadose zone of precipitation
and then possibly in marine phreatic conditions. These cements and, to some
exten[, the ooids themselves have been altered by recrystallization to
neomorphic calcite spar, by silicification delimited by a stylolite bounded
solution front and by dolomitization. The formation of the dolomite rhombs
was penecontemporaneous with silicification.
MANYA.l 537.2O m coM750
LAMINATED CARBONATE MUDSTONE WITH CAULIFLOWER CHERTS
Description
This sample is a grey (N5 to N4) Iaminated carbonate mudstone which
contains sporadlc millimetre scale irregularly shaped siliceous nodules.
In thin section, the laminae in the carbonate mudstone are defined by
variations in the xenotopic dolomite which constibutes 90 percent of the rock.
The remainder is composed of silt sized detrital quartz and feldspar with local
concentrations of clay in some laminae. Rare traces of ?anhydrite are also
present as diffuse patches less than 0.25 mm across in the areas of coarser
dolomite.
The siliceous nodules (Figure 54) are composed of xenotopic megaquartz'
pseudofibrous length-slow lutecite (1), euhedral rhombs and corroded subhedral
crystals of dolomite (2) and calcite (l) isotropic opaque minerals (4) and possible
traces of an original evaporite mineralogy. The calcite and dolomite are
generally restricted to the outer edges of the nodule, lined by a rim of lutecite
wibh traces of ?evaporite mineral (possibly celestite) and oPaque heavy minerals
in the remaining cenlral cavity void. Megaquartz occurs as an irregular
extension of the nodule. It has a xenotopic fabric in sharp imegular contact with
adjacent lutecite and saddle dolomite.
Interpretation
The siliceous nodules, o1 Cauliflower cherts, are interpreted as
replacements after sulphate evaporites. This is supported by the presence of
possible unaltered anhydrite in the matrix of the host mudstone, the possibility
of relict or remobilized evaporites in the core in the nodule, and lhe abundance
of length-slow quartz.
Par NESIS
It appears that the original evaporite mineralogy has been replaced
sequentially by dolomite, calcite and silica, with possible remobilization of
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Cauliflower chents from this sample were also examined by scanning electron
microscopy (see next description).
MANYA-2 537.2O m SEM75O
LAMINATED CARBONATE MUDSTONE WITH CAULIFLOWER CHERTS
Descriotion
This sample is a grey (N5 to N4) laminated carbonate mudstone which
contains sporadic millimetre scale irregularly shaped siliceous nodules.
In thin section, the laminae in the carbonate mudstone are defined by
variations in the xenotopic dolomite which constitutes 90 percent of the rock.
The remainder is composed of sill sized delrital quarbz and feldspar with local
concentrations of clay in some laminae. Rare traces of ?anhydrite are also
present as diffuse patches less than 0.25 mm across in the areas of coarser
dolomite.
Examination with a petrological microscope shows a very similar fabric to
other nodules from the same sample (see COM750). The siliceous nodules are
composed of xenotopic megaquartz, (Figure 55, (3)) pseudofibrous length-slow
lutecite (I), euhedral rhombs and corroded subhedral crystals of calcite (2) and
possible traces of an original evaporite mineralogy. The calcite and dolomite
are generally resbricted to the outer edges of the nodule, Iined by a rim of
lutecite with an ?evaporite mineral at the core.
The SEM study (courtesy of A. Brewer) confirms the identity of the outer
zone (Z) as calcite, and highlights the scimitar-like curved terminations and
stepped faces of the inner most crystals (2a). These crystal forms are usually
diagnos¡ic of void filling saddle dolomite cement, which suggests that calcite is
pseudomorphing saddle dolomite. The pseudo-fibrous length-slow Iutecite is
visible in the SEM photograph as a dark grey band. The high strontium count
(Figure 56) obtained for the bright mineral at the core of the nodule, (4)
confirms its idenlification as celestite.
Note
This sample was laken from the same thin section as the previous description






SEM PHOTO SEM7SO, MANYA-3,537.20 M.
( I ) LUTECITE
(2) CALCITE
(2o) CURVED CRYSTAL TERMINATIONS
(3) MEGAQUARTZ
(4) CELESTITE.























ENERGY DISPERSIVE S.E.M. PLOT OF CORE OF
CAULTFLOWER CHERT NODULE, SEM75O, MANYA-3,
537.20m, SHOWING INFILLING BY Sr AND S,
PROBABLY AS CELESTITE.
20.ooo
MARLA-] 557.60 m coM766
CHERT
Descri otion
This sample is from a I cm thick chert band or lens in an overall massive
carbonate mudstone sequence. The hand specimen shows abundant columnar to
irregular anastomosing stylolites which sunound the chert lens and separate
areas with abundant clastic arains from the pnedominantly massive carbonate
mudstone. The host mudstone is greenish grey (5 G 6lI) and the chert ranges
from bluish white (5 B 9lL) to pale blue (5 g 7l?)-
This thin section includes the base of the chert and some of the underlying
stylolite-bounded clastic-rich zone. This latter area contains a closed
framework of ?detrital quartz and feldspar in a very clayey dolomitic matrix-
The quartz and feldspar range from just under I.0 mm (coarse grained) to very
fine grained, and includes a complete spectrum of roundness and sphericity.
Some of the larger grains have corroded edges and re-entrant angles, others
appear to be undergoing in situ alteration along microfractures.
This lithotype is separaled from the chert by a 1.5 mm thick stylolite-like
band of clastic grains in a dark brown to black opaque matrix.
In plane polarized light, the chert shows a variety of textures defined by
the relative abundance of inclusions and pale brown -colour phases. Lathes and
needles are arranged in a decussate to felLed texture. This is intermixed with
areas of microspherulitic to concentric fabric. Under crossed nicols, the
microspheruliLes show a typical maltese cross f igure produced by radial
arranged length-slow ?lutecite. Individual crystals extend beyond the circular
areas visible in plane polarized light. Where the crystals are not directly in
contact with one another, the area between is filled with xenotopic equant
finely crystalline quartz. The areas of decussate texture are composed of
equant xenotopic very finely crystalline quartz and ?microspherulites of
?lutecite finely intermixed with a turbid grey pleochroic mineral, possibly
siderite. Large areas of Èhis material extinguish at the same point under
crossed nicols suggesting it is an original mineralogy being replaced by quartz.
Rare millimetre sized areas resemble cavity infill' The outer wall is
defined by pale brown colouration in plane polarized light- under crossed nicols
lutecite spherulites extend from this border grading into a rim of megaquartz
with largest crystals toward the ?cavity centre. The core of the area is a void.
Interpretation
The paragenesis of this chert band remains problematical. There is
evidence of both void fitl and replacement of another mineralogy by different
crystal forms, if not different generations, of silica. The relict decussate
texture and the occurrence of length-slow quartz may indicate an original
sulphate evaporite mineralogY.




This sample comes from a light olive grey (5 Y 6lI) laminated and silty
carbonate mudstone which contains 'ghostsr of swallow tail gypsum crystals and
millimetre to centimetre scale rounded nodules of sulphate evaporites. The
laminae in the host mudstone curve around the nodules. some of the nodules
contain areas of white ?chert while other nodules have a central cavity lined by
coarse euhedral crYstals.
The carbonate mudstone contains sporadic detrital silt sized to fine
grained quartz and feldspar. The laminae are defined by local concentrations of
those detrital clastics and by thin ?carbonaceous wisps and clay-rich horizons.
About 70 percent of the nodule consisLs of very coarsely crystalline
celestite with minor barite (Figure 57r (t)). The mineralogy was confirmed by
XRD analysis. The crystals form an idiotopic mosaic with a greater proportion
of straight crystal faces in the centre of the nodule. The celestite hosts
inclusions of silt-sized ?detrital quartz and rare small patches of anhydrite.
Although the areas of anhydrite are discontinuous, they extinguish at the same
poinl under crossed nicols.
The areas of ?chert (2) in the nodule have a distinctive texture in thin
section. They consist of a decussate lo felted fibrous arrangemenL of lathes.
These are comprised of the following mineralogies in decreasing order of
abundance:- black isotropic ?opaline silica, length-slow Iutecite, celestite'
barile and rare anhydrite. The lathes are grouped into clumps cut by thin 'veins'
(l) of barite contiguous with the rest of the nodule.
Interpretation
The partly silicif ied nodule is believed to be after original sulphate











FIGURE 57' PARTLY SILICIFIED SULPHATE EVAPOR¡TE NODULE
THIN SECTION COM768, MARLA-6' 309'95m'
({ ) CELESTITE WITH MINOR BARITE
(2) DECUSSATE AND FELTED TEXTURE, PARTLY SILICIFIED
(3) BARITE vElNS.
Par ts
The suggested paragenesis involves replacement of the
anhydritelathesbycoarselycrystallinecelestite,bariteandsilica.





















This hand specimen contains well developed centimetre scale domed
stromatolites with areas of ooid grainstone infill between the algal 'heads'' The
rock is medium greY (N5).
ln thin section, the stromatolitic lamination is defined by subtle varÎations
in crystalsize and the relative abundance of debrital quartz and feldspar and
lhin laminae of ?carbonaceous materiat within a very finely crystalline calcite.
The ooid grainstone consisls of a moderately open framework of ooids,
eoated aggregate grains and rare ?detrital quartz and feldspar clasts in a
calcite cement. The ooids average just under I.0 mm diameter and have been
recrystallized, resulting in the loss of radial fabric. The multilayered
concentric walls are still obvious in both plane polarized light and under crossed
nicols. The ooids appear to have had an original micritic nucleus, although
feldspar grains also appear in the core of isolated examples' Several of the
ooids were broken prior to cementation. The aggregate grains contain up to B
ooids within an outer coat similar to the outermost layer of individual ooids.
The detrital quartz grains show evidence of syntaxial overgrowth with optically
continuous quartz extending up to one third of the' grain diameter.
The calcite cement consists of a first generation of fringing bladed to
btocky crystals arranged radialty to the ooid. Where the ooids are sufficiently
close, the cement is contiguous between them. The final cavity fill is very
coarsely crystalline calcite, commonly with a single crystal occupying the
cavity.
Interpretation
A shallow marine origin is inferred. This is consistent with the
environmenl of the stromatolites and the possible active marine phreatic
cementation.

